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JURISDICTION 
The Second Amended Judgment was entered September 29, 1992. 
A timely notice of appeal was filed October 22, 1992. This Court 
has jurisdiction under Utah Code Ann. § 78-2a-3(2)(k). 
ISSUES PRESENTED1 
1. Did the trial court err in using tort-based comparative 
fault principles to find that, because Thiokol Corporation 
"should have been aware" (App. A at 6) of the substandard nature 
of tanks provided by its general contractor and subcontractors, 
those parties did not breach their contractual obligations when 
one of the tanks catastrophically failed? 
2. Did the trial court err in finding that, by working 
with its contractor and subcontractors to cure an early and 
obvious breach of contract, Thiokol created a "new relationship" 
that "waived" its contractual rights? App. A at 3. 
3. Did the trial court err in disregarding Thiokol^ non-
contractual, tort-based theories for recovery? 
STATUTES 
The text of Utah Code Ann. §§ 78-27-37, 78-27-38, 70A-2-
104(1), 70A-2-105(l), 70A-2-313, 70A-2-314, 70A-2-315, 70A-2-
501(1), 70A-2-508, 70A-2-608(l) and 70A-2-715(2) is contained in 
App. B. 
STATEMENT OF THE CASE 
This is a tale of two tanks: two 35,000-gallon toxic waste 
tanks. Both tanks failed catastrophically, the first during 
testing in April 1989, the second during actual use in August 
1989. Both tanks, according to the appellees' own expert, were 
"underdesigned, underbuilt, underscrutinized." Tr. 1622.2 The 
1
 Standard of Review: Issues of contract interpretation are 
reviewed for legal error. Kimball v. Campbell, 699 P.2d 714, 716 (Utah 1985); 
Crowther v. Carter, 767 P.2d 129, 131 (Utah Ct. App. 1989). 
2 "Tr." refers to the transcript of proceedings. "R." refers to 
the official record below. 
trial court, moreover, found that "the tanks were under-designed" 
by appellees and lacked "sufficient hoop or tensile strength." 
App. A at 6. Nevertheless, Thiokol Corporation ("Thiokol") has 
been denied recovery of damages flowing from the August failure 
because: (1) it relied upon its contractors to follow contract 
specifications and (2) after the April failure, it worked in good 
faith with its contractors to cure the design deficiency 
uncovered by the test filling. According to the trial court, 
these actions absolved Thiokolfs contractors of any obligation to 
provide safe, sound tanks because Thiokol "should have been 
aware" that the tanks were defective (App. A at 6) and the 
company "waived" its contractual rights by allowing appellees to 
attempt a cure fid, at 3). 
A. Nature of the Case and Course of Proceedings 
On April 26, 1990, Interwest Construction ("Interwest") 
brought suit against R. Roy Palmer and Val W. Palmer dba A.H. 
Palmer & Sons ("Palmer"). Palmer, who had subcontracted with 
Interwest to supply the failed tanks, brought a third-party 
action against the tank manufacturer, John Rysgaard dba 
Fiberglass Structures Company ("Rysgaard"). Rysgaard 
subsequently impleaded Thiokol, who thereafter filed counter- and 
cross-claims under theories of contract, warranty, negligence and 
strict products liability. The action was tried before the First 
Judicial District Court of Cache County, Judge Gordon J. Low 
presiding. A May 1, 1992 Corrected Memorandum Decision denied 
Thiokol relief on any of its claims. App. A. 
B. Background 
1. The M705 facility and the contract 
This case arises out of the construction of a waste water 
treatment plant, known as M705, near Promontory, Utah. R. 1205. 
Prior to construction of M705, Thiokol disposed of waste water in 
"flash ponds," Tr. 916, In April 1987, the State of Utah 
ordered Thiokol to implement an alternative waste water disposal 
method within three years. Exh. 3183; Tr. 917. In 1988, 
however, the United States Environmental Protection Agency 
informed Thiokol that the treatment plant had to be operational 
by June 1989. Tr. 918-19. This sudden tightening of the time 
schedule caught Thiokol by surprise. Tr. 919. Thiokol began 
work on the plant immediately. Id. 
The facility was built with a sense of urgency. Tr. 668. 
Thiokol prepared specifications and held two pre-bid meetings at 
which all prospective contractors were given an opportunity to 
clarify any confusion regarding contract requirements. Tr. 464. 
There was not time, however, for contractors to prepare detailed 
engineering drawings prior to actual construction because Thiokol 
otherwise "would not complete within the time frame." Deposition 
of Eugene R. Gladys at 227 ("Gladys Dep.") (introduced at Tr. 
1318). Thiokol, therefore, had to rely on its contractors to 
comply with project specifications. Id. at 235-36. 
On November 23, 1989, Interwest was awarded a $3.9 million 
general contract to construct M705. App. C. The contract 
specified that all work must be in "strict accordance with Morton 
Thiokol Specification No. 006-89," fid. 5 1.1) (the detailed 
engineering specifications for the waste water plant), and 
incorporated the "terms and conditions contained on TC Form 
8000," fid, f 2.0). TC Form 8000, in turn, contained a warranty 
that "items delivered [under the contract] will conform to all 
applicable specifications . • • and will be merchantable, of good 
material and workmanship and free from defects." App. D f 40. 
"Exh.M refers to the numbered exhibits admitted into evidence 
before the trial court. 
TC Form 8000 also incorporated two federal warranties. App. 
D II 69, 71.4 In addition to warranting that their work 
"conforms to the contract requirements and is free of any defect 
of equipment, material . . ., or workmanship," Thiokol1s 
contractors, "subcontractors or suppliers at any tier" were 
obligated to remedy any damage to "real or personal property, 
when that damage is the result of the Contractor's failure to 
conform to contract requirements." App. E I (a). Thiokol, 
moreover, had the "right to replace, repair, or otherwise remedy 
such failure, defect, or damage at the Contractor's expense" if 
the contractors failed to do so "within a reasonable time." Id. 
I (c). 
2. The fiberglass tank subcontracts 
A vital step in the construction of M705 was the production 
of fiberglass tanks to store the waste water. On December 1, 
1988, Interwest entered into a $1.5 million subcontract with 
Palmer which, among other things, provided for the fabrication 
and installation of the fiberglass tanks. R. 1205; App. F. 
Palmer agreed to perform "as per plans and specifications" 
prepared by Thiokol, as well as to "be bound by the terms of the 
prime contract agreement, • . • specifications, and all other 
contract documents . . • applicable to this subcontract 
agreement." App. F § 1. 
Palmer, in turn, contracted with John Rysgaard dba 
Fiberglass Structures Company to construct three large 35,000-
gallon tanks—known as tanks T32, T33 and T34. Tr. 1730-31. 
Palmer's and Rysgaardfs purchase order contract recited that 
4
 Paragraph 69 of TC Form 8000 incorporated Defense Acquisition 
Regulation ("DAR") 7-604.4, "Warranty of Construction" (App. E), and paragraph 
71 incorporated the "Warranty of Construction" contained in Federal 
Acquisition Regulation ("FAR") 52.246-21. Thiokol can invoke these warranties 
because, under paragraph 8(c) of TC Form 8000, the terms "Government" or 
"United States" in any DAR or FAR regulation "shall at Morton Thiokol1s option 
also mean 'Thiokol1•" App. D I 8(c). 
11
 [a] 11 equipment must meet Morton/Thiokol Specification #006-89 
or have prior approval." App. G. The purchase order, in 
conformity with the general procedures adopted for construction 
of M705, also stated that "[s]hop drawings will not be required." 
Id. The order, however, cautioned that "this does not relieve 
suppliers obligation to provide material acceptable to [Thiokol] 
Engineers." Id. 
The initial drawings for tanks T32, T33 and T34 were 
submitted by Rysgaard in early March. Exh. 144. According to 
Val Palmer, a partner in A.H. Palmer, the drawings were 
particularly limited: "[T]hey were only initiated by the tank 
manufacturers to ascertain whether Thiokol was completely happy 
with the nozzle and manhole locations . . . ." Tr. 1771. It was 
impossible to determine the structural soundness of the tanks 
from the drawings or to double-check Rysgaard's engineering. Tr. 
440; Gladys Dep. at 232. 
The specifications for tanks T32, T33 and T34 were contained 
in Section 11100 of Specification No. 006-89, "Treatment Systems 
Equipment." App. H. Paragraph 2.02(E) of Section 11100 required 
the tanks to be "[f]iberglass reinforced, thermosetting resin 
plastic tank[s] conforming to [the] applicable requirements" of 
one of two established product standards—"ASTM D3299" or "NBS 
PS15-69." Idk. f 2.02(E). ASTM D3299 applies to "filament wound" 
tanks (i.e., tanks constructed with continuous glass filaments 
wound through plastic resin), while NBS PS15-695 applies to tanks 
constructed with woven roving (i.e., tanks constructed with 
overlapping sheets of woven glass imbedded in plastic resin). 
Gladys Dep. at 39-40. Since Rysgaard's submittal called for use 
of woven roving (Exh. 144), NBS PS15-69 applied. 
NBS PS15-69 stands for "National Bureau of Standards, Product 
Standard 15-69." Tr. 363. 
The purpose of NBS PS15-69, as s t a t ed in the standard 
i t s e l f , i s t o e s t a b l i s h "significant quality requirements for 
commercially available glass-f iber-reinforced chemical-resistant 
process equipment for chemical service.11 App. I § 1 .1 . Among 
other t h ings , NBS PS15-69 s e t s standards for overlapping the 
layers of woven roving fid. § 3.3.3) (minimum one-inch over lap) , 
e s t ab l i shes the t e n s i l e s t rength of f ibe rg las s laminates fid. 
§ 3.3.7 & Table 1) (minimum of 12,000 ps i for 1/4-inch laminate) , 
and s e t s for th minimum wall th icknesses based upon the recognized 
industry "safety factor of 10 to l" ( id^ § 3 .6 .1 .3 & Table 7 
n . l ) . 
That Speci f ica t ion 006-89 ca l l ed for tanks T32, T33 and T34 
t o conform t o NBS PS15-69 i s beyond reasonable d i spu te . 6 After 
receiving Rysgaard's i n i t i a l drawings (Exh. 144), Gene Gladys was 
concerned t h a t the proposed laminate did not comply with cont rac t 
spec i f i c a t i ons . Gladys Dep. a t 53-54. Accordingly, Gladys 
ca l led Rysgaard and to ld him "to follow the plans and 
s p e c i f i c a t i o n s . " Id. a t 54. In response, Rysgaard prepared a 
descr ip t ion of the "Proposed Laminate Composition For Custom 
Fabricated Chemical Waste Storage Tanks." App. J . That 
desc r ip t ion s t a t ed t h a t the "St ruc tura l Layer" of the tanks would 
be fabr ica ted fid. 5 3 (emphasis added)): 
t o th ickness required for t e n s i l e and f lexura l s t rength 
rqmts, corrosion r e s i s t a n t polyes ter laminating r e s i n , 
with a l t e r n a t i n g layers woven roving g lass and chopped 
s t rand g lass as per NBS PS 15.69. 
3 . The i n i t i a l f a i l u r e and cure 
All engineering and design work on tanks T32, T33, and T34 
was performed by Rysgaard. Frisk Dep. a t 7; Tr. 1924. The tanks 
6
 When asked at t r i a l whether the "spec i f i ca t ions required you t o 
apply PS 15-69," Rysgaard rep l i ed s u c c i n c t l y , "Sure." Tr. 1975. Val Palmer 
"presumed" that NBS PS15-69 "would apply t o the fabr icat ion of the tanks ." 
Tr. 1787. See a l s o Deposit ion of Emil R. Frisk at 68 ("Frisk Dep.") 
(introduced at Tr. 455-56) ("spec i f i ca t ions in NBS PS15-69 were a part of the 
requirement of the o r i g i n a l owner's contract documents"). 
were shipped in panels (Tr. 1539) and installed outside the M705 
building, inside a containment wall large enough to hold their 
contents in the event of leakage. Tr. 1380, 1384. The tank 
panels were fastened together, bolted to the concrete floor, and 
sealed. Tr. 1540-41. 
On April 30, 1989, a firehose was placed into T34 and the 
tank was test filled. Tr. 1543, 1546. When it was approximately 
two-thirds full (Gladys Dep. at 288), it burst. R. 1206. A 
workman was injured as he ran to escape the wall of water 
released by the tank. Tr. 1547. As the tank split open, it was 
"pulled off the foundation," tearing through the anchor bolts 
that held it to the concrete floor. Gladys Dep. at 288; Exhs. 
145, 332 (photos); Exh. 69 at 4 (noting "pull through and tear 
out of the anchor bolts"). 
Palmer immediately contacted Rysgaard. Tr. 1550. 
Thereafter, a series of discussions ensued among Interwest, 
Palmer, Rysgaard and Thiokol. On May 4, 1989, Thiokol received a 
letter from Rysgaard which purported to identify the defect in 
T34 and urged Thiokol1s acceptance of a "fix." Exh. 15. 
According to Rysgaard1s letter, the tank failed because of a 
design flaw in the joints connecting the tank panels. Exh. 15 at 
2. The design, Rysgaard asserted, permitted the joints to bend, 
creating sufficient pressure to burst the tank. Id. The letter 
proposed that the "logical solution" was to place "a splice plate 
across [the] jointfs] to establish continuity of hoop stress." 
Id. The letter included promotional material touting Fiberglass 
Structures1 expertise, asserted that the company had "been called 
on to assist in analysis of structural problems and/or failures 
by every one of our competitors," and requested Thiokol's 
"concurrence with our proceeding with this corrective work." Id. 
The letter also enclosed test results from Lehigh Laboratories 
showing that Rysgaardfs laminate had a tensile strength of 19,200 
psi. Id. 
After receiving the above letter, Thiokol contacted an 
independent engineer, Brent Thomas, to investigate the tank 
failure and evaluate the proposed "fix." Thomas concluded that 
the tank—which was constructed of 1/4-inch laminate—had failed 
due to "excessive hoop stress, i.e., insufficient wall 
thickness," and asserted that the splice plate repair would not 
"provide the additional wall thickness to all areas of the tank 
that I feel is required." Exh. 11 at 7, 8. He recommended 
discarding the tanks and obtaining "three new tanks which have 
been properly designed and fabricated." Id. at 9. 
Rysgaard responded angrily to Thomas' initial report. In a 
May 12, 1989 fax to Palmer, Rysgaard complained that Thiokol was 
"seeking guys who for a fee will practice outside their 
experience & expertise," and declared that Thomas "should stick 
to curbs, gutters & water mains." Exh. 12. A letter attached to 
the fax—thereafter transmitted to Thiokol (Exh. 149)—claimed 
that Thomas' calculations were erroneous, argued that proper 
calculations "confirmed" the use of 1/4-inch laminate, and 
reasserted that "the failure resulted from bending mement [sic, 
moment] stress, not hoop stress and thus the splice plate 
corrective design is completely valid." Exhs. 12, 149. 
Rysgaard's May 12 communication was given to Thomas, who—in 
a May 17 letter—conceded that some of his initial calculations 
were erroneous. Exh. 134 at 1, 2. Thomas, however, repeated his 
objections to the tank, asserting that the "splice plate 
correction as proposed by [Rysgaard] is insufficient." Id. at 2. 
Thomas nevertheless concluded that, if Thiokol decided to repair 
the tanks, it should require Fiberglass Structures to give a 
five-year warranty. Id. at 3. 
Aware of Thomas1 continuing concerns, Rysgaard faxed 
additional support for his "fix" to Palmer and Thiokol on May 17. 
Exh. 13. Rysgaard asserted that his calculations had been 
checked by "a PhD in structural engineering." Exh. 13 at 1. He 
repeated that the splice plate repair would result in "a 
continuous circular shell" which would only experience stresses 
that the tanks were designed to bear. Id. at 2. And, in 
response to Thiokol's request for the "standard" used his 
engineering, Rysgaard asserted that he was guided by "the 
•applicable1 sections of . . . NBS-PS-15-69," including the 
standard's "structural laminate sequence." Id. 
Upon receipt of Rysgaard's May 17 materials, Thiokol's 
project engineer faxed them to Thomas along with the following 
instruction: 
Please evaluate proposal by Fiberglass Structures 
Company dated May 17, 1989 and advise if modifications 
to tanks are sound and safe. Look at it as being 
sufficient and affixing your [professional engineer] 
certification. 
Exh. 136. Thomas, after evaluating the new data, adopted—for 
the first time—the bending stress analysis advocated by 
Rysgaard. Exh. 135. While still objecting to some calculations 
by Rysgaard's PhD, Thomas conceded, in a report dated May 31, 
1989, that the joint bending stress "exceeds the allowable by 
approximately 3.91 times." Exh. 135 at 1. After analyzing the 
proposed repair, Thomas concluded "that the splice plate 
connection will work." Id. at 4. Thomas affixed his 
Professional Engineer seal to this conclusion, with the single 
caveat that "to date my analysis has only been associated with 
the side walls of the tanks." Id. He did not repeat his earlier 
objections. 
Throughout the above negotiations, Thiokol was hesitant. 
As Palmer's general foreman testified, Thiokol "had to be 
convinced that this thing wasn't going to happen again, so that 
involved a great deal of calcs, a great deal of everything." Tr. 
1551. Thiokol's project engineer, Gene Gladys, was particularly 
wary because he initially "felt strongly that [the tanks] should 
be replaced." Gladys Dep. at 210. As Palmer's foreman put it, 
"it kind of took some prodding" to allay Gladys1 concerns. Tr. 
1551. That "prodding" came in the form an extended warranty by 
Rysgaard and Thomas1 eventual concurrence in the repair. 
During repair discussions, Rysgaard agreed to an extended 
warranty. Tr. 1554-55. That warranty, delivered to Palmer on 
June 13, 1989, guaranteed "the structural integrity of subject 
tanks for a period of three years against structural failure." 
App. 0 f 2. With an extended warranty in place, Gladys decided 
to accept the splice repair once Thomas affixed his engineering 
seal to the proposal. Gladys Dep. at 270-71. 
The reaction of Interwest, Palmer and Rysgaard to Thiokol's 
action was one of delight. As Palmer's general foreman 
testified, Thiokol "finally said 'Yes, go ahead with that design. 
We authorize you to fix all three vessels as per your design and 
your warranty.f So I was delighted because we were bogged down 
and finally it was resolved." Tr. 1556. It was not. 
4. The August rupture 
The M705 plant was placed in operation during the summer of 
1989. Tanks T32, T33 and T34 each had a 35,300-gallon capacity. 
Tr. 130. Fluid levels within the tanks were monitored by 
electronic gauges inside the tanks. Data from the gauges was 
displayed on a computer screen, known as the "Nematron." Tr. 
131-32. The Nematron automatically printed fluid levels for the 
tanks every 30 minutes. Tr. 133. 
Terry Wyatt and Tom Farley began a 12-hour shift at M705 at 
11 p.m. on August 23, 1989. Tr. 119. Sometime after midnight, 
Farley turned on the pumps and began moving waste water from a 
tank inside M705 to tank T33, located in the containment area 
outside the facility. Tr. 260-61. The Nematron printout shows 
that at 5:18 a.m. on August 24, T33 contained 29,206 gallons of 
water. Tr. 166-67, 236; Exh. 304. Thirty minutes later, at 5:48 
a.m., T33 had filled by 3,000 gallons, to a total of 32,148 
gallons. Tr. 135; Exh. 304. At this level, T33 had excess 
capacity of 3,000 gallons. Tr. 140-41. 
Sometime during this period, Farley walked out to tank T33 
to take a physical sample of the tank's water. Tr. 262. He then 
walked back into the control room, told Wyatt he would "stop . . 
. filling the tanks" (Tr. 263), and turned off the pumps. Tr. 
264. After turning off the pumps, Farley went back to the 
control room and sat down. "Shortly after that, not very long, 
[Farley and Wyatt] heard a very large noise." Id. When they 
went outside to the containment area, they saw "water 
everywhere." Tr. 265. 
Tank T33 had ruptured vertically in "a straight line" (Tr. 
482) at the "mid-point of one of the [tank] panels." Gladys Dep. 
at 183. As with the earlier failure of T34, the tank had torn 
free of the anchor bolts in the concrete foundation. Exh. 69 at 
4; Gladys Dep. at 287-88. Photographs of the tank taken after 
the failure show that the rupture exposed a seam in the woven 
roving. Exhs. 322, 323, 337 (attached as App. K). The rupture 
uncovered straight, cut edges of glass fabric which were "not 
torn." Tr. 483; App. K. In fact, the "factory edge of the 
fabric was exposed" at the point of failure. Tr. 483; App. K. 
The tank panel had "evidently failed at an overlap." Tr. 483. 
Personnel from Thiokol's safety, spill containment and fire 
departments responded to the spill. Tr. 128-29. Approximately 
5,000 gallons of waste water had escaped the containment area 
(Tr. 1029), and Thiokol personnel built emergency dikes to keep 
it from flowing into a nearby creek. Tr. 922-23. Because the 
escaped water contained hazardous wastes, Thiokol also 
immediately began environmental remediation. Tr. 93l.7 
Concurrently with its remediation efforts, Thiokol took 
steps to protect its contractual rights. On August 29, Thiokol 
formally notified Interwest of the collapse. Exh. 40. Thiokol's 
letter asserted its rights under the contracts, and notified 
Interwest that Thiokolfs damages could include tank replacement 
or repair, injury to equipment, clean-up costs, possible 
environmental fines and penalties, as well as all costs incurred 
by Thiokol as a result of the incident. Id. 
Interwest responded September 1. Exh. 41. Its letter 
stated that the parties had agreed to let Rysgaard "make a 
written response . . . with . . . his opinions of the cause of 
the failure." Id. Rysgaard's response was, of course, 
defensive. Tr. 2019. He asserted that the tanks were "built 
strictly in accordance with the plans and specifications" and 
opined that the failure was caused by overfilling. Exh. 24 at 3. 
According to Rysgaard, this overfilling put unusual pressure on 
the top of the tank, causing it to lift off its foundation and 
burst. Id. at 2-3. 
Discussions among the parties continued through January 11, 
1990. Tr. 1310-11. Thereafter, neither Interwest, Palmer nor 
Rysgaard took any action to repair or replace the tanks. Tr. 
1267, 1270, 2025. Faced with the intransigence of its 
contractors, and an immediate EPA deadline, Thiokol was forced to 
The company engaged an environmental consulting firm, which 
implemented a pilot "vacuum extraction*' program. With vacuum extraction, a 
series of wells are drilled. A vacuum is then placed in one of the wells to 
draw air—as well as the toxic solvents—from surrounding soil. Tr. 933. It 
was ultimately determined, however, that the toxic wastes—principally acetone 
and alcohol (Tr. 930)—had either volatized into the air or degraded in the 
soil, making further remediation efforts unnecessary. Tr. 935. 
replace the tanks itself. The costs incurred by Thiokol as a 
result of the collapse of tank T33 were significant. Altogether, 
Thiokol lost more than $388,174.16 in labor, clean up and repair 
costs. App. L. 
C. Proceedings Below 
Before the trial court, Thiokol presented evidence that T33 
failed because of serious, latent defects in its design and 
manufacture. Interwest, Palmer and Rysgaard argued that the 
failure resulted from Thiokol's negligence. 
1. Thiokolfs case 
Thiokol1s evidence showed that T33 "failed because of 
weakness of the tank." Tr. 2134. This evidence, presented by 
three outside experts and one Thiokol engineer, demonstrated that 
tanks T32, T33 and T34 were not designed and fabricated in 
conformity with either NBS PS15-69 or recognized industry 
standards. Tr. 324. In particular, the woven roving was not 
overlapped as required by NBS PS15-69, the tank walls did not 
have the tensile strength required by the standard, and the tanks 
were not designed with the 10-to-l safety factor dictated by NBS 
PS15-69 and established industry practice. 
Section 3.3.3 of NBS PS15-69 mandates that "all layers" of 
woven roving "shall be lapped a minimum of 1 inch." App. I 
§ 3.3.3. Exhibit 339, a sample cut from T33, evidenced about a 
quarter of an inch overlap "at the maximum." Tr. 372. Other 
laminate samples from the tank (Exhs. 328, 329, 330, 331) 
"basically [had] no overlap at all." Tr. 373. T33 failed along 
a seam of woven roving that had an overlap of 5/8 inch (Tr. 484)-
-approximately half the overlap required by NBS PS15-69. The 
one-inch overlap required by NBS PS15-69 is vital because the 
woven roving is the major load carrier in fiberglass laminate. 
Tr. 336. Without sufficient overlap, the strength of the 
laminate in T33 was "drastically reduced." Tr. 338-39.8 
Not only was there insufficient overlap of fiber within the 
tank laminate, but the laminate itself lacked the requisite 
tensile strength. The Lehigh Laboratories report sent by 
Rysgaard to Thiokol following the failure of T34 reported that 
the laminate had an ultimate tensile strength of 19,200 psi. 
Exh. 15. Section 3.3.7 of NBS PS15-69, moreover, requires 1/4-
inch laminate to have an ultimate tensile strength of at least 
12,000 psi. App. I § 3.3.7 & Table 1. However, testing of the 
actual laminate in T33 demonstrated that it had an average 
tensile strength of 10,000 psi. Tr. 374-75, 494, 496. A 
strength of 10,000 psi is below all NBS PS15-69 values. Tr. 376. 
The tanks, finally, were not designed to a 10-to-l safety 
factor. Because of inherent and unavoidable variances in the 
strength of composite material, M[a] normal design area should be 
down around 1/10 of the tensile strength of the material." Tr. 
590. Indeed, every fiberglass expert who testified at trial 
(with the lone exception of Rysgaard) averred that •• [i]ndustry 
standards are for a safety factor of 10." Tr. 364; accord Tr. 
594, 1602, 1890. NBS PS15-69, accordingly, establishes that 
minimum tank wall thicknesses should be fl[b]ased on a safety 
factor of 10 to 1." App. I § 3.6.1.3 & Table 7 n.l. Rysgaard, 
however, designed the tanks to a safety factor of 6. Tr. 594. 
But because the actual tensile strength of the laminate was 
10,000 rather than 19,200 psi, the actual safety factor was about 
3. Id. And when the impact of inadequate overlap was factored 
8
 As one of Thiokol*s experts explained, with a sufficient overlap 
"you'd have a load transfer mechanism from one fabric to the other, but if it 
was a kind of butt joint you don't have that much of a load transfer 
mechanism.w Tr. 489. 
in, the tank's safety factor became "almost immaterial." Tr. 
602. 
All of the above defects were latent. It was impossible to 
discover the insufficient overlap of the woven roving by visual 
inspection. Tr. 609. The reduced tensile strength of the 
fiberglass laminate could only be determined by destructive 
testing of the tanks themselves. Tr. 333, 499. The defective 
safety factor could not be calculated or determined from any of 
the drawings or engineering data supplied by Rysgaard. Tr. 440; 
Gladys Dep. at 232. Thiokol, therefore, could not have known, at 
the time it accepted the tanks, that they did not meet contract 
specifications. 
The result of the latent defects, however, was catastrophic. 
Because of the defects, some areas of T33 possessed less than 
half of the tensile strength necessary to carry normal, 
anticipated stresses. Tr. 602. Accordingly, "[g]iven enough 
time, it [broke]." Id. Tank T33 failed as a result of "a 
vertical rupture at a place in which there was minimal overlap" 
of the woven roving. Tr. 327. The tank failed in this manner 
because, just as "[n]ature says that a lightning bolt will follow 
the easiest way to the ground," the "easiest way" for the tank to 
fail was to rupture along an area of "very little overlap." Tr. 
354; accord Tr. 482-83, 489; Gladys Dep. at 189-90; App. K 
(photos). The tank failed because it "could not take the normal 
force that was on the tank." Tr. 2134. 
2. Interwestfs, Palmer's and Rysgaard's case 
Interwest, Palmer and Rysgaard claimed that the rupture 
resulted from Thiokol's negligence. These claims included: (a) 
that the tank specifications were inadequate; (b) that Thiokol's 
acceptance of the "fix" precluded recovery; and (c) that Thiokol 
had negligently misused T33. 
(a). Palmer presented testimony from two witnesses, George 
Fisher and Brent Thomas (the engineer hired by Thiokol following 
the failure of T34), that the specifications for tanks T32, T33 
and T34 were "nebulous on points and sketchy." Tr. 1591.9 Both 
Fisher and Thomas, however, admitted that the specifications 
referenced NBS PS15-69. Tr. 1592 (Fisher)10; Tr. 1845 (Thomas). 
More importantly, both experts conceded that Thiokolfs 
specifications for tanks T32, T33 and T34 "aren't unusual in the 
industry" (Tr. 1646, 1897-98) and both testified that—given 
identical specifications—they could have "designed perfectly 
serviceable tanks" (Tr. 1898) that would not have failed "after 
two months." Tr. 1647. 
Both fiberglass experts, moreover, concurred with Thiokol's 
evidence that 10-to-l is the established industry safety factor 
for the type of tanks supplied by Interwest, Palmer and Rysgaard. 
Tr. 1658, 1890. And both experts testified that the tanks were 
not constructed to this standard. Tr. 1658-59, 1897-98. Indeed, 
Fisher—on direct examination—gave his frank opinion regarding 
T32, T33 and T34 (Tr. 1622): 
It's regrettable that such tanks like these are 
fabricated. . . . We find difficulty and object to 
these sorts of essentially, in my opinion, 
underdesigned, underbuilt, underscrutinized tanks. 
(b). In addition to attacking the specifications, Palmer 
and Interwest argued that—after accepting the "fix" for T34— 
Thiokol "got what they specified, reviewed, approved and 
installed." Tr. 1654. This evidence had two prongs. First, 
Palmer and Interwest asserted that Thiokol was negligent in 
According to Fisher, the specifications were "not detailed 
sufficiently." Tr. 1591. Thomas asserted that the specifications suffered 
numerous defects. "I could not find a design criteria, safety factors, 
temperatures, how it was going to operate, things of that sort." Tr. 1845. 
10
 Fisher even conceded that the purpose of NBS PS15-69 is to bring 
"some commonality of processes and procedures and terms relating to the 
fabrication of certain types of fiberglass structures." Tr. 1592. 
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accepting the "fix." Second, they argued that—once Thiokol 
accepted the "fix"—they were absolved of liability because 
Thiokol left them "out of the loop." 
Evidence that Thiokol negligently accepted the "fix" 
consisted primarily of testimony by Brent Thomas, who repeated 
the objections presented in his initial reports. Tr. 1855-57. 
Thomas attempted to distance himself from his final report—which 
adopted Rysgaard's bending stress analysis and approved the 
repair (Exhs. 135, 150)—by claiming that he never retracted his 
original opinion. Tr. 1867. He stated that the sole caveat 
contained in his final report—i.e.. "that to date my analysis 
has only been associated with the side walls of the tanks" (Exh. 
135)—meant his opinion was limited to the joints, and did not 
reach the walls, of the tanks. Tr. 1868-69. 
The second prong of Palmer's and Interwest's "negligent fix" 
defense consisted of claims that they were "left out of the loop" 
of the repair discussions. The president of Interwest asserted 
that the "fix" was "pretty well handled between Palmer and 
Thiokol." Tr. 1238. Palmer, in turn, asserted that the "fix" 
was negotiated entirely between Thiokol and Rysgaard. Tr. 1748; 
but cf. Tr. 1556 (testimony by Palmer's general foreman regarding 
the "great deal of dialogue" between the parties regarding the 
"fix"). 
(c). The appellees' final claim of negligence was that 
Thiokol erred in either the method it used to fill or in 
overfilling T33. The first assertion was based on Thiokol's 
installation of pumps. The second assertion was based on 
Rysgaard's unadorned speculation. 
Sometime after June 1, 1989, the filling mechanism for tanks 
T32, T33 and T34 was altered by Thiokol. R. 1206. The tanks had 
originally been designed to fill, from the bottom, by gravity 
i n 
flow from other tanks inside the M705 building. Tr. 148. This 
filling process, however, proved to be slow and inefficient. Tr. 
149. As a result, Thiokol installed pumps and inserted four-inch 
filling pipes into the tops of the three tanks. Palmer asserted 
that the tank failed because the pumps installed by Thiokol 
created pulsations that produced "excessive pressures on the tank 
walls." Tr. 1344. According to Palmerfs expert witnesses, 
pulses from the pumps resulted in "attenuation," i.e., a 
reflection and concentration of wave movement on the walls of the 
tank. Tr. 1335, 1395-96, 1398. These experts, however, did not-
-and could not—state that "attenuation" had actually caused the 
failure of T33 (Tr. 1429-31)u and conceded that a tank designed 
with a 10-to-l safety factor would not have failed as a result of 
"attenuation." Tr. 1447-48. 
Apart from the dubious "attenuation" theory, the only other 
evidence of Thiokol1s contributory negligence was possible 
overfilling. This theory was espoused most strongly by Rysgaard. 
Tr. 1949-50. And, Rysgaard's principal evidence of overfilling 
was the fact that the tank had torn free of its anchor bolts. 
Tr. 1941. According to Rysgaard, overfilling caused an "uplift 
force on the roof." Tr. 1949. This uplift purportedly pulled 
the tank off its anchor bolts, creating a notch at the bottom of 
the tank which caused the tank wall to tear. Tr. 1950. 
No expert testimony supported Rysgaardfs uplift theory. To 
the contrary, three experts opined that there was absolutely no 
evidence of hydraulic uplift. Tr. 357, 361-62, 606-08, 2133-34. 
In addition, completely overfilling T33 would only increase 
Palmer's experts admitted that—if there was open air at the top 
of the tank—"attenuation" would not occur and could have no impact on the 
tank. Tr. 1369-72, 1393, 1431, 1436. Thiokol presented undisputed evidence 
that, even if T33 had been filled to overflowing, there would be sufficient 
air trapped under the top of the tank lid to dampen any "attenuation." Tr. 
2103-06, 2123. 
pressure within the tank by 3.3%—an event that was within 
1/100th of the design parameters for a tank designed to a safety 
factor of three. Tr. 2133.n Moreover, Rysgaard's principal 
evidence of uplift (i.e.. tank walls torn free from anchor bolts) 
was also apparent following the T34 failure. Gladys Dep. at 287-
88. That failure—because it occurred when T34 was only two 
thirdfs full—was obviously not caused by uplift. Id. 
3. The trial court's decision 
In closing arguments, counsel for Interwest conceded that 
"there was a breach of the contract, a technical breach, by 
virtue of the fact that defective tanks were supplied." Tr. 
2321. The court was nevertheless urged to apply principles of 
comparative negligence. While conceding that "we don't think 
that applying comparative fault is going to excuse a breach of 
contract" (Tr. 2322), counsel for Interwest invited the trial 
court to "reduce the damages, to the extent that we can prove 
[Thiokol was] actionably negligent." Id. The trial court 
accepted that invitation by finding that Thiokol had negligently 
prepared its specifications, negligently accepted the "fix" of 
T34, and negligently caused the failure of T33. 
In its memorandum decision, the trial court found that 
Thiokol1s specifications for the tanks were "neither specific 
[n]or sufficiently clear to require certain performance of which 
Thiokol now complains." App. A at 2. The court found that NBS 
PS15-69 standards were not "incorporated with sufficient clarity 
for the designer to be aware of their application and 
specifically with respect to wall thickness and safety factors." 
Id. at 6. 
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 Because completely overfilling T33 would increase pressure within 
the tank 3.3%, and a "safety factor of 3 means 300%," the overfilling would 
only take Ml/100th of the safety factor." Tr. 2133. 
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The court next concluded that Thiokol negligently accepted 
the "fix" of T34. According to the court, "after the first 
failure . . • Thiokol undertook a new relationship with the other 
parties in engineering and supervising the modification and 
completion of the tanks in question," Id, at 3. Any 
deficiencies in the tanks following the "fix" were purportedly 
"encouraged, accepted and waived by Thiokol," Id, The court 
also found that, after the "fix," Interwest and Palmer were no 
longer liable because they "were in large degree 'left out of the 
loop •, " IcL_ at 7. 
The court, finally, found that Thiokol1s negligence—not 
deficiencies in design or manufacture—resulted in the collapse 
of T33. Ignoring the overwhelming expert evidence that the tank 
failed due to insufficient overlap of the woven roving, 
inadequate tensile strength, and insufficient safety factor, the 
court concluded that Thiokol had failed to show "even to a 
preponderance of the evidence the reason for the failure of the 
tanks." Id, at 2, Instead, the court accepted Rysgaard's 
assertion that the tank failed due to overfilling, which lifted 
the tank from its foundation, causing the side of the tank to 
rupture. Id. at 5. 
The court, however, rejected Interwest1s and Palmer's theory 
that the failure was caused by "attenuation." Id. The court 
also contradicted its earlier finding that Thiokol had not shown 
the cause of the failure "even to a preponderance of the 
evidence." Id. at 2. According to the court, "[t]here [was] 
little question . . . that the tanks were under-designed, that 
they did not have sufficient hoop or tensile strength and likely 
may have eventually failed in any regard." Id, at 6. 
The result of the above—notwithstanding counsel's 
concession that "comparative fault" would not "excuse a breach of 
contract" (Tr. 2322)—was complete absolution of all contractual 
obligations. Thiokol "should have been aware of the need for 
higher standards as applied to both wall thickness, woven roving 
overlapping and safety factors." App. A at 6. Accordingly, the 
court denied Thiokol any damages for breach of contract and 
rejected all warranty claims. The court also—quite 
paradoxically—rebuffed Thiokol1s tort claims. Even though it 
had methodically applied tort-based comparative fault principles 
to excuse appellees from their bargains, the court concluded that 
"[t]his case is entirely controlled by contract." Id. 
SUMMARY OF ARGUMENT 
The trial court erred in releasing Interwest, Palmer and 
Rysgaard from their contracts because Thiokol "should have been 
aware" of the tanks1 defects. App. A at 6. Contributory 
negligence is not a defense to breach of contract. Restatement 
(Second) of Contracts ch. 10, introd. note at 100. 
The appellees, furthermore, unquestionably breached their 
contracts. The contracts properly incorporated NBS PS15-69 and 
established industry standards. They accordingly required a 
minimum one-inch overlap of the woven roving, tensile strength of 
at least 12,000 psi, and a safety factor of 10. App. I §§ 3.3.3, 
3.3.7 & Table 1, 3.6.1.3 & Table 7. The tanks, as provided, 
complied with none of these requirements. Had the tanks been 
built pursuant to contract specifications, moreover, T33 would 
not have failed. The breaching parties, therefore, are liable 
for the damages flowing from their breach. Restatement (Second) 
of Contracts § 347(b). 
The parties are also liable for breach of their express 
promises that the tanks would be free of defects. In addition, 
the UCC implied warranties of fitness for a particular purpose 
(Utah Code Ann. § 70A-2-315) and merchantability (Utah Code Ann. 
§ 70A-2-314) apply—and were breached—here. Any negligence on 
the part of Thiokol, furthermore, does not bar its warranty 
claims because the company did not make use of the tanks with 
knowledge of their defects or awareness of the danger. Vernon v. 
Lake Motors. 488 P.2d 302, 305 (Utah 1971). 
The trial courtfs conclusion that Thiokol "waived" its 
contract rights is legal error. App. A at 3. The UCC and the 
common law required Thiokol to work with its contractors in 
resolving the dispute over T34. The suggested repair was urged 
upon Thiokol by all parties, was eventually adopted by Thiokol's 
outside consultant (Exh. 135), and was agreed to only after 
Rysgaard expressly assured the "structural integrity of [the] 
subject tanks." App. O I 2. Nothing in this interchange 
resulted in a "new relationship" (App. A at 3)—i.e., a 
modification of the parties1 contractual obligations. 
The trial court, finally, erroneously rejected Thiokol's 
negligence and strict liability theories. "A party who breaches 
his duty of due care toward another may be found liable to the 
other in tort, even where the relationship giving rise to such a 
duty originates in a contract between the parties." DCR Inc. v. 
Peak Alarm Co., 663 P.2d 433, 435 (Utah 1983). Appellees have 
breached duties of due care owed to Thiokol and are, therefore, 
liable under theories of negligence and strict products 
liability. 
ARGUMENT 
I. THE TRIAL COURT ERRED IN RELEASING INTERWEST, PALMER AND 
RYSGAARD FROM THEIR CONTRACTS ON THE GROUND THAT THIOKOL 
"SHOULD HAVE BEEN AWARE" OF THE DEFECTS IN THE TANKS 
A. Contributory Negligence Is No Defense to Breach of 
Contract 
Counsel for Interwest conceded that the appellees breached 
their contracts. Tr. 2321. The trial court, moreover, found 
that "[t]here is little question" that the tanks were "under-
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designed" and "did not have sufficient hoop or tensile strength." 
App. A at 6. Nevertheless, and despite its assertion that 
"[t]his case is entirely controlled by contract" (id.), the trial 
court released appellees because Thiokol "should have been aware" 
of the tanks1 deficiencies. Id. Negligence, however, is no 
defense to breach of contract. 
The primary defense of Interwest, Palmer and Rysgaard was 
that Thiokol was negligent in preparing contract specifications, 
in accepting the "fix" of T34, and in filling the tanks. The 
trial court accepted various portions of these claims in 
releasing the obligors from their contracts. The court's 
findings of negligence are problematic. See infra Sections IB, 
IC and II. But, whatever their factual merit, the findings of 
negligence suffer a fundamental and fatal defect: they are 
irrelevant to a contract action. 
Interwest, Palmer, Rysgaard and the lower court have 
"attempt[ed] to apply comparative negligence," which is a "tort-
based theor[y,] to contract law." Haysville U.S.D. No. 261 v. 
GAF Corp., 666 P.2d 192, 201 (Kan. 1983). This is improper. A 
"plaintiff's contributory negligence is not a defense to an 
action for breach of contract." 17A C.J.S. Contracts § 525(1) at 
1018 (1963). Numerous cases so hold. See App. M (collecting 
authority). 
The rationale for this clear separation of comparative fault 
principles from contract theory is obvious: 
The difference between a tort and a contract action is 
that a breach of contract is a failure of performance 
of a duty arising under or imposed by agreement, 
whereas a tort is a violation of a duty imposed by law. 
Havsville, 666 P.2d at 201. When a party has breached a tort 
duty imposed by law (not by agreement), "some kind of a 
comparative fault system is likely to be regarded as the best and 
fairest way to allocate the costs . . . between multiple parties 
23 
whose tortious acts contribute to bringing about a damaging 
event.11 Dobbs, Keeton & Owen, Prosser & Keeton on Torts 712 (5th 
ed. 1984). But when parties voluntarily and knowingly undertake 
contractual obligations toward each other, sound policy dictates 
a different result: the reciprocal duties of a mutual bargain 
must be enforced. 
The enforcement of bargains, according to their terms, is 
"essential to the voluntary reallocation of goods, labor and 
other resources in a socially desirable manner." Restatement 
(Second) of Contracts ch. 10, introd. note at 100. The law of 
contracts assures this "socially desirable" result (id.) by 
"allowing individuals to order their own affairs by making 
legally enforceable promises." Id. § 344 cmt. a. Thus, "when a 
court concludes that there has been a breach of contract, it 
enforces the broken promise by protecting the expectation that 
the injured party had when he made the contract." Id.; accord 
Rediske v. Minnesota Valley Breederfs Ass'n. 374 N.W.2d 745, 749 
(Minn. Ct. App. 1985) (refusing to apply comparative fault to a 
contract action because "contract law has never spoken in terms 
of fault; the contract measure of damages generally is based on 
recovery of the expectancy or benefit of the bargain"). 
Indeed, the "folly" of applying comparative negligence 
principles to contract actions is apparent upon even cursory 
analysis. Tr. 2396. Suppose an individual borrowed $10,000 from 
a bank—under a standard promise to repay—but then defaulted. 
When the bank sued for breach of that promise, would the law 
permit the debtor to assert: 
[Y]ou idiots shouldn't have lent me the money in the 
first place. If you'd looked at my credit history you 
would have seen I'm not credit worthy. So the fault 
has to be at least 30 percent yours for lending me the 
$10,000 . . . so I only have to pay you $7,000 back. 
9A 
Tr. 2397. Of course not. Such a result would be absurd. 
Nevertheless, that absurdity has occurred here. 
According to the trial court, Thiokol did not have the right 
to draft a contract that specified tanks "conforming to 
applicable requirements of . . . NBS PS15-69" (App. H i 2.02(E)), 
thereafter rely upon its obligors to comply with NBS PS15-69, and 
ultimately use the tanks within the range of their design limits. 
Instead, if Thiokolfs contract is to have "sufficient clarity" 
(App. A at 6), it must replicate the precise requirements of NBS 
PS15-69. And, even if it writes a sufficiently cumbersome 
contract, Thiokolfs obligors still will be excused for departing 
from contractual requirements any time Thiokol "should have been 
aware" of such departure. Id. Thiokol, moreover, may not use 
bargained-for tanks within even 1/100th of their design capacity. 
See supra note 12 and accompanying text. 
In sum, if the reasoning of the trial court is correct, 
Thiokol will never be able to draft a reasonable contract and 
thereafter assume performance by the other party in the ordinary 
course. On the contrary, Thiokol will be required to draft 
contracts with a detail that exceeds what is common in the 
industry,13 strictly police an obligor's adherence to contract 
specifications during manufacture,14 and—even then—never demand 
that a bargained-for item function within customary design 
limits. See supra note 12. Thiokol, in short, will be denied 
the right to "order [its] own affairs" by securing "legally 
enforceable promises." Restatement (Second) of Contracts § 344 
cmt• a. 
13
 Palmer's experts admitted that Thiokol's specifications were not 
"unusual in the industry." Tr. 1646, 1897-98. 
14
 The design and manufacturing flaws in tanks T32, T33 and T34 were 
latent and—absent strict monitoring of actual manufacturing by Thiokol—could 
not have been discovered prior to the failure of T33. See supra page 15. 
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But the law is not so foolish. "Every breach of contract 
gives the injured party a right to damages against the party in 
breach ....•• Restatement (Second) of Contracts § 346 cmt. a 
(emphasis added). Failure to comply with contract 
specifications, failure to adhere to industry standards, defects 
in design and manufacturing, and the provision of products that 
do not perform to design capacity are all contractual breaches.15 
Thiokol, therefore, is entitled to the "benefit of its bargain" 
by being awarded "a sum of money that will, to the extent 
possible, put [it] in as good a position as [it] would have been 
in had the contract[s] been performed." Restatement (Second) of 
Contracts § 347 cmt. a. 
Utah's comparative negligence statute does not abandon these 
settled principles of contract law. Utah Code Ann. §§ 78-27-37 
through -43. Other states have concluded that their comparative 
fault statutes do not apply to contract actions,16 and the plain 
language of the Utah statute does not reach contractual breach.17 
15
 Stanal v. Todd. 554 P.2d 1316, 1318-20 (Utah 1976); Rex T. 
Fuhriman, Inc. v. Jarrell, 445 P.2d 136, 138-39 (Utah 1968); Leishman v. Kamas 
Valley Lumber Co., 427 P.2d 747, 748 (Utah 1967); Restatement (Second! of 
Contracts § 222. 
16
 Havsville U.S.D. No. 261 v. GAF Corp.. 666 P.2d 192, 201 (Kan. 
1983) (refusing to apply Kansas comparative fault statute to contract action); 
Rediske v. Minnesota Valley Breeder's Ass'n, 374 N.W.2d 745, 749 (Minn. Ct. 
App. 1985) (refusing to apply Minnesota comparative fault statute to contract 
action); Jackson State Bank v. Kino. 844 P.2d 1093, 1096 (Wyo. 1993) ("because 
[the attorney/client relationship] is contractual in nature and is to be 
treated according to the law of contracts, there is no justification to invoke 
the comparative negligence statute"). 
17
 The Utah statute reaches "negligence in all its degrees, 
contributory negligence, assumption of risk, strict liability, breach of 
express or implied warranty of a product, products liability, and misuse, 
modification or abuse of a product." Utah Code Ann. S 78-27-37(2). Thus, all 
of the legal theories listed in the statute—with the possible exception of 
breach of "express or implied warranty"—sound in tort, not contract. The 
inclusion of warranty within the statute's catalogue, moreover, does not 
suggest that the statute reaches contracts—but rather that breach of warranty 
sounds in tort. 
"Although commentators may not agree on the final characterization of 
[the] action, they do agree that the warranty action had its inception in tort 
law and retains tort characteristics to this day." Note, Use of the 
Comparative Negligence Doctrine in Warranty Actions. 45 Ohio St. L.J. 763, 766 
(1984); accord Prosser, The Implied Warranty of Merchantable Quality. 27 Minn. 
L. Rev. 117, 118-19 (1943) ("In its inception, breach of warranty was a 
Of* 
Accordingly, the t r i a l c o u r t ' s use of comparative negl igence t o 
excuse c l e a r contractual breach i s erroneous as a matter of law 
and demands r e v e r s a l . 
B. The Appel lees Breached Their Contracts with Thiokol and 
Are Liable for A l l Damages Flowing Therefrom 
1. The contracts required the appe l l ees t o comply 
with NBS PS15-69 and industry standards 
a. The contracts incorporated NBS PS15-69. The law 
governing incorporation by reference i s c l e a r : "For the terms of 
another document t o be incorporated in to the document executed by 
the p a r t i e s , the reference must be c l ear and unequivocal, and 
must be c a l l e d t o the a t t en t ion of the other party, he must 
consent there to # and the terms of the incorporated document must 
be known or e a s i l y a v a i l a b l e t o the contract ing p a r t i e s . " 17A 
C.J .S . Contracts § 299 (1963).1 8 An incorporated document i s 
construed as part of the contract , as though i t had been 
e x p l i c i t l y included t h e r e i n . Id.19 S p e c i f i c a t i o n s for 
construct ion contrac t s , "if not contained in the contract i t s e l f , 
but referred t o there in or annexed t h e r e t o , must be construed 
therewith ." IcL. § 327(2) . 2 0 
t o r t . . . . Warranty has never e n t i r e l y l o s t t h i s t o r t character") . 
Accordingly, inc lus ion of breach of warranty within the scope of Utah Code 
Ann. § 78-27-37 e t sea, suggests no more than that , because breach of warranty 
h i s t o r i c a l l y "was a t o r t ac t ion ," contributory negl igence remains "a good 
defense insofar as a r ight t o recover consequential damages i s concerned." 
Nelson v. Anderson, 72 N.W.2d 861, 865 (Minn. 1955); accord Vernon v. Lake 
Motors. 488 P.2d 302, 304-05 (Utah 1971) (holding that contributory negl igence 
can be asserted in a breach of warranty ac t ion) • 
18
 See Rehart v. Clark, 448 F.2d 170, 174 (9th Cir. 1971); United 
Cal. Bank v. Prudential Ins . Co., 681 P.2d 390, 420 (Ariz. Ct. App. 1983); 
Williams Constr. Co. v. Standard-Pacific Corp.. 61 Cal. Rptr. 912, 919-20 (Ct. 
App. 1967); Asburv Transp. Co. v. Consolidated Freiahtwavs Corp., 501 P.2d 
321, 324 (Or. 1972). 
19
 See Spellman v. S e c u r i t i e s , Annuities & Ins . Servs . , I n c . , 10 Cal. 
Rptr. 2d 427 (Ct. App. 1992); Obera v. City of Los Angeles, 281 P.2d 591 (Cal. 
D i s t . Ct. App. 1955); The Batter Bldg. Materials Co. v. Kirschner, 110 A.2d 
464 (Conn. 1954); Wilson v. Wilson, 577 N.E.2d 1323, 1329 (111. App. Ct. 
1991). 
20
 See Valley Constr. Co. v. City of Cal is toga, 165 P.2d 521, 522 
(Cal. D i s t . Ct. App. 1946); Warren v. Gray, 83 S.E.2d 86, 89 (Ga. Ct. App. 
1954); Buchman Plumbing Co., Inc. v. Regents of the Univ. of Minn., 215 N.W.2d 
479, 485 (Minn. 1974); Stalev v. New, 250 P.2d 893, 895 (N.M. 1952). 
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Interwestfs contract specified that all work was to be done 
in "strict accordance with Morton Thiokol Specification No. 006-
89." App. C J 1.1. Palmer thereafter agreed to perform "as per 
plans and specifications" prepared by Thiokol, and to "be bound 
by the . . . plans and specifications, and all other contract 
documents . . • applicable to this subcontract agreement." App. 
F § l.21 Rysgaard, in turn, acknowledged that "[a]11 equipment 
must meet Morton/Thiokol Specification #006-89." App. G. And 
Specification 006-89 required that the fiberglass tanks 
11
 conform[] to applicable requirements of . . . NBS PS15-69." 
App. H 5 2.02(E). 
Beyond the plain language of the contracts themselves, 
Rysgaard and Palmer admitted that the specifications incorporated 
NBS PS15-69. Tr. 1923, 1975 (Rysgaard); Tr. 1787 (Val Palmer). 
Any possible dispute regarding the applicability of the standard 
was dispelled by Rysgaardfs written assurance, faxed to Palmer 
and Thiokol, that the "Structural Layer" of the tanks would be 
fabricated "as per NBS PS 15.69." App. J 5 3 (emphasis added). 
As a result, NBS PS15-69 was properly incorporated into the 
parties1 contracts. The reference to NBS PS15-69 was clear and 
unequivocal, the standard was called to the attention of all 
parties, and they consented to its application. The standard was 
readily available and was known to the contracting parties. NBS 
PS15-69, therefore, "must be construed" as part of the contracts. 
17A C.J.S. Contracts § 327(2) (1963). The trial courtfs finding 
that "NBS/PS 15-69 standards were [not] incorporated with 
sufficient clarity for the designer to be aware of their 
application" (App. A at 6) is erroneous as a matter of law. 
21
 Thiokol is entitled to enforce the Palmer and Rysgaard 
subcontracts as an intended third-party beneficiary. Ron Case Roofing & 
Asphalt Paving, Inc. v. Blomguist, 773 P.2d 1382, 1386-87 (Utah 1989); Palmer 
v. Davis, 808 P.2d 128, 131 (Utah Ct. App.), cert, denied, 817 P.2d 327 (Utah 
1991). 
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b. The contracts incorporated industry standards. In 
addi t ion t o NBS PS15-69, the contracts incorporated extant 
standards in the f i b e r g l a s s industry. I t i s elementary that 
M [u]n less otherwise agreed, a usage of trade in the vocat ion or 
trade in which the p a r t i e s are engaged or a usage of trade of 
which they know or have reason t o know g i v e s meaning t o or 
supplements or q u a l i f i e s t h e i r agreement." Restatement (Second) 
of Contracts § 222(3) ; accord Rex T. Fuhriman, Inc . v . J a r r e l l , 
445 P.2d 136 (Utah 1968). 
A 1 0 - t o - l sa fe ty factor i s an e s tab l i shed usage of trade in 
the f i b e r g l a s s industry. Every f i b e r g l a s s expert at t r i a l 
(except for Rysgaard (Tr. 1927)) agreed that "[ i jndustry 
standards are for a sa fe ty factor of 10." Tr. 364, 594.^ 
Indeed, even Palmer's f i b e r g l a s s experts t e s t i f i e d that a 1 0 - t o - l 
s a f e t y fac tor i s the e s tab l i shed prac t i ce in the f i b e r g l a s s 
industry.2 3 In such circumstances, and even without re ly ing upon 
NBS PS15-69, Thiokol had a l eg i t imate expectat ion that the tanks 
would be designed with a 1 0 - t o - l sa fe ty fac tor . 
2 . I f T33 had been b u i l t pursuant t o NBS PS15-69 and 
industry standards i t would not have f a i l e d 
The t r i a l court concluded that T33 f a i l e d as a r e s u l t of 
o v e r f i l l i n g . App. A at 5-6 . The only evidence t o support such a 
conclusion was a past report of overflow from one tank (Tr. 1039, 
1564-65) , p o s s i b l e d iscrepancies in Nematron l e v e l readings (Tr. 
241) , and (most importantly) the f a c t that the tank tore free 
from i t s anchor b o l t s upon rupture. Tr. 1941. None of t h i s 
22
 To categorize Rysgaard as an "expert," however, i s a s t r e t c h . He 
i s not a reg i s tered engineer and i s not a graduate of any un ivers i ty 
engineering program. Tr. 1911. 
23
 Tr. 1602 (testimony of George Fisher, Palmer's f iberg las s expert) 
(the sa fe ty factor -general ly in the f iberg lass industry" i s "10 to 1"); Tr. 
1890 (testimony of Brent Thomas, Palmer's f iberg lass expert) ( sa fe ty factor of 
10 i s the standard safe ty factor for tanks of t h i s t y p e ) . Only Rysgaard 
disagreed. Tr. 1927 ( safe ty factors of "[tjhree and four are the most 
general ly accepted"). 
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evidence supports the court1s finding that T33 ruptured as a 
result of overfilling.24 But even if this Court assumes that T33 
was—as the trial court found—"over filling for some time" prior 
to its rupture (App. A at 5), the tank would not have failed if 
it had been constructed in conformity with NBS PS15-69 and 
industry standards. 
NBS PS15-69 establishes "significant quality requirements 
for commercially available glass-fiber-reinforced chemical-
resistant process equipment for chemical service" (App. I f 1.1) 
by setting minimum standards for overlapping the layers of woven 
roving fid. ? 3.3.3), establishing minimum tensile strength (id. 
f 3.3.7), and setting forth minimum wall thicknesses based upon 
the recognized industry "safety factor of 10 to 1" fid. 5 3.6.1.3 
& Table 7 n.l). The minimum standard for the overlap of woven 
24
 On one occasion, Thiokol thought one outside tank "was leaking." 
Tr. 1158. Palmer was called to the scene, and it was determined that "a small 
trickle" of water was flowing from the top of the tank. Tr. 1174. The 
overflow was so insignificant that it was "probably evaporating before it ever 
got a chance to accumulate." Tr. 1185. 
The evidence of overfilling derived from Nematron readings is no more 
convincing. At the time of collapse, waste water was being transferred from 
tank T5 (inside M705) to tank T33. Tr. 137. At 5:48 a.m. on the morning of 
the failure, tank T5 contained 1,047 gallons (Tr. 137) while T33 contained 
32,148 gallons. Tr. 135. At 6:18 a.m., following the collapse, tank T5 
showed a level of 666 gallons, with the result that—at most—381 gallons had 
been transferred from tank T5 to T33 prior to collapse. Tr. 140-41. If so, 
T33 would have had at least 3,000 gallons excess capacity at the time it 
ruptured. Id. 
However, the Nematron also shows that, between 6:18 a.m. (following the 
rupture) and 6:48 a.m., tank T5 increased its level from 666 to 761 gallons. 
Tr. 241. This might tend to show that tank T5 was filling at the same time it 
was being emptied into T33—with the consequence that T33 might have received 
more than 381 gallons of water between 5:48 a.m. and the time of collapse—but 
for one important fact. Nematron readings are only accurate "plus or minus 
100 gallons." Tr. 967. The 95-gallon deviation in the level of tank T5 
between 6:18 and 6:48 a.m. is within this range. 
Finally, the principal evidence of overfilling and consequent "uplift" 
was that T33 had torn free of its anchor bolts. Tr. 1941. However, T34— 
which clearly did not fail as a result of "uplift" because it burst when it 
was only two-thirds full—also tore free of its anchor bolts. Gladys Dep. at 
287-88. There is, therefore, no credible evidence—whether based on past 
overfilling, Nematron readings, or bolt pull-through—to support the trial 
court's finding that T33 was overfilled at the time of collapse. 
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roving, as well as the 10-to-l safety factor, are particularly 
important aspects of NBS PS15-69. 
The one-inch minimum overlap for woven roving seams is vital 
because "[t]he fibers in a fiberglass composite carry the 
majority of the loads that are put on that composite material" 
(Tr. 568) and "[t]he lack of an overlap, basically, does not let 
the woven roving, which is the major load carrying layer in the 
tank wall, . . . transmit force across [the] seam." Tr. 336. 
Similarly, the 10-to-l safety factor, which requires that 
laminate be designed to withstand 10 times the expected load, is 
necessary because of unavoidable variances in the strength of 
fiberglass composite. Tr. 364. Because of these variances, 
there are points in a tank "that are 40 to 50% less strong than 
the value that you designed the tank to hold." Tr. 596. The 10-
to-l safety factor compensates for these "differences in material 
properties." Tr. 364. 
The tanks supplied by Interwest, Palmer and Rysgaard did not 
comply with NBS PS15-69 or industry standards. Some woven roving 
seams had "basically no overlap at all." Tr. 373; accord Tr. 
372-73, 484, 518. The tensile strength of the tank walls was 
half what Rysgaard had reported to Thiokol25 and 2,000 psi below 
the tensile strength required by NBS PS15-69. App. I f 3.3.7 & 
Table 1; Tr. 376. The tanks were not designed to a safety factor 
of 10, but rather to a factor of six. Tr. 594. But because of 
the cumulative impact of insufficient overlap and inadequate 
tensile strength, the actual safety factor was "almost 
immaterial." Tr. 602. 
Had the tanks been designed in accordance with the contract, 
however, the seams in the woven roving would have properly 
Compare Exh. 15 (reporting a tensile strength of 19,200 for 1/4-
inch laminate) with Tr, 374-76, 494, 496 (actual tensile strength of laminate 
was 10,000 psi)• 
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"transmit[ted] force across [the] seam" (Tr. 336), and the walls 
themselves would have had adequate tensile strength to withstand 
anticipated stresses. Tr. 1646-47, 1897-98 (testimony by 
Palmer's experts that, based upon Thiokol's original 
specifications, they could have designed and built "perfectly 
serviceable tanks"). Perhaps most significantly, the tanks would 
have been built to endure 10 times—or 1,000% of—their expected 
load. Tr. 2133 (noting that a safety factor of three means a 
tank will carry "300 percent" of anticipated pressure). 
Accordingly, if T33 had met contract specifications, and 
contrary to the trial court's conclusion, it would not have 
failed as a result of overfilling. Filling the tank to the point 
that it was completely overflowing would have increased pressure 
within the tank by 3.36%. Tr. 2133. A tank designed to carry 
1,000% of its anticipated load would not fail if that load were 
increased a mere 3.36%. Indeed, a tank built to a safety factor 
of three would readily survive. Id. Thus, even if one assumes 
that Thiokol is guilty of overfilling, that "negligence" did not 
"cause" the rupture. T33 "failed because of weakness of the 
tank." Tr. 2134. 
3. Thiokol is entitled to recover the damages caused 
by the parties' contractual breach 
Thiokol is entitled to recover all damages flowing from the 
parties' contractual breach.26 In construction cases, the proper 
measure of damages is set out in Section 346(1) of the 
Restatement (First) of Contracts.27 Stanal v. Todd, 554 P.2d 
1316, 1320 (Utah 1976); Rex T. Fuhriman, Inc. v. Jarrell, 445 
P.2d 136, 139 (Utah 1968). 
26
 Rex T. Fuhriman, Inc. v. Jarrell, 445 P.2d 136 (Utah 1968) 
(failure to follow specifications is a breach of contract); Restatement 
(Second) of Contracts S 235(2) ("When performance of a duty under a contract 
is due any non-performance is a breach"); 5 Corbin on Contracts S 1089. 
27
 The First Restatement's rule is more recently set out in Section 
348(2) of the Restatement (Second) of Contracts. 
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That section states: 
(a) For defective or unfinished construction [the 
owner] can get judgment for either 
(i) the reasonable cost of construction and 
completion in accordance with the contract, if 
this is possible and does not involve unreasonable 
economic waste; or 
(ii) the difference between the value that the 
product contracted for would have had and the 
value of the performance that has been received by 
the plaintiff, if construction and completion in 
accordance with the contract would involve 
unreasonable economic waste. 
Restatement (First) of Contracts § 346(1); see also 5 Corbin on 
Contracts § 1089. Under this rule, "[t]he contract breaker 
should pay the cost of construction and completion in accordance 
with his contract, unless he proves, affirmatively and 
convincingly, [that] such construction and completion would 
involve an unreasonable economic waste." Stanal. 554 P.2d at 
1320. 
Awarding Thiokol the cost of replacing tanks T32, T33 and 
T34 would not be economically wasteful, since the tanks were 
rendered useless. Thiokol's reconstruction, therefore, did not 
involve unreasonable waste. Furthermore, the difference between 
the value the tanks would have had and the value they actually 
had was essentially the cost of reconstruction, because the 
actual value of the tanks was negligible. 
In addition to the cost of replacing the tanks, Thiokol is 
entitled to recover all "incidental or consequential loss, caused 
by the breach." Restatement (Second) of Contracts § 347(b). 
Consequential losses include "such items as injury to person or 
property resulting from the defective performance." Id. cmt. c. 
All of Thiokol1s costs incurred in responding to the collapse of 
T33 were reasonably foreseeable and resulted from the 
contractors' failure to adhere to NBS PS15-69 and industry 
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standards. The trial courtfs refusal to award these damages is 
legal error.28 
C. Interwest, Palmer and Rysgaard Are Liable for Breach of 
Warranty 
1. The appellees breached numerous express warranties 
The general contract required all "items delivered" to 
"conform to all applicable specifications" and to "be 
merchantable, of good material and workmanship and free from 
defects." App. D 5 40. Federal construction warranties 
incorporated in the general contract—and binding upon all 
parties29—required tanks T32, T33 and T34 to be "free of any 
defect of equipment, material, or design," obligated the 
warrantors to remedy any damage to "real or personal property" 
resulting from "failure to conform to contract requirements," and 
gave Thiokol the "right to replace, repair, or otherwise remedy" 
any such damage if the warrantors failed to do so "within a 
reasonable time." App. E 55 (a), (c). 
In addition, Palmer, on May 2, 1989, expressly guaranteed 
its work to be "free of defect in material, equipment, and 
workmanship for a period of one year." App. N. Rysgaard, for 
his part, warranted that the "Structural Layer" of the tanks 
would be constructed "as per NBS PS 15.69." App. J 5 3. 
Moreover, as part of his repeated assurances to Thiokol regarding 
the "fix" of T34 and the resulting soundness of the tanks, 
Rysgaard expressly guaranteed "the structural integrity of 
28
 The damages issue will require remand. Notwithstanding extensive 
evidence (App. L), the trial court claimed Thiokol's damages were 
"unsubstantiated." App. A at 3. The court, however, did not make specific 
findings regarding which elements of damage were—or were not—proper. 
Accordingly, the case must be remanded for determination of the damages 
flowing from Interwest1s, Palmer's and Rysgaard's breach. 
29
 The Defense Acquisition Regulation warranty incorporated into the 
general contract (App. D I 69) binds contractors, "subcontractors or suppliers 
at any tier." App. E I (a). 
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subject tanks for a period of three years against structural 
failure.11 App. 0 J 2. 
These promises constitute express, binding warranties. "Any 
direct and positive affirmation of fact, as distinguished from 
mere opinion or judgment, made by one party to the contract that 
induces the other party to act in reliance thereon constitutes an 
express warranty." Groen v. Tri-O-Inc., 667 P.2d 598, 606 (Utah 
1983) (citations omitted). Moreover, ,f[b]y making such a 
warranty the warrantor promises to pay damages if the facts are 
not as warranted; and it is in fact an undertaking that the facts 
exist." Ouaaliana v. Exquisite Home Builders, Inc., 538 P.2d 
301, 309 (Utah 1975). 
Thiokol relied upon the promises of Interwest, Palmer and 
Rysgaard that the tanks would be free from defects in entering 
into the general contract and in later permitting the "fix" of 
T34. Leishman v. Kamas Valley Lumber Co., 427 P.2d 747, 748 
(Utah 1967) (,f[t]he plaintiff was assured of the fitness of the 
product and relied thereon"). The warrantors breached their 
express promises by supplying tanks that had inadequate overlap 
of woven roving, insufficient tensile strength, and an almost 
non-existent safety factor. Thiokol, therefore, is entitled to 
recover all damages "proximately caused" by this breach. Groen, 
667 P.2d at 604. 
Thiokol1s damages, furthermore, are not—as the trial court 
concluded—limited "to simply and only replace the tanks 
involved." App. A at 8. That conclusion is based upon the 
patently erroneous finding that "[t]he limitations . . . on the 
warrant[ies] are significant." Id. Under general warranty law, 
the obligors of express warranties are liable for all losses 
(including lost profits) reasonably related to a breach. Cook 
Assocs.. Inc. v. Warnick, 664 P.2d 1161 (Utah 1983); Devore v. 
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Bostrom. 632 P.2d 832 (Utah 1981).^ Moreover, the parties here 
expressly promised to remedy any damage to "real or personal 
property, when that damage is the result of • • . failure to 
conform to contract requirements." App. E J (a). The trial 
court erred, therefore, in not awarding Thiokol all damages 
flowing from the parties1 breach of warranty. 
2. The appellees breached implied warranties of 
fitness and merchantability 
The UCC implied warranty of fitness for a particular purpose 
applies to the sale of "goods." Utah Code Ann. § 70A-2-315. The 
implied warranty of merchantability, in turn, applies to the sale 
of "goods" by "merchants." Id. § 70A-2-314. This case involves 
the sale of "goods" by "merchants," and is therefore governed by 
the UCC implied warranties. 
"Goods" are defined as "all things (including specially 
manufactured goods) which are movable at the time of 
identification to the contract." Utah Code Ann. § 70A-2-105(l). 
The tanks were custom manufactured in Minnesota and shipped in 
pieces to Utah. Identification of the tanks to the contract 
occurred, at the latest, when they were shipped.31 Because 
identification occurred prior to or at the time the tanks were 
shipped, it is beyond cavil that the tanks were "movable at the 
time of identification to the contract." Utah Code Ann. § 70A-2-
105(1). The "specially manufactured" tanks, therefore, were 
"goods."32 
Interwest, Palmer and Rysgaard, furthermore, are "merchants" 
under the UCC. The UCC defines a merchant as: 
30
 Accord Utah Code Ann. S 70A-2-715(2), App. B. 
31
 Under the UCC, "identification occurs . . . if the contract is for 
the sale of future goods . • . when goods are shipped, marked or otherwise 
designated by the seller as goods to which the contract refers." Utah Code 
Ann. S 70A-2-501(l)(b). 
32
 See Pittsburoh-Des Moines Steel Co. v. Brookhaven Manor Water Co., 
532 F.2d 572 (7th Cir. 1976) (one-million gallon water tank fabricated at 
factory and then delivered to construction site involved sale of "goods"). 
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"a person who dea ls in goods of the kind or otherwise 
by h i s occupation holds himself out as having knowledge 
or s k i l l pecul iar t o the p r a c t i c e s or goods involved in 
the transact ion or t o whom such knowledge or s k i l l may 
be a t t r ibuted by h i s employment of an agent or broker 
or other intermediary who by h i s occupation holds 
himself out as having such knowledge or s k i l l . " 
Utah Code Ann, § 70A-2-104(1) . Rysgaard dea l s in f i b e r g l a s s 
tanks and holds himself out as having knowledge or s k i l l pecu l iar 
t o those goods. Exh. 15 at 2 ( l e t t e r from Rysgaard tout ing h i s 
e x p e r t i s e ) . Rysgaard1s "merchant" s t a t u s , in turn, i s 
"attributed" t o Interwest and Palmer because of t h e i r "employment 
of an agent or broker or other intermediary [ i . e . , Rysgaard] who 
by h i s occupation holds himself out as having such knowledge or 
s k i l l . " Utah Code Ann. § 70A-2-104(1). Hence, a l l of the 
contractors here are merchants.33 
Because t h i s case involves the s a l e of "goods" by 
"merchants," the implied warranties of f i t n e s s (Utah Code Ann. 
§ 70A-2-315) and merchantabil i ty (Utah Code Ann. § 70A-2-314) are 
app l i cab le . Appellees knew, at the time of contract ing , that 
Thiokol was re ly ing on t h e i r " s k i l l or judgment t o s e l e c t or 
furnish s u i t a b l e goods." Utah Code Ann. § 70A-2-315; Gladys Dep. 
a t 235. They were a l s o obl igated t o provide tanks that were " f i t 
for the ordinary purposes for which such goods are used." Utah 
Code Ann. § 70A-2-314. The appe l lees provided tanks that were 
not s u i t a b l e for t h e i r intended use . Accordingly, they breached 
the implied warranties of f i t n e s s and merchantabil i ty. 3 4 
Monroe, Inc. v . Jack B. Parson Constr. Co., 604 P.2d 901, 904 
(Utah 1979) ("the provis ions of the Uniform Commercial Code, T i t l e 70A, are 
applicable" because "a contractor and a supplier of materials for a government 
project are merchants under the act") (emphasis added); accord C.R. Fedrick, 
Inc. v. Borg-Warner Corp.. 552 F.2d 852, 855 (9th Cir. 1977). 
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 Even i f the UCC did not apply to the tanks, the common law would 
s t i l l imply a warranty of merchantabil ity. "When a party binds himself by 
contract to do a work or perform a serv ice , in the absence of express 
agreement, there i s an implied agreement or warranty, which the law annexes t o 
the contract , that he w i l l do a workmanlike job and w i l l use reasonable and 
appropriate care and s k i l l . " In re Estate of Talbott , 337 P.2d 986, 989 (Kan. 
1959); accord Schneider v. Suhrmann, 327 P.2d 822, 824 (Utah 1958) ("the 
in 
3. Thiokol's asserted negligence does not defeat its 
warranty claims 
As set out in Section IA, supra, comparative negligence is 
no defense to a contract action. There are, however, 
circumstances where—because of the close connection between 
"warranty" and "tort" liability35—negligence may diminish 
warranty recovery. Vernon v. Lake Motors, 488 P.2d 302, 305 
(Utah 1971). But not all claimed negligence on the part of an 
obligee reduces a warrantor's duties. And any "negligence" on 
the part of Thiokol does not defeat its warranty claims here. 
"A warranty is an assurance by one party to a contract of 
the existence of a fact upon which the other party may rely. It 
is intended to relieve the promisee of any duty to ascertain the 
fact for himself, and it amounts to a promise to answer in 
damages for any injury proximately caused if the fact warranted 
proves untrue." Groen v. Tri-0-Inc.. 667 P.2d 598, 604 (Utah 
1983) ; accord Ouaaliana v. Exquisite Home Builders, Inc., 538 
P.2d 301, 309 (Utah 1975). As a result, not all forms of 
negligence defeat a warranty claim. 
Rather, a warrantor is relieved of responsibility under a 
warranty if, but only if, the "plaintiff knows of the defect and 
the danger, but nevertheless 'deliberately and unreasonably' goes 
ahead." Vernon, 488 P.2d at 305. As the Restatement (Second) of 
Torts explains, because warranty liability is a form of "strict" 
liability (Restatement (Second) of Torts § 402A cmt. n): 
[contributory negligence of the plaintiff is not a 
defense when such negligence consists merely in a 
failure to discover the defect in the product, or to 
guard against the possibility of its existence. On the 
other hand the form of contributory negligence which 
consists in voluntarily and unreasonably proceeding to 
supplier is deemed to warrant the product to be reasonably safe and suitable 
for the use for which it is intended")• 
35
 Restatement (Second! of Torts § 402A cmt. m (discussing 
"Warranty"); see supra note 17. 
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encounter a known danger, and commonly passes under the 
name of assumption of risk# is a defense . . . . 
Any "negligence" on the part of Thiokol cannot be described 
as "voluntarily and unreasonably proceeding to encounter a known 
danger." The defects that caused the collapse of T33 were 
latent. See supra page 15. Thiokol, in short, did not "know[] 
of the defect[s]" in the tanks and nevertheless "•deliberately 
and unreasonably1" place them in use. Vernon, 488 P.2d at 305. 
At most, the record evidences Thiokol^ "failure to discover" the 
defects in the tanks. Restatement (Second) of Torts § 402A cmt. 
n. As a result, Thiokol's alleged "negligence" does not defeat 
its warranty claims. 
II. THIOKOL DID NOT WAIVE OR MODIFY ITS CONTRACTUAL RIGHTS BY 
WORKING WITH BREACHING PARTIES TO CURE THE DEFECT IN T33 
At trial, Val Palmer admitted that, when T34 failed, Thiokol 
"could . . . have pointed right directly to A.H. Palmer & Sons 
and said this is your subcontractor, you got yourself in this 
pickle, you get yourself out." Tr. 1750-51. He nevertheless 
asserted that, because Thiokol did not strictly enforce its 
contracts but rather "asked us to go back to our subcontractor 
and . . . all work together to get this thing resolved" (Tr. 
1751), Thiokol abrogated its rights. The trial court adopted 
this argument in finding that Thiokol "waived" its rights when it 
"undertook a new relationship with the other parties" following 
the "fix" of T34. App. A at 3. That ruling is erroneous. 
A. The Law Required Thiokol to Permit the Breaching 
Parties to Attempt a Cure 
The law mandates that, upon contractual breach, the parties 
first attempt to resolve the dispute amicably. The UCC demands 
that a buyer permit a defaulting seller to cure when the time for 
performance has not yet expired. Utah Code Ann. § 70A-2-508 
provides: 
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(1) Where any tender or delivery by the seller is 
rejected because nonconforming and the time for 
performance has not yet expired, the seller may 
seasonably notify the buyer of his intention to cure 
and may then within the contract time make a conforming 
delivery. 
(2) Where the buyer rejects a nonconforming tender 
which the seller had reasonable grounds to believe would be 
acceptable with or without money allowance the seller may if 
he seasonably notifies the buyer have a further reasonable 
time to substitute a conforming tender. 
Thus, under § 508, a "seller has a reasonable time to attempt to 
correct defects." Leitchfield Dev. Corp. v. Clark, 757 S.W.2d 
207, 210 (Ky. Ct. App. 1988). This "right to cure," moreover, 
"takes precedence over a buyer's absolute right to reject a 
nonconforming tender or delivery." Id. at 211; accord, Bartus v. 
Riccardi, 284 N.Y.S.2d 222 (1967)(§ 2-508 gives seller the right 
to cure upon reasonable notification); 2 Hawkland UCC Series § 2-
508:06 at 995 ("[t]he choice [of how to cure], in most cases, 
should be the seller's" (emphasis added)). 
Accordingly, when Rysgaard identified the purported defect 
in tank T34 and urged Thiokol1s "concurrence" with his proposed 
"corrective work" (Exh. 15 at 2), Thiokol could not—as Palmer 
claimed—assert immediate breach. Tr. 1750-51. Instead, and in 
Palmer's own words, Thiokol had the obligation to permit the 
parties to "all work together to get this thing resolved." Tr. 
1751. This requirement, furthermore, is not an innovation 
peculiar to the UCC. The concept of "cure" merely "continues a 
well-established common-law rule." 2 Hawkland UCC Series § 2-
508:02 at 984.** 
The Restatement (Second) of Contracts states that when problems 
arise between parties to a contract, "the parties should be encouraged to 
communicate with each other and seek to resolve them without outside 
intervention." Ch. 10, introd. note at 193. See also id. at 194 (parties 
should "resolve their differences" by "cure of past defaults"); accord Ramirez 
v. Autosport, 440 A.2d 1345, 1349 (N.J. 1982); Chaplin v. Bessire & Co., 361 
S.W.2d 293, 297 (Ky. 1962); 17A C.J.S. Contracts S 443 at 557 (1963). 
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This Court should not condone the harsh penalty imposed upon 
Thiokol for its good faith attempt to allow its contractors to 
remedy a defective performance. The decision below requires a 
buyer to sue a breaching seller at the instant of breach, without 
allowing any opportunity for cure. Such a rule is contrary to 
the requirements of law and sound policy. 
B. Thiokol's Acceptance of the Proposed "Fix" of T34 Was 
Reasonable and Did Not "Waive" Its Rights 
Thiokolfs allowance of the "fix" was not only in accord with 
established law, it was perfectly reasonable. The "fix," 
therefore, does not "waive" Thiokol's rights. App. A at 3. 
According to Rysgaard, the flaw in T34 was a design error. 
Exh. 15 at 2. After touting his expertise, Rysgaard urged 
Thiokol's "concurrence" with a splice plate "fix." Id. 
Ultimately, Rysgaard supported his "fix" with calculations by "a 
PhD in structural engineering." Exh. 13 at 1. And when Thiokol 
asked its expert—Brent Thomas—to certify Rysgaard's final 
submittal "as being sufficient" (Exh. 136), Thomas concluded that 
the proposal "will work." Exh. 135 at 4. 
Throughout these negotiations, Thiokol was hesitant. As 
Palmer's foreman testified, Thiokol "had to be convinced." Tr. 
1551. Thiokol was only "convinced" when Thomas certified the 
proposed "fix" and when Rysgaard gave an express, three-year 
warranty covering "the structural integrity of [the] subject 
tanks." App. 0 5 2. Interwest, Palmer and Rysgaard, moreover, 
were "delighted" when Thiokol accepted the proposed cure. Tr. 
1556. 
In such circumstances—where Rysgaard had insistently 
vouched for the tanks' safety, where Thiokol's own consultant had 
ultimately concurred, and where all other parties were eager to 
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proceed—Thiokol's acceptance of the cure was reasonable.37 
Thiokol should not be denied the right to revoke i t s acceptance 
and sue for breach. Restatement I Second) of Contracts § 246 & 
cmts. a, b.38 
11
 [A]s a matter of policy the law ought to encourage the 
parties to reach amicable settlements of disputes . . . and a 
rule of law which penalizes a party who seeks such a settlement 
by depriving him of h is right to rescind i s both harsh and 
contrary to sound policy.11 Kostelac v. United States , 247 F.2d 
723, 729-30 (9th Cir. 1957). "[W]ith a large and cost ly 
ins ta l la t ion such as the one involved in t h i s case, [Thiokol] has 
at l eas t a moral right, i f not a legal duty, to give the s e l l e r a 
fa ir opportunity to correct the defective condition, and 
certainly [ i t ] does not lose [ i t s ] right of resc iss ion by f i r s t 
exhausting that avenue." Chaplin v. Bessire & Co., 361 S.W.2d 
293, 297 (Ky. 1962). 
37
 The only evidence to contradict the foregoing was t r i a l testimony 
by Brent Thomas—paid for by Palmer—that he never retracted h i s or ig ina l 
opinion that the tanks should be replaced. Tr. 1868. According t o Thomas, he 
recanted h i s opinion regarding the safe ty of the j o i n t s , but not the w a l l s , of 
the tanks. Tr. 1868-69. This testimony i s f l a t l y incons i s t ent with the p la in 
language of h i s f i n a l report , where he concluded—after analyzing the "side 
wal ls"—that the "spl ice p la te connection w i l l work." Compare Exhs. 135 & 150 
at 4 with Tr. 1868-69. But, more importantly, Thomas' testimony did not show 
that Thiokol should have—or even could have—been aware of the de fec t s in 
T33. 
For Thiokol t o have "waived" the tanks* d e f e c t s , i t would have t o have 
known what they were. Phoenix Ins . Co. v. Heath, 61 P.2d 308, 311-12 (Utah 
1936) ("waiver i s the in tent iona l relinquishment of a known r i g h t " ) . The 
f a i l u r e of T33 was caused by l a t e n t , undiscoverable de fec t s in the overlap of 
the woven roving, inadequate t e n s i l e strength of the laminate, and an 
i n s u f f i c i e n t sa fe ty fac tor . See supra page 15. Even Thomas conceded that the 
d e f i c i e n t overlap couldn't be determined by inspect ion and that he was 
unaware—and could not inform Thiokol—of that de fec t . Tr. 1897. Thomas' 
test imony, in short , does not support the purported "waiver" of Thiokol 's 
r i g h t s . Tr. 645, 649, 651. 
As Thiokol 's expert t e s t i f i e d (Tr. 645): 
On the bas i s of what they knew about the tanks at that t ime, the 
f i x that they proposed seemed l i k e a good s o l u t i o n . Fix the j o i n t 
areas of the tank so you continue the structure around and make i t 
work. What nobody knew at that time was what are the rea l 
propert ies of t h i s material versus what was claimed t o be in i t . 
38
 Accord Utah Code Ann. S 70A-2-608(l) (App. B); McCormick v. 
Ornstein, 580 P.2d 1206 (Ariz. Ct. App. 1978). 
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C. The Attempted Cure Did Not Result in Modification of 
the Appellees' Contractual Obligations 
The release of Interwest and Palmer is based, not only upon 
Thiokol's acceptance of Rysgaard's proposed "fix," but also upon 
the trial court's conclusion that they were "left out of the 
loop." App. A at 7. Interwest and Palmer, however, were 
anything but passive participants in the "fix" negotiations. 
Interwest1s May 4, 1989 notes recite that Interwest was 
"[i]n process of getting information to Thiokol for replacement 
tank for tank that failed." Exh. 137. A May 11, 1989 letter 
titled "Tank failure" from Palmer to Interwest states that "we 
need to answer the concerns of [Thiokol's] consulting engineers 
fi.e., Thomas] before proceeding with any manufacturing." Exh. 
110. A May 12 letter from Interwest to Thiokol thereafter 
reassured Thiokol that Rysgaard "has been talking to [Thomas] 
. . . to resolve any problems," and promised to keep Thiokol 
"advised and updated of any changes." Exh. 166. Interwest's 
"Project Daily Reports" reflect Interwest's and Palmer's 
constant—and concerted—efforts at facilitating the "fix" of the 
tanks. Exh. 160 (attached as App. P). Interwest's foreman, 
finally, oversaw the corrective action on all three tanks 
following the T34 collapse. Tr. 1281. 
Interwest and Palmer, therefore, were not "left out of the 
loop." App. A at 7. Far from sitting on the bench, Interwest 
and Palmer were suited up and actively engaged in the scrimmages 
that resulted in Thiokol's ultimate acceptance of the repaired 
tanks. But, even if this Court assumes (contrary to the record) 
that Interwest and Palmer were left out of the game, the "fix" of 
the tanks did not modify their contracts. 
It is elementary contract law that "[t]he party asserting 
the modification of a contract has the burden of proof; he must, 
for example, show the assent of the other party or parties, and 
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the minds of the parties must be shown to have met on a definite 
modification." 17A C.J.S. Contracts § 588 (1963) (footnotes 
omitted). "While modification may be inferred from the conduct 
of the parties, it will not be inferred from conduct of doubtful 
significance." Id. "Evidence to show a modification of a 
written contract must be clear and convincing, and of the most 
positive character." Id. § 607 (footnotes omitted). 
There is no clear and convincing evidence that Thiokol 
assented to a modification of Interwest's and Palmer's contracts. 
Following the failure of T34, Interwest and Palmer wanted to 
attempt a cure. App. P. Thiokol permitted that attempt. But 
throughout the cure negotiations, there was never any discussion 
of contract modification. On the contrary, the proposed cure was 
supposed to bring the tanks back in line with original contract 
specifications. Exh. 13 at 2 (Rysgaard's assurance that the 
"fix" would bring tanks in line with "the 'applicable1 sections 
of . . . NBS-PS-15-69"). In sum, there is no evidence that 
Thiokol assented to a "definite modification" of the contracts. 
17A C.J.S. Contracts § 588 (1963). The trial court's "new 
relationship" release of Interwest and Palmer is legal error. 
III. THE TRIAL COURT ERRED IN DISREGARDING THIOKOL'S NON-
CONTRACTUAL THEORIES 
After systematically applying tort principles to excuse 
Interwest, Palmer and Rysgaard from their contracts, the trial 
court—quite ironically—concluded that "[t]his case is entirely 
controlled by contract. The principles of tort law do not have 
application and will not be considered." App. A at 6-7. The 
court accordingly refused to entertain Thiokolfs claims of 
negligence and strict product liability. Id. 
Given the trial court's construction of the contracts, its 
refusal to consider Thiokol's tort theories is troublesome. If 
(as the trial court concluded) the contracts did not incorporate 
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established industry safety standards (App. A at 2-3), Thiokol's 
tort theories are absolutely crucial because—even if the 
contracts do not require adherence to such standards—tort law 
does. See, e.g., Williams v. Melbv, 699 P.2d 723, 726 (Utah 
1985). 
A. Thiokol Properly Asserted Concurrent Contract and Tort 
Claims 
Palmer has argued that East River Steamship Corp. v. 
Transamerica Delaval, Inc., 476 U.S. 858, 106 S.Ct. 2295, 90 
L.Ed.2d 865 (1986), precludes Thiokol's tort claims. East River 
holds that no products liability claim lies in admiralty when the 
only injury claimed is damage to the product itself. 476 U.S. at 
875, 877. Several courts, as a matter of state law, have 
rejected East River.39 But even if this Court adopts East 
River, it does not preclude Thiokol's tort claims. Thiokol is 
not making a claim solely for damage to T33. Rather, Thiokol is 
suing for the loss of the tanks and collateral damage to its 
property caused by the collapse of T33. 
East River is based upon the sensible rule that contract law 
should be the "exclusive source for ascertaining when a seller is 
subject to liability for damages if. the claim is based on 
intangible economic loss not attributable to physical injury to 
person or harm to a tangible thing other than the defective 
product itself." Dobbs, Keeton & Owen, Prosser & Keeton on Torts 
§ 95 at 680 (5th ed. 1984) (emphasis added); see also id. § 101 
at 708-09. But, where—as here—a defective product results in 
"harm to persons and tangible things, other than the defective 
Alaskan Oil, Inc. v. Central Flying Serv., Inc., 975 F.2d 553 (8th 
Cir. 1992) (applying Arkansas law); Lutz Farms v. Asqrow Seed Co., 948 F.2d 
638, 643 (10th Cir. 1991) (applying Colorado law); Bancorp Leasing & Fin. 
Corp. v. Agusta Aviation Corp., 813 F.2d 272, 277 (9th Cir. 1987) (applying 
Oregon law)• 
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product itself/1 East River is inapplicable. Id. § 101 at 708 
(emphasis omitted). In such circumstances 
[t]he generally accepted view today would be that 
recovery . . . is available under three separate 
theories: negligence in tort, strict liability for 
breach of warranty, and strict liability in tort. 
Id.40 
The Utah Supreme Court, moreover, has expressly rejected 
application of East River to the present facts. In DCR Inc. v. 
Peak Alarm Co.. 663 P.2d 433 (Utah 1983), the buyer of an alarm 
system sued the seller of the system in tort, claiming that the 
seller failed to use ordinary care "in failing to warn plaintiff 
of the inadequacy of the system." Id. at 434. The defendant 
seller argued that the tort action was barred by the sales 
contract, which limited the purchaserfs damages to $50. Id. The 
Utah Supreme Court rebuffed the defendants claim: 
[A] wrongful act committed in the course of a 
contractual relationship may afford both tort and 
contractual relief, and in such circumstances the 
existence of the contractual relationship will not bar 
the injured party from pursuing redress in tort. 
Id. at 435 (emphasis in original) (quoting Tameny v. Atlantic 
Richfield Co.. 610 P.2d 1330, 1333 (Cal. 1980)). 
The court concluded that a tort action can be "derived from 
defendant's general duty of due care which accompanies [an] 
ongoing contractual relationship." DCR, 663 P.2d at 437. 
Specifically, the court adopted Section 323 of the Restatement 
(Second) of Torts, which provides that a contracting party 
is subject to liability to the other [contracting 
party] for physical harm resulting from his failure to 
exercise reasonable care to perform his undertaking if 
40
 Accord Winchester v. Lester's of Minn,, Inc.. 983 F.2d 992, 995 
(10th Cir. 1993); Four Corners Helicopters, Inc. v. Turbomeca, S.A., 979 F.2d 
1434, 1443-44 (10th Cir. 1992); City of Greenville v. W.R. Grace & Co., 827 
F.2d 975, 977-78 (4th Cir. 1987). See also Capitol Fuels, Inc. v. Clark 
Equip. Co., 382 S.E.2d 311, 313 (W. Va. 1989) (East River rule not applicable 
where a "defective product creates a potentially dangerous situation to 
persons and property and results in the sudden destruction of the product 
itself"). 
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(a) his failure to exercise such care increases the 
risk of such harm, or 
(b) the harm is suffered because of the other's 
reliance upon the undertaking. 
Interwest, Palmer and Rysgaard failed to "exercise 
reasonable care" in performing their contractual undertakings, 
and this failure "increase[d] the risk of" harm to Thiokol. DCR, 
663 P.2d at 436. They are, therefore, liable in tort for the 
resulting harm to Thiokol. Accord Davidson Lumber Sales, Inc. v. 
Bonneville Inv.. Inc., 794 P.2d 11, 12, 14, 15 (Utah 1990) 
(allowing purchaser of defective lumber to assert tort claims for 
strict liability, negligence, and breach of implied warranties). 
B. Interwest, Palmer and Rysgaard Negligently Breached 
Duties of Due Care 
Interwest, Palmer and Rysgaard were under a duty to perform 
their contract "in accordance with the plans, specifications, and 
directions given it by [Thiokol] with a reasonable degree of 
skill," or "that degree of skill and care ordinarily possessed 
and exercised by other contractors doing the same or similar work 
in this locality." Andrus v. State, 541 P.2d 1117, 1121 (Utah 
1975); accord DCR Inc. v. Peak Alarm Co., 663 P.2d 433, 436 (Utah 
1983) (recognizing "a duty to exercise reasonable care on the 
part of one who undertakes to render services"). 
The parties breached their duties of due care by 
manufacturing and delivering tanks which did not conform to the 
stated specifications, were not capable of performing their 
intended function, and were unreasonably dangerous. As was 
stated in Marin Municipal Water District v. Peninsula Paving Co., 
94 P.2d 404, 406 (Cal. Dist. Ct. App. 1939): 
Where the contractor departs from the contract, plans 
or specifications, or goes beyond them, or performs the 
work planned and specified in an improper, careless, or 
negligent manner, which results in injury to adjacent 
property, then he is responsible in damages for the 
tort he has committed. 
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Tank T33 collapsed because of Interwestfs, Palmer1s and 
Rysgaardfs negligence.41 ,fA negligent defendant is liable for 
reasonably foreseeable consequential damages attributable to its 
negligence," and all of Thiokol's costs were a foreseeable result 
of the failure of T33. McKee Elec. Co. v. Carson Oil Co.. 688 
P.2d 1360 (Or. Ct. App. 1984), aff'd, 723 P.2d 288 (Or. 1986). 
The trial court's refusal to consider Thiokol's negligence claim 
is plain legal error and mandates reversal. 
C. Interwest, Palmer and Rysgaard Are Strictly Liable for 
Failure of an Unreasonably Dangerous Tank 
In Ernest W. Hahn, Inc. v. Armco Steel Co., 601 P.2d 152 
(Utah 1979), a case involving defective work by a contractor, the 
Utah Supreme Court explicitly adopted Restatement (Second) of 
Torts § 402A, which imposes strict liability upon any seller who 
provides a defective product that is "unreasonably dangerous to 
the user or consumer."42 Interwest, Palmer and Rysgaard are 
strictly liable under this section. 
The tanks provided to Thiokol were unreasonably dangerous: 
Once it is established that a target defendant sold a 
product that was flawed in the kind of way that made it 
more dangerous than it would otherwise have been, the 
plaintiff has established the kind of defect that makes 
41
 The tort liability of Interwest and Palmer, moreover, is not 
predicated solely upon Rysgaard*s shoddy performance. Interwest and Palmer 
breached independent duties to assure that the tanks would be built by a 
responsible, reliable manufacturer. Paragraph 1.03(A), Section 11100 of the 
specifications for the waste water plant required tank suppliers to "be firms 
regularly engaged in the manufacture of specified equipment whose products 
have been used satisfactorily in similar services for at least 2 years prior 
to issue date of the Contract." App. H H 1.0.3.A. 
But, far from being "regularly engaged in the manufacture" of fiberglass 
tanks "for at least" the prior two years (id.). Rysgaard—by his own 
admission—had been out of the tank business since 1970. Tr. 1967. Indeed, 
tanks T32, T33 and T34 were the first he had built since re-entering the 
market. Tr. 1968. Moreover, neither Interwest (Tr. 1258-59) nor Palmer (Tr. 
1473, 1791-92) independently verified whether Rysgaard had the contractually 
required experience. Val Palmer admitted that he had no "information about 
whether [Rysgaard] had two years of experience with these kinds of tanks." 
Tr. 1792. Had either Interwest or Palmer "exercise[d] reasonable care [in] 
performing [their] undertaking" (Restatement (Second) of Contracts § 323; DCR, 
663 P.2d at 436), the tanks would have been built by a reputable manufacturer 
and would not have collapsed. 
42
 The text of Section 402A is set out in Appendix Q. 
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the product •unreasonably dangerous1 as a matter of 
law. 
Prosser & Keeton on Torts § 99 at 697 (5th ed. 1984) (emphasis 
added). The tanks provided by the parties here were plainly 
"flawed in the kind of way" that made them "more dangerous than 
[they] would otherwise have been." Id. 
At least one workman was injured when T34 burst. Tr. 1547. 
Tom Farley, moreover, could have been killed by the rupture of 
T33 had he taken a sample from the tank a few minutes later than 
he did. Tr. 268 The rupture, furthermore, resulted in a massive 
release of toxic waste—posing serious risks, not only to 
Thiokol1s personnel, but to the environment as well. 
Because Interwest, Palmer and Rysgaard provided tanks that 
were unreasonably dangerous for their intended use, they are 
liable for the damages sustained by Thiokol. Ernest W. Hahn, 601 
P.2d at 155 (awarding damages for costs "incurred in the 
restoration of the collapsed area [of a mall], for remedial 
measures required . . . in the non-collapsed area . . ., for lost 
amounts claimed by the tenants while the building was closed"). 
The trial court's contrary conclusion is legal error.43 
CONCLUSION 
The judgment of the trial court should be reversed and the 
case remanded for determination of Thiokol's damages incurred as 
a result of Interwest1s, Palmer's and Rysgaard's breach of 
contract, breach of express and implied warranties, negligence 
and provision of unreasonably dangerous tanks. 
Because of the close theoretical connection between breach of 
warranty and strict liability in tort, the defenses to strict liability are 
the same as those for breach of warranty. Ernest W. Hahn. 601 P.2d at 159. 
As discussed in Section IC(3), supra. any "negligence" on the part of Thiokol 
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THIS MATTER WAS SUBMITTED to the Court on post-trial briefs 
for Memorandum Decision. After having reviewed at length the 
pleadings, memoranda, depositions, the Court's own notes and 
the exhibits offered at trial this Court holds, primarily for 
reasons set forth in Palmer's and Interwest's post trial 
briefs, against Thiokol and in favor of Interwest and Palmer 
and Fiberglass Structures. Although it is inviting to write a 
lengthy Memorandum Decision addressing each of the numerous 
factual and legal issues raised, this Court declines to do so. 
Each of the issues addressed in the post-trial briefs may merit 
attention, but the parties' attention is directed to the issues 
argued and in the order found in post trial brief filed by 
Palmer. The Court's holding is consistent with the positions 
taken therein and in addition to a few comments which may here 
be appropriate. 
Again, without addressing each of the legal and factual 
issues raised in the trial and explored in the various post 
trial briefs, this Court would find that Thiokol has failed to 
show conclusively or even to a preponderance of the evidence 
the reason for the failure of the tanks. This Court noted 
early on that the cause of the failure was the key issue upon 
which all other issues in this case turned. The reason for the 
failure has not been demonstrated to this Court's satisfaction 
to be a result of noncompliance, by the Defendants, with the 
terms and provisions of the contract. 
Generally speaking and to be addressed more particularly 
later, this Court finds that the contract, prepared and drafted 
by Thiokol, was neither specific or sufficiently clear to 
require certain performance of which Thiokol now complains. 
Specifically and only by way of example, the Court does not 
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find that the contract and specifications required the safety 
factor of ten (10) nor a certain wall thickness. Moreover it 
was not shown that Fiberglass Structures, Interwest or Palmer 
failed to comply with the provisions of the contract in any way 
which caused or resulted in the failure. 
Additionally, this Court finds that many of the principles 
of law suggested to be applicable by Thiokol do not apply in 
this case, as after the first failure the parties in large 
measure modified their relationship with one another in the 
contract and Thiokol undertook a new relationship with the 
other parties in engineering and supervising the modification 
and completion of the tanks in question. Further, that if any 
failure to comply with the terms and provisions of the contract 
occurred, such failure was encouraged, accepted and waived by 
Thiokol. What deficiencies there may have been in the tanks 
was as well or better known to Thiokol than to any of the other 
parties including Fiberglass Structures. But those 
deficiencies, whatever they were, have not been shown to be the 
cause of failure. 
The Court further finds that the claim by Thiokol for 
replacement of the tanks was excessive. Thiokol did not 
replace three contracted tanks with similar products, but 
rather with far more costly products. The cost for clean up, 
response, down time, overhead, etc. were not only excessive and 
not properly mitigated, but also unsubstantiated. Nor were 
most of them necessarily, naturally and consequentially flowing 
from the fault, if any, by the other parties, but in fact 
flowed from action by Thiokol itself. In addition, most of 
those damages could not have been reasonably foreseen and were 
not, at the time the contract was entered into or during the 
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completion stage of the contract, within the reasonable 
contemplation or expectation of the parties thereto. 
As to the warranty provisions themselves, if in fact they 
were binding upon the parties, would be limited to the cost of 
the replacement of the tanks themselves at the contract price. 
CAUSES OF FAILURE 
Much evidence and testimony was received relative to the 
cause of the failure of the tank. Testimony was that 
Fiberglass Structures failed to properly design and engineer 
the tanks, failed to sufficiently overlap the woven roving, 
failed to use the specified resin, failed to make the wall 
thickness and tensile strength sufficient, failed to conduct 
proper testing and that all of the above contributed to the 
failure. Testimony more specifically was that the hoop 
stresses were so great on a tank completely filled, that the 
wall strength was insufficient to withstand. There was 
contrary testimony however, that there was sufficient tensile 
strength to withstand the hoop stresses anticipated (though 
perhaps not to a safety factor of ten). The coupon test of the 
segments near or similar to where the break occurred were in 
this Court's mind inconclusive. Overlapping of the woven 
roving, as indicated on the coupon test was inappropriately 
controlled and in fact though the coupon test may reveal mass, 
weight, composition, etc., there is some question about the 
accuracy of the overlapping of the woven roving as it was 
disclosed in the coupons. Insufficient testimony was given to 
this Court with respect to the controls placed thereon and in 
fact a close review of the the coupons indicate that there had 
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been a shift in the woven roving during or after testing at the 
overlap area when the length of the coupon is measured against 
the length of the segment from which it was taken. 
Much also has been said relative to the change in the 
method of filling the tanks from gravity feed to overhead 
feed. Though that is a substantial change which in and of 
itself may void any warranties given, the Court was not 
persuaded that that change without more resulted in the 
failure. The evidence of vibration or trauma to the tanks from 
the overhead filling was, to this Court, insufficiently 
persuasive to indicate that it was a causative factor. 
The overhead filling method did however allow for over 
filling of the tank, which this Court finds was the most likely 
cause of the failure, and such over filling would not have 
occurred had the gravity feed system remained in place. 
In that connection, testimony persuasive to the Court, was 
that the most likely cause of the failure was the over filling 
of the tank causing uplift which the tank was not designed to 
withstand. The Court is unconvinced from the testimony of the 
technicians from Thiokol that over filling did not occur. In 
order to believe that over filling did not occur, this Court 
would have to believe that the pumps were turned off just 
minutes before the rupture occurred. The testimony with 
respect to the same was unconvincing and in this Court's mind 
incredible. Most likely the facts were that the tank was over 
filled and had been over filling for some time prior to its 
discovery, causing an uplift, rupturing the bottom of the tank 
which went up the side of the tank causing the entire failure. 
This Court is simply not persuaded given the pumping capacity 
that the space along the top of the tank would be sufficient to 
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allow escape of the fluid with sufficient speed to eliminate 
the uplift pressures at the bottom of the tank. 
DESIGN SPECIFICATIONS 
There has been much testimony and controversy as to whether 
the tanks were built pursuant to the design specification. 
This Court would find that they in fact were. There is little 
question, however, that the tanks were under-designed, that 
they did not have sufficient hoop or tensile strength and 
likely may have eventually failed in any regard. Having so 
found an explanation is needed. This Court does not find that 
NBS/PS 15-69 standards were incorporated with sufficient 
clarity for the designer to be aware of their application and 
specifically with respect to wall thickness and safety 
factors. The Thomas report addressed these very issues to some 
degree and testimony from the stand elaborated thereon. The 
Court is not convinced that the specifications included those 
standards for the reasons argued by Interwest and Palmer. The 
Court is however under the opinion that manufactures of tanks 
such as this (as well as Thiokol) in all likelihood should have 
been aware of the need for higher standards as applied to both 
wall thickness, woven roving overlapping and safety factors. 
The fact remains that Thiokol knew of the wall thickness or 
lack thereof and of the safety concerns and accepted the 
product anyway. Whatever deficiencies there may have been were 
fully accepted by Thiokol. 
TORT - CONTRACT 
This case is entirely controlled by contract. The 
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principles of tort law do not have application and will not be 
considered. The parties agreed between themselves by contract 
as to what duties were being undertaken, what liability and 
damages as a result of the breach would apply. That finding 
and conclusion eliminates a number of claims between each of 
the parties and specifically as against Mr, John Rysgarrd 
personally. Thiokol1s claims therein are denied. 
Without going through all of the provisions of the 
contract, this Court finds, as argued by Palmer, that after the 
first failure "Thiokol undertook" and became very much involved 
in the new plans specifications, acceptance, design, 
implementation, and construction of the new tanks. In large 
measure under Thiokol's supervision, the parties jointly 
constructed the tanks. Thiokol accepted them and the engineer 
placed his stamp of approval on the same. In like measure 
Interwest and Palmer were in large degree "left out of the 
loop" and being left out of the loop is one of the very reasons 
Thiokol is finding itself directly in the liability loop. 
After completion and in addition to the above, the action taken 
by Thiokol to modify the filling mechanism and the over filling 
was Thiokol alone. 
WARRANTY 
Much has been argued and plead with respect to the warranty 
provisions by Palmer, Interwest and Fiberglass Construction. 
Arguments have been heard relative to duration, implementation, 
consideration (expressed and implied), and remedies. 
Warranties were given. Consideration existed even though 
payment was not made and has never been made in full for the 
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tanks. The limitations, however, on the warranty are 
significant and this Court finds that the obligations under the 
warranties would be to simply and only replace the tanks 
involved. The Court would find that all three (3) tanks of 
necessity would have to be replaced, the cost of the same being 
approximately $80,000.00. The failure, however was not a 
warranty matter and no claim thereunder is therefor appropriate. 
CONTRACT AND REMEDIES 
Ambiguities in the contract are to be resolved against 
Thiokol. As to warranty, the Court finds that that is a 
contractual matter. Principles of comparative fault would 
apply in the warranty field but action by Thiokol in this case 
bars recovery. 
There is some issue with respect as to whether Interwest, 
Palmer, or Fiberglass were given the adequate opportunity to 
remedy the alleged breach after the failure. Whether that time 
was sufficient between the failure and when Thiokol contracted 
to have another supplier replace the tanks is uncertain. This 
Court finds that it is not dispositive of the issue and in any 
event the Court would limit the damages to $80,000.00 in any 
event. 
UCC 
There has been much argument with respect to the 
application of the UCC. The parties here are contractors not 
suppliers or merchants as contemplated within the Uniform 
Commercial Code language and therefore provisions of the same 
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are not directly applicable. 
JUDGMENT 
Interwest is awarded Judgment against Thiokol in the sum of 
$229,000.00 plus 10% interest from May 2, 1989. Palmer is 
awarded Judgment against Interwest in the sum of $93,673.70 
plus 10% interest from the same date. 
ATTORNEY'S FEES 
Each party claims, from provisions of the contract, that 
attorney's fees are to be awarded. Consistent with the Court's 
earlier finding of fault in this matter and breach of contract 
connected therewith, attorney's fees are to be awarded to 
Interwest on its claim for the $229,000.99 and to Palmers on 
its claim to $93,673.70. Affidavit and memoranda are invited 
on the issue. 
Dated the 1st day of May, 1992. 
BY THE COURT: ~ 
Gordon J. Low 




The text of Utah Code Ann. § 78-27-37 provides: 
As used in Sections 78-27-37 through 78-27-43: 
(1) "Defendant" means any person not 
immune from suit who is claimed to be liable 
because of fault to any person seeking 
recovery. 
(2) "Fault" means any actionable breach 
of legal duty, act, or omission proximately 
causing or contributing to injury or damages 
sustained by a person seeking recovery, 
including, but not limited to, negligence in 
all its degrees, contributory negligence, 
assumption of risk, strict liability, breach 
of express or implied warranty of a product, 
products liability, and misuse, modification 
or abuse of a product. 
(3) "Person seeking recovery" means any 
person seeking damages or reimbursement on 
its own behalf, or on behalf of another for 
whom it is authorized to act as legal 
representative. 
The text of Utah Code Ann. § 78-27-38 provides: 
The fault of a person seeking recovery shall not 
alone bar recovery by that person. He may recover from 
any defendant or group of defendants whose fault 
exceeds his own. However, no defendant is liable to 
any person seeking recovery for any amount in excess of 
the proportion of fault attributable to that defendant. 
The text of Utah Code Ann. § 70A-2-104(l) provides: 
(1) "Merchant" means a person who deals in goods 
of the kind or otherwise by his occupation holds 
himself out as having knowledge or skill peculiar to 
the practices or goods involved in the transaction or 
to whom such knowledge or skill may be attributed by 
his employment of an agent or broker or other 
intermediary who by his occupation holds himself out as 
having such knowledge or skill. 
The text of Utah Code Ann. § 70A-2-105(l) provides: 
(1) "Goods" means all things (including specially 
manufactured goods) which are movable at the time of 
identification to the contract for sale other than the money 
in which the price is to be paid, investment securities 
(chapter 8) and things in action. "Goods" also includes the 
unborn young of animals and growing crops and other 
identified things attached to realty (Section 70A-2-107). 
The text of Utah Code Ann. § 70A-2-313 provides: 
(1) Express warranties by the seller are created 
as follows: 
(a) Any affirmation of fact or promise 
made by the seller to the buyer which relates 
to the goods and becomes part of the basis of 
the bargain creates an express warranty that 
the goods shall conform to the affirmation or 
promise. 
(b) Any description of the goods which 
is made part of the basis of the bargain 
creates an express warranty that the goods 
shall conform to the description. 
(c) Any sample or model which is made 
part of the basis of the bargain creates an 
express warranty that the whole of the goods 
shall conform to the sample or model. 
(2) It is not necessary to the creation of an 
express warranty that the seller use formal words such 
as "warrant" or "guarantee" or that he have a specific 
intention to make a warranty, but an affirmation merely 
of the value of the goods or a statement purporting to 
be merely the seller's opinion or commendation of the 
goods does not create a warranty. 
The text of Utah Code Ann. § 70A-2-314 provides: 
(1) Unless excluded or modified (Section 70A-2-
315), a warranty that the goods shall be merchantable 
is implied in a contract for their sale if the seller 
is a merchant with respect to goods of that kind. 
Under this section the servicing for value of food or 
drink to be consumed either on the premises or 
elsewhere is a sale. 
(2) Goods to be merchantable must be at least such 
as 
(a) pass without objection in the trade 
under the contract description; and 
(b) in the case of fungible goods, are 
of fair average quality within the 
description; and 
(c) are fit for the ordinary purposes 
for which such goods are used; and 
(d) run, within the variations permitted 
by the agreement, of even kind, quality and 
quantity within each unit and among all unit 
involved; and 
(e) are adequately contained, packaged, 
and labeled as the agreement may require; and 
(f) conform to the promises or 
affirmations of fact made on the container or 
label if any. 
(3) Unless excluded or modified (Section 70A-2-
316) other implied warranties may arise from course of 
dealing or usage of trade. 
The text of Utah Code Ann, § 70A-2-315 provides: 
Where the seller at the time of contracting has 
reason to know any particular purpose for which the 
goods are required and that the buyer is relying on the 
seller's skill or judgment to select or furnish 
suitable goods, there is unless excluded or modified 
under the next section an implied warranty that the 
goods shall be fit for such purpose. 
The text of Utah Code Ann. § 70A-2-501(l) provides: 
(1) The buyer obtains a special property and an 
insurable interest in goods by identification of 
existing goods as goods to which the contract refers 
even though the goods so identified are nonconforming 
and he has an option to return or reject them. Such 
identification can be made at any time and in any 
manner explicitly agreed to by the parties. In the 
absence of explicit agreement identification occurs 
(a) when the contract is made if it is 
for the sale of goods already existing and 
identified; 
(b) if the contract is for the sale of 
future goods other than those described in 
paragraph (c), when goods are shipped, marked 
or otherwise designated by the seller as 
goods to which the contract refers; 
(c) when the crops are planted other 
otherwise become growing crops or the young 
are conceived if the contract is for the sale 
of unborn young to be born within twelve 
months after contracting or for the sale of 
crops to be harvested within twelve months or 
the next normal harvest season after 
contracting whichever is longer. 
The text of Utah Code Ann. § 70A-2-508 provides: 
(1) Where any tender or delivery by the seller is 
rejected because nonconforming and the time for 
performance has not yet expired, the seller may 
seasonably notify the buyer of his intention to cure 
and may then within the contract time make a conforming 
delivery. 
(2) Where the buyer rejects a nonconforming tender 
which the seller had reasonable grounds to believe would be 
acceptable with or without money allowance the seller may if 
he seasonably notifies the buyer have a further reasonable 
time to substitute a conforming tender. 
The text of Utah Code Ann. § 70A-2-608(l) provides: 
(1) The buyer may revoke his acceptance of a lot 
or commercial unit whose nonconformity substantially 
impairs its value to him if he has accepted it 
(a) on the reasonable assumption that 
its nonconformity would be cured and it has 
not been seasonable cured; or 
(b) without discovery of such 
nonconformity if his acceptance was 
reasonably induced either by the difficulty 
of discovery before acceptance or by the 
seller's assurances. 
The text of Utah Code Ann. § 70A-2-715(2) provides: 
(2) Consequential damages resulting from the seller's 
breach include 
(a) any loss resulting from general or particular 
requirements and needs of which the seller at the time 
of contracting had reason to know and which could not 
reasonably be prevented by cover or otherwise; and 
(b) injury to person or property proximately 
resulting from any breach of warranty. 
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INTERWEST CONSTRUCTION 
2004 NORTH REDWOOD ROAD 
SALT LAKE CITY, UT 84116 
ATTENTION: MAX GRIFFIN - PRESIDENT 
GENTLEMEN: 
SUBJECT: NOTICE TO PROCEED/CONTRACT NO. 9AC025 
REFERENCE: 1. REQUEST FOR QUOTATION NO. A3917 
2. INTERWEST CONSTRUCTION PROPOSAL 
DATED 17 NOVEMBER 1938 
1.0 PENDING THE ISSUANCE OF A DEFINITIZED FIRM FIXED PRICE'CONSTRUCTION 
CONTRACT # 9AC025 IN THE AMOUNT WHICH IN ANY EVENT SHALL NOT EXCEED 
$3,950,000.00, INTERWEST CONSTRUCTION IS HEREBY AUTHORIZED TO PROCEED 
AS OF THIS DATE WITH THE FOLLOWING: 
1.1 CONSTRUCT THE NEW COMBINED WASTE WATER TREATMENT FACILITY, 
M-705, LOCATED AT AIR FORCE PLANT 78. ALL WORK UNDER THIS 
CONTRACT SHALL BE COMPLETED IN STRICT ACCORDANCE WITH MORTON 
THIOKOL SPECIFICATION NO. 006-89, DATED 15 SEPTEMBER 1988, 
ADDENDUM NO. 1 DATED 10 NOVEMBER 1988, ADDENDUM NO. 2 DATED 
11 NOVEMBER 1988 AND ALL DRAWINGS AS CALLED OUT IN THE 
SPECIFICATION AND ADDENDUMS. 
2.0 THE TERMS AND CONDITIONS CONTAINED ON TC FORM 8000 (REV. 10-87) AND 
TC FORM 7798 (REV. 10-87), ARE INCORPORATED HEREIN BY REFERENCE AND 
SHALL APPLY TO ANY DEFINITIVE CONTRACT ISSUED AS A RESULT OF THIS 
NOTICE TO PROCEED. 
NOTICE TO PROCEED 
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3.0 THIS NOTICE TO PROCEED IS RELEASED TO PROTECT THE MANDATORY 1 MAY 
1989 COMPLETION DATE 
3.1 LIQUIDATED DAMAGES FOR DELAY - CONTRACTOR AGREES TO PERFORM THE 
WORK CALLED FOR HEREUNDER FULLY, AND COMPLETE THIS CONTRACT 
WITHIN THE TIME SET FORTH ABOVE OR AS SUCH TERM AS MAY BE 
EXTENDED BY MORTON THIOKOL, INC. AND SHOULD CONTRACTOR FAIL 
TO COMPLETE THE WORK WITHIN THE TIME SET FORTH ABOVE, CONTRACTOR 
AGREES TO PAY AND WILL PAY TO MORTON THIOKOL, INC. FOR EACH AND 
EVERY DAY OF SUCH DELAY BEYOND THE TIME OF COMPLETION OF WORK 
AS ABOVE DEFINED, THE FOLLOWING: 
A. $1,000.00 PER DAY FOR THE FIRST DAY, TO AND INCLUDING THE 
20TH DAY. 
B. $2,000.00 PER DAY OF THE 21ST DAY, TO AND INCLUDING THE 
30TH DAY. 
C. $6,000.00 PER DAY FOR THE 31ST DAY, TO AND INCLUDING THE 
40TH DAY. 
D. $10,000.00 PER DAY FOR EACH DAY THEREAFTER, UNTIL CONSTRUC-
TION IS COMPLETE AND ACCEPTED BY MORTON THIOKOL, INC. 
THESE SUMS ARE HEREBY, IN VIEW OF THE DIFFICULTY OF ESTIMATING 
SUCH CHARGES, AGREED UPON, FIXED, AND DETERMINED BY THE PARTIES 
HERETO, AS THE LIQUIDATED DAMAGES THAT MORTON THIOKOL, INC. WILL 
SUFFER BY SUCH DEFAULT AND NOT BY WAY OF PENALTY AND SHOULD BE 
DEDUCTED AS SUCH FROM THE BALANCE DUE TO CONTRACTOR. 
NOTICE TO PROCEED 
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4.0 MORTON THIOKOL'S TOTAL TERMINATION FOR LONG LEAD ITEMS AND EFFORT 
NECESSARY TO MEET SCHEDULED REQUIREMENT LIABILITY SHALL NOT EXCEED 
$1,580,000.00 UNTIL FURTHER WRITTEN NOTICE FROM MORTON THIOKOL. 
THE TOTAL NOT TO EXCEED CONTRACT PRICE OF $3,950,000.00 IS SUBJECT 
TO REVIEW, AUDIT AND FINAL NEGOTIATION BETWEEN THE PARTIES. 
5.0 IT IS ANTICIPATED THAT A DEFINITIVE CONTRACT WILL BE ISSUED WITHIN 
4 C DAYS FROM THIS DATE. 
6.0 YOUR ACKNOWLEDGEMENT WIRE, ADDRESSED TO THE COGNIZANT MAJOR SUB-
CONTRACT ADMINISTRATOR, JODY WOOD, IS REQUIRED TO CONFIRM THE 
ABOVE ACTION. 
7.0 ANTI-KICKBACK CLAUSE 
THE FAR CLAUSE 52.203-7 ENTITLED "ANTI-KICKBACK PROCEDURES" IS 
INCORPORATED HEREIN BY REFERENCE AND THE CONTRACTOR AGREES TO BE 
BOUND BY THE OBLIGATIONS OF A "CONTRACTOR" THEREUNDER. THE CONTRACTOR 
SHALL HAVE IN PLACE AND FOLLOW REASONABLE PROCEDURES DESIGNED TO 
PREVENT, DETECT AND REPORT POSSIBLE ANTI-KICKBACK VIOLATIONS IN 
ACCORDANCE WITH FAR 52.203-7. _ ^  ^ ) 
APPROVED: U » £ ^ M > /' '-/j^' 
LELAND W. WARD : 
VICE PRESIDENT, MORTON 
THIOKOL, INC. 
SUPPORT SERVICES 
FOR ACCOUNTING USE ONLY: 
ACCOUNT CHARGE # 5060-A46301050-YM201-00-00-YM143 9 $3,100,000.00 
5060-A07401430-XA526-00-00-XA159 @ $ 850,000.00 
Appendix D 
DRTON THIOKOL INC, 
EROSPACE GROUP 
:RMS AND CONDITIONS FOR CONSTRUCTION SUBCONTRACTS 
DEFINITIONS 
following definitions apply unless otherwise specifically 
(a) "Buyer", "Thiokol", or "Morton Thiokol" - the 
legal entity issuing this Order 
(b) Purchasing or Procurement Representative-
Buyer's authonzed representative 
(c) "Seller" or "Contractor" - the legal entity which 
contracts with the Buyer 
(d) "This Order" - this contractual instrument, 
including changes 
(e) "Government" - the Government of the United 
States 
(f) "Prime Contract" - the Government contract 
under which this Order is issued 
(g) "FAR" - the Federal Acquisition Regulation 
(h) "DAR" - the Defense Acquisition Regulation 
(i) "NASA-PR" - National Aeronautics and Space 
Administration Procurement Regulations 
(j) "NASA" - the National Aeronautics and Space 
Administration 
(k) "Contracting Officer" - the government 
contracting officer(s) for the Prime Contract, or 
authon2ed representative 
SUBMISSION REQUIREMENTS 
By submission of its offer, the bidder or offeror 
certifies as follows 
(a) Any facility to be utilized in the performance of 
this proposed contract is not listed on the 
Environmental Protection Agency List of 
Violating Facilities In the event any facility to 
be utilized in the performance of this proposed 
contract is listed on the EPA List of Violating 
Facilities, CONTRACTOR shall so advise 
MORTON THIOKOL in writing of same 
(b) Seller shall promptly notify MORTON THIOKOL, 
prior to award, of the receipt of any 
communication from the Director, Office of 
Federal Activities, Environmental Protection 
Agency, indicating that any facility which seller 
proposes to use for the performance of the 
contract is under consideration to be listed on 
the EPA List of Violating Facilities 
(c) Seller shall include substantially this 
certification, including this paragraph (c), in 
every nonexempt subcontract 
CONTRACT 
provisions of this contract constitute the complete and 
jsive agreement between the parties hereto and supersede 
)revious communications representations or agreements, 
her oral or written, between the parties hereto with 
>ct to the subject matter hereof, and no agreement or 
understanding varying or extending the terms or conditions 
of this contract will be binding unless in writing, signed by 
an authorized MORTON THIOKOL representative Acceptance 
of this order by the CONTRACTOR will be by any one of the 
following (1) acknowledgement in writing, (2) 
commencement of performance by the CONTRACTOR or (3) 
delivery in whole or in part of the items or services called 
for hereunder No condition stated by the CONTRACTOR in 
its acknowledgement of this contract shall be binding upon 
MORTON THIOKOL if in conflict with, inconsistent with or 
in addition to the terms and conditions contained herein, 
unless expressly accepted in writing by an authorized 
MORTON THIOKOL Procurement representative 
4 ENTIRETY OF AGREEMENT 
This contract, as written, embodies the entire understanding 
between MORTON THIOKOL and CONTRACTOR, and ail 
previous negotiations, discussions, and written or oral 
agreements are hereby superseded by this contract The 
terms of this contract supersede and control any previous 
course of dealing or usage of trade Except as specifically 
provided for herein, this contract may not be altered, 
amended or modified except in writing, signed by duly 
authonzed representatives of both parties 
5 SUPERSEDING SPECIFICATIONS 
All references in any MORTON THIOKOL or Government 
specification incorporated herein to other MORTON THIOKOL 
and Government specifications shall be deemed to include all 
specifications supplementary to or superseding *he 
specifications so referenced to the extent that si :r 
supplementary or superseding specifications are in effe~* at 
the date of CONTRACTORS latest quotation if 'he 
CONTRACTOR was furnished or otherwise not'fied of fne 
existence of such supplementary or superseding specifications 
at the time of said quotation 
6 CHANGES 
MORTON THIOKOL may at any time by a written order 
issued by an authorized Purchasing representative and 
without notice to sureties, if any, make changes within the 
general scope of this contract, in any one or more of the 
following (1) drawings, designs, or specifications (2) method 
of shipment or packing, (3) time or place of inspection 
delivery, or acceptance, (4) reasonable increases or decreases 
in quantities, (5) reasonable changes in delivery schedules, (6) 
issue additional instructions or require modification in the 
work or services, and (7) the amount of MORTON THlOKOL-
Government furnished property CONTRACTOR shall proceed 
immediately to perform this order as changed If any such 
change causes an increase or decrease in the most of, or the 
time required for performance of this contract, or otherwise 
affects any other provisions of this contract, whether 
changed or not changed by any such order an equitable 
adjustment shall be made in the purchase price, delivery 
schedule, or in such other provision of the contract as may 
be so affected and the contract modified in writing 
accordingly Any claim by the CONTRACTOR for adjustment 
under this clause must be asserted within? thirty (30) days 
from the date of receipt by the CONTRACTOR of the 
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cation of change, provided however that MORTON 
>KOL, if it decides that the facts justify such action, may 
ve and act upon any such claim asserted at any time 
to final payment under this contract However, nothing 
3 clause shall excuse the CONTRACTOR from proceeding 
the contract as changed 
ANTI-KICKBACK PROCEDURES 
FAR clause 52 203-7 entitled "Anti-Kickback Procedures" 
icorporated herein by reference and the CONTRACTOR 
BS to be bound by the obligations of a " C O N I R A C T O H " 
>under The CONTRACTOR shall have in place and follow 
enable procedures designed to prevent, detect and report 
tble anti-kickback violations in accordance with FAR 
33-7 
GOVERNING LAW AND COMPLIANCE WITH LAWS 
(a) This contract shall be construed and interpreted 
solely in accordance with the laws of the State 
of Utah In the event any part or parts of this 
contract are determined, for any reason, to be 
unenforceable, such determination shall not 
affect any other parts of this contract 
(b) CONTRACTOR shall comply with all applicable 
Federal, State and local laws, government orders 
and regulations in performing this contract 
CONTRACTOR covenants to save and hold 
MORTON THIOKOL harmless from, and to 
reimburse MORTON THIOKOL for, damage and 
expenses (including, attorney fees incurred by 
MORTON THIOKOL as a result of any failure of 
CONTRACTOR to comply with any such law, 
order or regulation 
(c) The Contractor agrees to be bound by the 
obligations of a "Contractor" under all DAR, FAR 
or NASA-PR clauses incorporated into this 
Contract by reference Also, to the extent that 
the Term "Government", and Phrase "United 
States", or "Contracting Officer" as used in any 
DAR, FAR or NASA-PR clauses denote a 
Contracting Party the same shall at Morton 
Thiokol's option also mean "Thiokol" 
DISPUTES 
>r party may litigate any dispute arising under or relating 
lis contract before any court of competent jurisdiction 
ling resolution of any such dispute by settlement or by 
judgment, the parties shall proceed diligently with 
>rmance CONTRACTOR'S performance shall be in 
rdance with MORTON THIOKOL s written instructions 
litigation initiated pursuant to this clause shall be in 
rdance with the laws of Utah 
NO WAIVER 
ire of MORTON THIOKOL to enforce at any time any of 
provisions of this contract, or any rights in respect 
>to, or to exercise any election therein provided, shall in 
way be considered to be a waiver of the right to 
jafter enforce such provisions or rights or exercise any 
equent elections Any and all of the rights and remedies 
srred upon MORTON THIOKOL under this contract shall 
cumulative and in addition to, and not in lieu of, the 
s and remedies granted by law 
11 ADMINISTRATION AND LIAISON 
All inquiries, including technical inquiries and correspondence 
regarding this order, will be directed to the attention of 
cognizant Procurement Representative MORTON THIOKOL 
will not be bound by any agreements or changes to any part 
of this contract made as a result of inquiries and liaison 
between CONTRACTOR and MORTON THIOKOL personnel 
other than authorized Procurement Office personnel 
CONTRACTORS failure to comply with the provisions of this 
claim will render CONTRACTOR'S claims voidable by 
MORTON THIOKOL 
12 CHANNELS OF COMMUNICATION 
All communication between CONTRACTOR and MORTON 
THIOKOL shall be through the cognizant MORTON THIOKOL 
procurement organization MORTON THIOKOL engineering 
and technical personnel may, from time to time, render 
assistance or give technical advice to, or effect an exchange 
of information with CONTRACTOR'S personnel in a liaison 
effort concerning the contract products to be furnished 
hereunder Such exchange of information of advice however, 
shall not vest CONTRACTOR with the authontv to change 
th« ^o r it± c ™ ^T*~ to oe lumi&nea nerennaer or the 
provisiuf»=» •» !• us ' finrran nor snaii su^n cnanae in contract 
products ur provisions UT mib contract oe bmamg upon 
MORTON THIOKOL, unless incorporated as a change 
pursuant to the "CHANGES" clause of these General 
Provisions, directed in writing by MORTON THIOKOL s 
Procurement Administrator 
13 LIAISON PERSONNEL 
The delivery of the contract products in strict accordance 
with the contract requirements is of paramount importance 
To assure attainment of this requirement, the parties agree 
that MORTON THIOKOL may, at its option, assign 
representatives from Engineering, Manufacturing, Quality 
Assurance, Procurement, or other specialties as necessary as 
resident or itinerant representatives to be located at 
CONTRACTOR'S plant, CONTRACTOR shall at no cost to 
MORTON THIOKOL, provide adequate office space and 
equipment for MORTON THIOKOL liaison personnel and 
provide for their safety while at its plant during the 
performance of this contract 
14 CONTRACTING OFFICER VISITATION RIGHTS 
The CONTRACTOR agre «* that the Contracting Officer o' 
his/her authorized representative (with the approval of 
MORTON THIOKOL) may visit the CONTRACTOR'S production 
facility where this Contract is to be performed, in whole or 
any part thereof, to review progress, discuss 
problems/failures and witness testing pertaining to the 
requirements of this Contract 
15 GOVERNMENT INSPECTION RIGHTS 
The Government has the right to inspect any or all of the 
work included in this order at the supplier's plant 
16 INDEMNIFICATION FOR DEFECTIVE PRICING. NON-
COMPLIANCE WITH COST ACCOUNTING 
STANDARDS, AND VIOLATION OF ANTi KICKBACK 
STATUTE 
The CONTRACTOR, his/her subcontractors, agents, and/or 
employees agree to indemnify and save harmless and defend 
MORTON THIOKOL from and against any and all fines 
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les. offsets, claims, demands, actions, debts, liabilities, 
ents, costs and attorney's fees, costs and profit 
wed or reduced by Morton Thiokol's customer arising 
claims on account of, or in any manner predicted upon 
bmission by said CONTRACTOR, his/her subcontractors, 
5 and/or employees of alleged or confirmed defective 
} data, or (2) costs submitted by same, which are 
3d unallowable costs under DAR/FAR/NASA-PR, either by 
n Thiokol or applicable governmental agency, or (3) 
on of or noncompliance with any clause in 
:AR/NASA-PR entitled "Cost Accounting Standards," or 
jles or regulations pursuant thereto, (4) violation of the 
ickback Act of 1986 (41 U S C Section 51-58) by 
ictor or any of its Suppliers or Subcontractors, including 
:t Suppliers (such as a Supplier to one of Contractor's 
Suppliers) and (5) any other government or contractual 
ement for cost or pricing data submitted by the 
TRACTOR, his/her subcontractors, agents and/or 
>yees to Morton Thiokol or any other party relevant to 
ontract 
PATENT INDEMNITY 
CONTRACTOR shall, at its expense, hold harmless and 
d MORTCN THIOKOL, its customers and all persons 
ng under MORTON THIOKOL, against any suit or suits 
le infringement of any patent, copyrights or trademarks, 
shall indemnify the aforesaid parties against all damages, 
and expenses arising therefrom by reasons of the 
facture, sale or the normal and intended use of the 
>s covered by this contract MORTON THIOKOL agrees 
ve the CONTRACTOR prompt notice in writing of any 
or infringement and such opportunity as is afforded by 
:able laws, rules or regulations to participate in the 
se thereof 
PRODUCT? METHODS AND MANUFACTURING 
PROCESS 
knowledge or information which CONTRACTOR shall have 
)sed or may hereafter disclose to MORTON THIOKOL 
*nt to the placing and filling of this order, shall not, 
s otherwise specifically agreed upon in writing by 
TON THIOKOL, be deemed to be confidential or 
letary information and accordingly shall be acquired free 
any restriction other than restrictions imposed by patent 
THIRD PARTY LIABILITY INSURANCE - WORK ON 
MORTON THIOKOL PREMISES 
In the event the CONTRACTOR, his/her agents, 
>r employees are required to perform this Contract or any 
thereof on the premises of MORTON THIOKOL, or any 
ises under MORTON THIOKOL's control or responsibility, 
;ONTRACTOR shall maintain 
(a) Workman's Compensation to meet statutory 
liability limits 
(b) Employer s Liability - $1,000,000 liability limits 
(c) Comprehensive General Liability 
i n c l u d i n g a u t o m o b i l e s * 
$300,000/500,000/100,000 liability 
limits, and such other insurance as 
will furnish reasonable protection 
against claims which may arise 
from operations under this 
Contract, whether such operations 
be by the CONTRACTOR or others 
whose services are engaged by the 
CONTRACTOR or anyone directly 
or indirectly employed by either 
of them Certificates of such 
insurance shall be filed with 
MORTON THIOKOL and shall be 
subject to the approval of 
MORTON THIOKOL before work is 
commenced under this Contract 
Provisions shall be made for thirty 
(30) days advance written notice, 
by mail to MORTON THIOKOL of 
changes in or cancellation of any 
such insurance If a self-insurer, 
the CONTRACTOR will be required 
to furnish evidence that he'she 
has been qualified by the 
appropriate State Insurance 
Department m place of furnishing 
a Certificate of Insurance 
19 2 Failure on the part of the CONTRACTOR to furnish 
such certificates prior to the commencement of work or to 
continue to maintain such insurance during the performance 
of this Contract shall be cause for the CONTRACTOR to be 
declared in default under this Contract 
20 HOLD HARMLESS - WORK ON MORTON THIOKOL 
PREMISES 
In the event the CONTRACTOR, his/her agents, and/or 
employees are required to perform this Contract or any part 
thereof on the premises of MORTON THIOKOL, or any 
premises under MORTON THIOKOL's control or responsibility, 
the CONTRACTOR agrees to save harmless and defend 
MORTON THIOKOL from and against any and all claims, 
demands, actions, debts liabilities judgments, costs, and 
attorney's fees arising out of claims on account of, or in any 
manner predicated upon loss of, or damage to the property 
of, the injuries to, or the death of, any or all persons 
whatsoever, in any manner caused or contributed to by the 
CONTRACTOR, his/her agents or employees while in, upon, 
or about MORTON THIOKOL's premises, and to indemnify and 
save MORTON THIOKOL harmless, from and on account of 
damages of any kind which MORTON THIOKOL may suffer as 
a result of the acts of any of the CONTRACTOR'S agents or 
employees in or about the area involved 
21 ILLEGAL DRUGS OR ALCOHOL 
Contractor agrees to advise its employees and the employees 
of its subcontractors and agents that (1) it is the policy of 
Morton Thiokol, Inc that the use, possession sale transfer, 
or purchase of illegal drugs or alcohol on Morton Thiokol, 
Inc property is prohibited, (2) entry onto Morton Thiokol, 
Inc property constitutes consent to an inspection of the 
employee and the employee's personal effects when entering, 
on, or leaving Morton Thiokol, Inc property, (3) any 
employee who is found in violation of the policy or who 
refuses to permit an Inspection/Test may be removed and 
barred from Morton Thiokol, Inc propert' at the discretion 
of Morton Thiokol, Inc 
22 SECURITY 
The contractor's responsibility is to assure that the 
Contractor s employees entering Wasatch Operations facilities 
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properly badged and made aware of the posted and other 
icable security requirements The contractor is responsible 
the immediate return of all badges at the termination of 
-ontract as well as the immediate return of badges from 
Contractors employees who terminate activities at 
atch Operations during the course of the contract In 
tion, the contractor is required to notify the Wasatch 
rations subcontract administrator of the specific details 
n one of their Wasatch badged employees is terminated for 
>e a Wasatch badge is lost, ^ if in any manner or degree 
roblem develops in tne course of complying with security 
urements 
CONFORMANCE TO MORTON THIOKOL POLICY ON 
EQUAL EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY 
submission of this offer, the offeror represents that he/she 
in conformance with the MORTON THIOKOL Equal 
ortunity commitments as follows 
IC POLICY 
employees will receive fair and equal treatment regardless 
ace, creed, color, national origin, sex, or age Wasatch 
rations will make a positive effort to recruit, train, and 
tote members of minority groups, Females, handicapped 
iduals handicapped veterans, and veterans of the Vietnam 
ICY GUIDELINES 
on Thiokol will actively pursue and implement programs 
h ensure nondiscrimination in all aspects of the 
loyment relationship including, but not limited to selection 
hiring, training and opportunity to learn, job transfer, 
lotion to better or higher paying jobs, compensation in all 
s, adjustment of complaints or grievances, health and 
y, plant facilities, working conditions, company sponsored 
ies, application of seniority, and discipline 
FAIR LABOR STANDARDS ACT 
le production and/or delivery of the goods and/or services 
x this Contract, the CONTRACTOR shall comply with all 
cable requirements of the Fair Labor Standards Act, as 
ided, and of the regulations and orders of the United 
is Department of Labor issued thereunder 
OVERTIME PREMIUMS - COST TYPE CONTRACTS 
ONLY 
fable cost shall not include any amount on account of 
ime premium unless written approval is obtained from 
ITON THIOKOL prior to the utilization of such overtime 
POLICY MATTER 
i matter of policy, MORTON THIOKOL actively promotes 
uctivity improvement, quality enhancement and program 
eness The CONTRACTOR will, by acceptance of this 
act, actively promote among its employees improved 
jctivity, quality enhancement and an awareness of the 
TON THIOKOL program The effectiveness and results of 
> programs will be subject to review at MORTON 
>KOL*s option 
USE OF GOVERNMENT PROPERTY 
CONTRACTOR warrants that he/she has informed 
TON THIOKOL in writing of any and all Government 
arty (as defined in FAR 45 101) which will be used in the 
rmance of this contract as now written In the event 
that any contract change will require the use of Government 
property initially or in addition to that previously indicated, 
the CONTRACTOR hereby agrees to immediately inform 
MORTON THIOKOL in writing of such fact 
28 RESPONSIBILITY FOR PROPERTY 
Unless otherwise provided in this contract, CONTRACTOR 
upon delivery to it or manufacture or acquisition by it of 
any materials, parts, tooling, or other property the title to 
which is in MORTON THIOKOL/GOVERNMENT assumes the 
risk of and shall be responsible for any loss thereof or 
damage thereto Contractor, in accordance with the 
provisions of this Contract, but in any event upon completion 
thereof, shall return such property to MORTON THIOKOL in 
the condition in which it was received except for reasonable 
wear and tear and except to the extent that such property 
has been incorporated in goods delivered under this Contract, 
or has been reasonably consumed in performance of work 
under this Contract 
29 FINANCIAL RESPONSIBILITY 
(a) CONTRACTOR shall, prior to commencing work 
under this Contract, furnish such financial aata 
and related information as may be required by 
MORTON THIOKOL to permit a determination 
of financial capability and financial 
responsibility under this contract 
(b) CONTRACTOR shall, at no increase in Contract 
price, during the progress of work under tnis 
Contract, promptly submit interim financial data 
as may be requested by MORTON THIOKOL to 
determine continuing financial capability and 
responsibility 
(c) If CONTRACTOR'S financial capability and 
responsibility are determined to be such as may 
jeopardize performance hereunder, MORTON 
THIOKOL shall have the right to request, and 
CONTRACTOR shall promptly deliver at no 
increase in contract price, a complete and 
current manufacturing data package sufficient 
to enable MORTON THIOKOL to complete or 
have completed the work hereunder Upon such 
request by MORTON THIOKOL, CONTRACTOR 
thereby grants to MORTON THIOKOL a non-
exclusive royalty-free licence and rights unaer 
such data and patents, if furnished hereunder 
MORTON THIOKOL agrees that, so long as 
CONTRACTOR is not in default, MORTON 
THIOKOL will not use the drawings for such 
manufacture Upon completion and acceptance 
by MORTON THIOKOL of the work required to 
be performed hereunder, MORTON THIOKOL 
shall redeliver to CONTRACTOR such 
manufacturing data package. 
30 LIENS 
CONTRACTOR agrees that no liens or property rights of any 
kind shall lie or attach upon or against the contract 
products, or any part thereof, for or on account of any work 
performed or contract products furnished by CONTRACTOR 
pursuant to this contract If any lien or encumbrance is 
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led against the contract products, or any part thereof. 
TON THIOKOL shall have the right to discharge the same 
iling a bond or other security, or in its discretion, by 
ig the amount of such claim, and in such event, MORTON 
iKOL shall have the right to deduct from the contract 
the amount thus paid, or if the contract price has been 
CONTRACTOR shall repay to MORTON THIOKOL, upon 
and, the amount thus paid by MORTON THIOKOL for the 
Dse of discharging such claim, plus all administrative and 
expenses incurred by MORTON THIOKOL in this 
ection 
ENVIRONMENTAL, OCCUPATIONAL, HEALTH AND 
SAFETY PROTECTION LAWS 
CONTRACTOR hereby warrants to MORTON THIOKOL 
(1) all materials and/or products supplied or to be 
lied to MORTON THIOKOL hereunder and (2) all 
ufacturing and producing phases utilized by the 
TRACTOR in the production, and/or assembly of the 
>lies and/or services rendered and/or to be delivered to 
(TON THIOKOL hereunder, are in compliance with all 
state and federal environmental protection and 
pational, health and safety laws No approval of the 
ITRACTOR's facilities and/or production methods by 
tTON THIOKOL shall in any way nullify or modify the 
pliance by the CONTRACTOR with all local, state and 
ral environmental protection and occupational, health and 
y laws 
HAZARDOUS MATERIAL IDENTIFICATION AND 
MATERIAL SAFETY DATA 
(a) Five days prior to shipment of hazardous 
material as defined by Federal Standard No 
313A, the CONTRACTOR shall mail one copy of 
OSHA Form 20 or 174, Material Safety Data 
Sheet, to 
Morton Thiokol Inc 
Industrial Hygiene, M/S 205A 
PO Box 524 
Bngham City, UT 84302-0524 
CONTRACTOR shall provide to MORTON 
THIOKOL an OSHA Form 20 or 174 for each 
hazardous material being shipped OSHA Form 
20 or 174 shall include MORTON THIOKOL stock 
number or the material specification number as 
defined in the contract FAR 52 223-3 is 
incorporated in this contract by reference and 
applies as if fully set forth herein 
(b) The packaging, labeling, and shipping of all 
HAZARDOUS SUBSTANCES must conform with 
all current federal and state laws and 
regulations In addition to application of proper 
shipping labels on the outside container, each 
container of HAZARDOUS SUBSTANCE shall be 
marked with the appropriate precautionary label 
according to the Code of Federal Regulations 
Any failure to comply with the above submission 
requirement shall be grounds for withholding 
payments due the CONTRACTOR hereunder 
33 PACKING, MARKING AND SHIPPING 
CONTRACTOR shall pack, mark and ship all goods and 
supplies m accordance with the requirements of this Order so 
as to be in compliance with transportation regulations and 
good commercial practice for protection and shipment No 
separate or additional charge is payable by MORTON 
THIOKOL for containers, crating, boxing, bundling, dunnage, 
drayage, or storage unless specifically stated in this Order 
CONTRACTOR shall forward to MORTON THIOKOL, with 
invoice, the express receipt or bill of lading, signed by the 
carrier evidencing the fact that shipment was made 
34 TRAFFIC ROUTING 
CONTRACTOR is to adhere strictly to MORTON THIOKOL's 
routing instructions Any losses or additional expense 
accruing to MORTON THIOKOL from deviations from 
MORTON THIOKOL's routing instructions contained herein 
shall be charged to the CONTRACTOR 
35 FREE ON BOARD 
Unless otherwise specified F O B POINT OF DELIVERY of 
items called for herein shall be made F O B carrier's 
equipment at city of origin, nearest airport, or nearest rail 
siding 
36 FREIGHT ALLOWED PROVISION 
If this Contract has been awarded to the CONTRACTOR on 
the basis of F O B Shipping Point-Freight Allowed (SPFA) 
the total amount paid by MORTON TTHIOKOL for the freight 
shipment(s) of the item(s) called for herein, shall be deducted 
from the CONTRACTOR'S invoice(s) when payment is made by 
MORTON THIOKOL 
37 DELIVERIES 
Deliveries are to be made both in quantities and at the time 
specified in this contract or contractual modification thereof, 
time being of the essence hereunder MORTON THIOKOL 
will have no liability for payment for material or items 
delivered to MORTON THIOKOL which are in excess of 
quantity specified in the delivery schedules unless such 
excess is agreed upon by MORTON THIOKOL in writing by 
an authorized procurement representative Except as 
otherwise provided in this contract, no payment for extras 
shall be made unless such extras and the price therefore 
have been authorized in writing by an authorized MORTON 
THIOKOL procurement representative 
38 INVOICES AND PAYMENT 
CONTRACTOR shall prepare at time of shipment full and 
complete invoices for the work performed and shall deliver 
three (3) copies of said invoices by mail or otherwise to 
MORTON THIOKOL CONTRACTOR shall be paid the prices 
stipulated herein for supplies delivered and accepted, less 
applicable deductions, if any For purposes of invoice 
payment, the effective date of the invoice shall be construed 
to be the date of receipt of goods at MORTON THIOKOL (or 
such other destination as designated in the Contract 
Schedule) or the date of receipt by MORTON THIOKOL of 
CONTRACTOR'S correct invoice, whichever occurs later For 
purposes of earning the discount, payment is deemed to be 
made on the date of mailing MORTON THIOKOL's check 
MORTON THIOKOL may, at its option, make payment to the 
CONTRACTOR prior to the delivery and/or acceptance of 
supplies and/or services 
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TAXES 
pt as may be otherwise provided in this order, the price 
ces charged MORTON THIOKOL for the supplies and/or 
,es purchased hereunder includes all applicable federal, P 
foreign country or local taxes and duties I]A/AS I 
WARRANTY X /ft/^^ 
jdition to all other warranties expressed efr implied in 
the CONTRACTOR warrants that the rtfems delivered 
mder will conform to all applicable/ specifications, 
ngs, samples, symbols or other descriptions furnished by 
TON THIOKOL and will be merchantable, of good matenai 
workmanship and free from defects. In case any such 
shall be defective or otherwise not in conformity 
vith, CONTRACTOR shall at MORTON THIOKOL's option 
in addition to all other remedies of MORTON THIOKOL, 
' credit MORTON THIOKOL for any such nonconformity 
jfects or, at CONTRACTOR'S expense, replace, repair, or 
ct any such article CONTRACTOR agrees to make all 
ctions to the satisfaction of MORTON THIOKOL and/or 
Bovemment Should the Government require acceptance 
>ms which do not conform to all specifications or other 
iption, payment will be made at an equitable reduction in 
This warranty shall survive acceptance and run to 
TON THIOKOL, its successors, assigns, customers and 
of its products 
INSPECTION AND TITLE PASSAGE 
(a) Final inspection and acceptance of items 
delivered hereunder shall be made after delivery 
at the MORTON THIOKOL designated point, 
notwithstanding any prior payment or inspection. 
(b) Unless provided elsewhere in this Contract, title 
to all supplies and/or work provided under this 
contract shall vest in MORTON THIOKOL or the 
Government at the FOB point referenced 
elsewhere in this contract, provided, however, 
that in the event the supplies and/or work are 
subsequently rejected by MORTON THIOKOL for 
reasons other than loss or damage caused in 
transit, title will be delivered from MORTON 
THIOKOL or the Government and will revert 
immediately to the CONTRACTOR. 
(c) During performance of this Contract, 
CONTRACTORS quality control or inspection 
system and manufacturing processes are subject 
to review, verification, and analysis by 
authorized Government and/or MORTON 
THIOKOL Representative. 
(d) CONTRACTOR shall maintain quality control, 
inspection and manufacturing record, keeping 
systems acceptable to MORTON THIOKOL and 
the Government, in accordance with all 
requirements applicable to Government 
contractors and subcontractors 
TITLE TO DRAWINGS AND SPECIFICATIONS 
TON THIOKOL/GOVERNMENT shall at all times have title 
drawings and specifications (1) furnished by MORTON 
KOL to CONTRACTOR, or (2) generated under this 
ict with MORTON THIOKOUGOVERNMENT funds, and 
Jed for use in connection with this contract. 
CONTRACTOR shall use such drawings and specifications only 
in connection with this contract and shall not disclose such 
drawings and specifications to any person, firm or 
corporation other than MORTON THIOKOL/GOVERNMENTs, 
CONTRACTORS's employees, subcontractors The 
CONTRACTOR shall, upon MORTON THIOKOL's request or 
upon completion of this contract, promptly return all 
drawings and specification to MORTON THIOKOL. 
43. ASSIGNMENT AND SUBCONTRACTING 
(a) Neither this Order nor any interest herein may 
be assigned, in whole or in part, by either 
party without the prior written consent of the 
other party except that without securing such 
prior consent, either party shall have the right 
to assign this Order to any successor of such 
party by way of merger, or consolidation, or 
the acquisition of substantially all of the 
business and assets of the assigning party 
relating to the subject matter of this Order. 
This right shall be retained provided that such 
successor shall expressly assume all of the 
obligations and liabilities of the assigning party 
under this Order, and that the assigning party 
shall remain liable and responsible to the other 
party hereto for the performance and 
observance of all such obligations 
(b) Notwithstanding the foregoing, any amounts due 
or to become due hereunder may be assigned by 
the CONTRACTOR provided that such 
assignment shall not be binding upon MORTON 
THIOKOL unless and until the assignment 
agreement is received by MORTON THIOKOL 
(c) Neither all nor substantially all of this Order 
may be further subcontracted by CONTRACTOR 
without the prior written consent of MORTON 
THIOKOL 
44. RELEASE OF NEWS INFORMATION 
CONTRACTOR shall not, without the prior written consent of 
MORTON THIOKOL, make any news release or public 
announcement of any part of the subject matter of this 
order. Nothing in the foregoing shall affect compliance with 
military security requirements. 
45. RECORD RETENTION PERIOD 
Nothing herein to the contrary withstanding, CONTRACTOR 
hereby agrees to retain any and all records generated in the 
performance of this contract for up to three (3) years after 
the close-out of the Prime Contract under which this 
subcontract has been issued. At the conclusion of said three 
(3) year time period CONTRACTOR shall make written 
request to MORTON THIOKOL, addressed to the cognizant 
Procurement Representative, for permission to (1) destroy 
such records, (2) to package and ship same to MORTON 
THIOKOL Wasatch Operations, (3) maintain said records at 
CONTRACTOR'S facilities, or (4) any combination of the 
above. 
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RIGHTS IN COMPUTER SOFTWARE 
actor hereby assigns to Morton Thiokol, Inc.. all rights, 
and interest in computer software, including computer 
ams, data bases and documentation thereof, developed in 
>erformance of this contract, including the right to apply 
n<^ register copyrights and patents in the United States 
any other country, the right to all extensions and 
*als thereof, and unrestricted and complete rights of 
nation, reproduction, the right to use and license others 
>e said software, and the right to exclude others from 
ducing said software. Contractor shall obtain from its 
>ntractors all rights aforementioned necessary to fulfill 
Contractor's obligation to Morton Thiokol. Inc. under this 
act. 
actor agrees to execute any and all documents Morton 
ol. Inc. may require to perfect the above assignment. 
SAFETY AND ACCIDENT PREVENTION 
rforming any work under this contract on premises which 
under the direct control of MORTON THIOKOL. the 
TRACTOR shall (1) conform to ail safety rules and 
rements set forth in "General Safety Covering Utah 
trial Other Than Mining," prepared ^y the Industrial 
nission of Utah, as in effect on the date of this contract, 
which is incorporated herein by reference, and (2) take 
additional precautions as MORTON THIOKOL may 
nably required for safety and accident prevention 
>ses. The CONTRACTOR agrees to take all reasonable 
and precautions to prevent accidents and preserve the 
md health of CONTRACTOR and MORTON THIOKOL or 
rnment personnel performing or in any way coming in 
ct with the performance of this contract on such 
ises Any violation of such rules and requirements, unless 
ptly corrected as direct by MORTON THIOKOL, shall be 
ids for termination of this contract in accordance with 
sfault provisions hereof. 
TITLE 
to all property furnished by MORTON THIOKOL shall 
in in MORTON THIOKOL Title to all property purchased 
the CONTRACTOR for use or consumption in the 
rmance of this contract shall pass to and vest in 
TON THIOKOL immediately upon delivery to the site, 
ler delivered by CONTRACTOR or a third party, or upon 
tent therefor, whichever first occurs. 
BONDS 
Payment Bond - If this contract exceeds $10,000. the 
CONTRACTOR agrees to furnish a payment bond with 
good and sufficient surety or sureties acceptable to 
MORTON THIOKOL for the protection of persons 
furnishing material or labor in connection with the 
performance of work under this contract. The penal 
sum of such payment bond shall be 100 percent of the 
contract price 
Performance Bond - If the contract price exceeds 
$10,000, the CONTRACTOR further agrees to furnish a 
performance bond with good and sufficient surety or 
sureties acceptable to MORTON THIOKOL in 
connection with the performance of this work under 
this contract. The penal sum of such performance 
bond shall be 100 percent of the contract price 
C Any bonds required hereunder will be dated as of the 
same date as the contract and will be furnished by 
the CONTRACTOR to MORTON THIOKOL at the 
same time the contract is executed 
50 FACILITIES FOR CONTRACTOR'S SMOKING 
PERSONNEL 
The CONTRACTOR shall comply in every respect with 
MORTON THIOKOL's regulations which prohibit the carrying 
and/or maintaining of open flame materials or equipment 
(cigarette lighters, matches, etc.) within the fenced areas. 
Other locations may be designated as "Smoking Prohibited 
Areas " The CONTRACTOR shall be responsible for providing 
smoking areas for its personnel, such areas to be approved 
by MORTON THIOKOL's Safety Engineer 
51. SUBCONTRACTS 
A. No contracts shall be made by the CONTRACTOR for 
the furnishing of any of the work herein contracted 
for. without the written approval of, MORTON 
THIOKOL. For the purpose of this clause, purchases 
of raw material or commercial stock items shall not 
be considered work. 
B. The CONTRACTOR agrees that no subcontract placed 
under this contract shall provide for payment on a 
cost-plus-percentage-of-cost benefit 
52 PROTECTION OF MATERIAL AND WORK 
Not withstanding the provisions of the clause of this contract 
entitled "Government Property," The CONTRACTOR shall, at 
times, take care to protect and preserve all materials, 
supplies, and equipment of every description (including 
property which may be Government or THIOKOL-furnished or 
owned) and all work performed. All reasonable requests of 
MORTON THIOKOL to enclose or specially protect such 
property will be complied with If, as determined by 
MORTON THIOKOL, material, equipment supplies, and work 
performed are not adequately protected by the 
CONTRACTOR, such property may be protected by MORTON 
THIOKOL and the cost thereof charged to the CONTRACTOR 
or deducted from any payments due to him/her 
53 SCOPE OF WORK 
Omissions from the drawings or specifications, or the 
misdescription of details of work which are manifestly 
necessary to carry out the intent of the drawings or 
specifications, or which are customarily performed, shall not 
relieve the CONTRACTOR from performing such omitted or 
misdescnbed details of work, but they shall be performed as 
if fully and clearly set forth and described in the drawings 
and specifications Such omitted or misdescnbed work 
supplied by the CONTRACTOR shall be without cost to 
MORTON THIOKOL. but any change in drawings or 
specifications directed by MORTON THIOKOL shall be made 
in accordance with the clause hereof entitled "Changes H 
54 STANDARD TEST, QUALITY, AND GUARANTEES 
(a) Tests or trials to determine the effectiveness of 
performance of completed assembly or fabricated 
system shall be made by the CONTRACTOR, 
without cost to MORTON THIOKOL 
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(b) All articles and supplies, and equipment parts 
and assemblies thereof of standard manufacture, 
or for which detailed design or requirements are 
not prescribed in these specifications shall be 
guaranteed by the CONTRACTOR against any 
failure in the proper use or operation caused by 
defective material, workmanship, or design for a 
period of one year from date of final acceptance 
of the complete work under this contract 
Failure in any part due to such causes within 
that time shall be promptly and satisfactorily 
remedied by the CONTRACTOR without cost to 
MORTON THIOKOL 
(c) The CONTRACTOR shall furnish written 
certification that the work was completed in 
compliance with the plans and specifications 
5 BASE LINES AND GRADES 
he CONTRACTOR shall lay out his/her work from base lines 
^d grades established by MORTON THIOKOL and shall be 
'sponsible for ail measurements in connection therewith The 
ONTRACTOR shall, at his/her own expense, furnish all 
akes, templates platforms, equipment, and ranges and labor 
at may be required in setting and cutting, or laying out any 
rt of the work The CONTRACTOR will be held responsible 
the proper execution of the work to such lines and grades 
may be established or indicated by MORTON THIOKOL, and 
stakes or other marks thus established shall be preserved 
him/her until their removal is authorized by MORTON 
IOKOL MORTON THIOKOL will furnish, on request from 
CONTRACTOR all location and limit marks reasonably 
essary for the conduct of the work 
FINAL EXAMINATION AND ACCEPTANCE RELATING 
TO PAYMENT 
Within thirty days after completion of all work under 
this contract, if possible, the work will be given a 
final examination When all of the work is found to 
be satisfactorily completed in accordance with the 
specifications, including "Release of Liens" from all 
subcontractors (both for labor and/or materials 
supplied) and the CONTRACTOR, the entire work will 
be finally accepted by MORTON THIOKOL and final 
payment will be made to the CONTRACTOR 
Final acceptance of the work and deductions or 
corrections of deductions made thereon will not be 
reopened after having once been made, except on 
evidence of collusion, fraud, or obvious error in 
connection with such final acceptance or payment 
For purposes of this clause, final acceptance refers 
only to final acceptance which will allow the 
CONTRACTOR to be paid and does not refer to the 
final acceptance in relation to inspection of material, 
in connection with which MORTON THIOKOL reserves 
certain rights as set forth in the clause entitled 
"Inspection and Acceptance" of the Terms and 
Conditions 
WATER 
.sonable required amounts of water will be made 
3 to the CONTRACTOR by MORTON THIOKOL from 
iL-owned and operated water system without cost to 
the CONTRACTOR The CONTRACTOR will care 
conserve all water The CONTRACTOR shall make 
connections to the existing THIOKOL-owned water system 
his/her use and remove same upon completion of the * 
leaving disturbed areas in a condition acceptable to MORT 
THIOKOL 
58 ELECTRICITY 
AH reasonable required amounts of efectnc power will 
made available to the CONTRACTOR by MORTON THIOK 
from THIOKOL-owned or operated electrical system a 
supplied without cost to the CONTRACTOR T 
CONTRACTOR shall install and maintain at his/her o\ 
expense any necessary supply connections and facilities fc 
only at such locations and in such workmanlike manner 
may be authorized by MORTON THIOKOL All electnci 
shall be carefully conserved Before final acceptanc 
temporary connections and facilities installed by tr 
CONTRACTOR shall be removed in a workmanlike manner 1 
the satisfaction of MORTON THIOKOL If. for any reaso? 
MORTON THIOKOL is unable to furnish all reasonabl 
amounts of electric power required by the CONTRACTOR i 
the performance of this contract it shall be the responsiDilit 
of the CONTRACTOR, upon written approval by MORTOr 
THIOKOL, to provide an adequate supply of electric power a 
his/her own expense, subject to reimbursement by MORTON 
THIOKOL on an actual cost basis 
59 PROTECTION OF EXISTING STRUCTURES, 
UTILITIES, AND WORK 
The CONTRACTOR shall protect all existing structures, 
utilities, and work of any kind against, damage or interruption 
of services Damage or interruption of service resulting from 
failure to do so shall be repaired or restored promptly by, 
and at the expense of, CONTRACTOR 
60 FACILITIES FOR CONTRACTOR'S PERSONNEL 
PARKING 
The CONTRACTOR shall provide parking facilities for its 
employees and business visitors in the CONTRACTOR'S 
Administrative and Storage Areas and shall provide 
transportation therefrom to the specific construction sites 
Provisions shall be made to provide access for the 
CONTRACTORS automotive equipment on the site Special 
provisions shall be made to permit CONTRACTOR s 
supervisory personnel to have access to the plant and test 
areas in their automotive equipment Vehicles used by 
supervisory personnel shall be properly marked and shall be 
subject to inspection by MORTON THIOKOL guards and other 
personnel Any CONTRACTOR equipment or vehicles granted 
access to the areas shall be subject to all regulations 
concerning traffic and safety requirements 
61 CONTRACTOR FURNISHED GUARDS AND 
FIREFIGHTING EQUIPMENT 
The CONTRACTOR shall furnish all guards required to 
protect and preserve the materials purchased by it and 
located on MORTON THIOKOL property MORTON THIOKOL 
shall make available its firefighting equipment in the event 
of a fire involving the CONTRACTOR'S material, provided 
that such equipment shall at all times be available for 
MORTON THIOKOL requirements MORTON THIOKOL shall 
in no event be responsible for maintaining fire surveillance 
of CONTRACTOR-owned material, whether located on the site 
or in the CONTRACTOR'S storage areas The nonavailability 
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10RT0N THIOKOL firefighting equipment at the time of 
I by the CONTRACTOR shall in no event be the cause of 
ting a liability on the part of MORTON THIOKOL to the 
TRACTOR 
DISPOSAL AREAS 
CONTRACTOR shall use the disposal areas provided by 
tTON THIOKOL All burnable and nonmetallic trash shall 
leltvered to the burning area in accordance with schedules 
a agreed upon between the CONTRACTOR and MORTON 
)KOLs Plant Engineenng Section Metallic scrap shall be 
ered to the Scrap and Salvage Yard located within the 
i manufacturing area in accordance with schedules to be 
ed upon with MORTON THIOKOL Plant Engineering 
ion The CONTRACTOR shall be required to observe 
>d housekeeping" practices on all areas and shall comply 
all MORTON THIOKOL instructions regarding the removal 
rash as may be given by MORTON THIOKOL's Safety 
neer 
BORROW AREAS 
CONTRACTOR may use gravel from MORTON THIOKOL's 
Bl pit in reasonable amounts as required to complete the 
, subject to the specific approval of MORTON THIOKOL 
fill and other fill from other areas may be used by the 
ITRACTOR subject to the specific approval of MORTON 
)KOL 
aaJOB TELEPHONE 
CONTRACTOR shall furnish his/her own telephone at 
ier administrative and storage area provided that lines are 
able on the site for such service It shall be the 
JTRACTOR's responsibility to make all necessary 
lgement with the Telephone Company as may be required 
>rovide adequate service In the event lines are not 
able directly to the Telephone Company plant, a line may 
urnished through the MORTON THIOKOL switchboard In 
latter event the CONTRACTOR shall be required to 
itain a record of all telephone toll calls and coordinate 
MORTON THIOKOL accounting personnel in the monthly 
ement of any toll and monthly charges incurred by the 
ITRACTOR in the use of the telephone 
HAZARDOUS LOCATION 
CONTRACTOR shall be responsible for becoming familiar 
all safety regulations of MORTON THIOKOL Buildings 
coded as to the degree of hazards involved and the 
ITRACTOR will comply with the instructions of the Safety 
neer where such instructions are intended to protect the 
ITRACTOR and MORTON THIOKOL from possible hazards 
3TON THIOKOL's Safety Engineer will be available at all 
onable times to assist the CONTRACTOR in complying 
safety regulations 
ADDITIONAL SECURITY REQUIREMENTS 
3TON THIOKOL shall notify the CONTRACTOR as to the 
tions of "Closed" areas and the appropriate security 
ranee and procedures required to permit access to such 
s by CONTRACTOR personnel CONTRACTOR personnel 
inng clearance for access to "Closed" areas shall obtain 
inty clearance and be issued and required to display 
tifying badges as prescribed by MORTON THIPKOL 
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67 SITE OF CONTRACTOR'S ADMINISTRATIVE AND 
STORAGE AREAS 
MORTON THIOKOL shall make available and the 
CONTRACTOR may use certain lands for administrative and 
storage areas The specific sites for such areas are to be 
approved by MORTON THIOKOL The CONTRACTOR shall be 
responsible for maintaining suitable fences or otherwise 
protecting the rights of cattle owners whose cattle graze the 
area surrounding the administrative and storage areas 
MORTON THIOKOL reserves the right at any time to cause 
the administrative and storage areas to be moved or to place 
restrictions on the amounts of lands to be utilized in any 
one area Should any additional cost be occasioned by any 
action of MORTON THIOKOL with respect to the movement 
of an established location, however, such additional cost shall 
be recognized under the "Changes" article of the contract 
The right to use MORTON THIOKOL lands for CONTRACTOR 
administrative and storage usages shall in no event by the 
cause of creating any liability on the part of MORTON 
THIOKOL to the CONTRACTOR 
68 AS BUILT DRAWINGS 
Upon the completion of the work called for under this 
Contract, the CONTRACTOR shall furnish a complete set for 
reproducible of all shop drawings as finally approved These 
drawings shall show ail changes and revisions made up to the 
time the work called for is completed and accepted 
69 COMPLIANCE WITH LAWS AND REGULATIONS 
In addition to the above clauses if this subcontract is issued 
under a DAR or NASA-PR Prime Contract, the following 
clauses of the Defense Acquisition Regulation (DAR) are 
specifically incorporated herein by reference 
69 1 PRICE REDUCTION FOR DEFECTIVE COST OR 
PRICING DATA 
Either (A) or (B) below shall apply to this Contract as 
indicated 
A If this contract is in excess of $100 000 and the 
price negotiated is not based on (1) adequate price 
competition, (2) established catalog or market prices 
of commercial items sold in substantial quantities to 
the general public or (3) prices set by law or 
regulation, or if a Certificate of Current Cost or 
Pricing Data is required to be submitted by the 
CONTRACTOR, DAR Clauses 7-104 29(a) and 7-
104 42(a) are incorporated herein by reference 
B If this contract is not in excess of $100 000 and 
subparagraph (A) of this Clause does not apply, then 
DAR Clauses 7-104 29(b) and 7-104 42(b) are 
incorporated herein by reference 
Note In the event the CONTRACTOR does not 
know which of the above clauses apply to 
this Contract, Contractor shall make 
written request to the MORTON THIOKOL 
cognizant buyer for such determination 
7-103 15 Certain Communist Areas 
7-10318(b) Equal Opportunity (Federally Assisted 
Construction) 
7-103 23 Notice and Assistance Regarding Patent and 
Copyright Infringement 
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Pricing of Adjustments 
Affirmative Action for Disabled 
Veterans of the Vietnam Era 
Affirmative Action for Handicapped Workers 
Clean Air and Water 
Notice to the Government of Labor Disputes 
Filing of Patent Applications 
Military Security Requirements 
Utilization of Small Business and Small 
D advantaged Business Concerns. This clause 
applies only if the contract exceeds, or is 
expected to exceed, S10.000. 
Subcontracting Plan for Small Business and Small 
Disadvantaged Business Concerns. This clause 
applies only if this contract exceeds, or is 
expected to exceed $500,000. 
Examination of Records by Comptroller General 
Priorities. Allocations, and Allotments 
Government Property Fixed Price 
Interest 
Competition in Subcontracting 
Audit by Department of Defense 
Stop Work Order 
Specifications and Drawings 
Changes (Applicable in lieu of clause 6 "Changes" 
if so stated in the schedule of the contract) 
Differing Site Conditions 
Termination for Default - Damages for Delay-
Time Extension 
Payments to Contractor 
Material and Workmanship 
Contractor Inspection System 
Inspection and Acceptance 
Superintendence by Contractor 
Permits and Responsibilities 
Conditions Affecting the Work 
Other Contracts 
Patent Indemnity 
Additional Bond Security 
Buy American Act 
Davis-Bacon Act(40 U.S. C. 276a to a-7) 
Contract Work Hours and Safety Standards Act-
Overtime Compensation (40 U.S.C. 327-333) 
Apprentices and Trainees 
Payrolls and Basic Records 
Compliance with Copeland Regulations 
Withholding of Funds 
Subcontracts 
Contract Termination - Debarment 
Termination for Convenience of 
Construction. This clause 
contract is $10,000 or more. 
Termination for Convenience of the Government, 
Applicable if this contract is less than $10,000. 
Composition of Contractor 
Site investigation 
Protection of Existing Vegetation, Structures, 
Utilities, and Improvements 
Operations and Storage Areas 
Modification Proposals - Price Breakdown 
Subcontractors 
Use and Possession Prior to Completion 
Cleaning Up 
Government Inspectors 
Suspension of Work 
the Government-
applies if this 
7-602.47 Rights in Shop Drawings 
7-602.50 Value Engineering Incentive 
7-603.34 identification of Employees 
7-604.4 Warranty of Construction 
12-901 Nondiscrimination Because of Age 
70. In addition to the above clauses, the Following 
clauses are also applicable if this subcontract is issued under 
a NASA-PR Prime Contract. 
1.5204(d) Safety and Health 
3.808-7 Waiver of facilities Capital Cost of Money, 
21.500 Report on NASA Subcontracts 
71. COMPLIANCE WITH LAWS AND REGULATIONS 
In addition to clauses 1 thru 68 above, if this Subcontract Is 
issued under a FAR Prime Contract, the following clauses*of 
the Federal Acquisition Regulation (FAR) are specifically 
incorporated herein by reference. 
71.1 PRICE REDUCTION FOR DEFECTIVE COST OR 
PRICING DATA 
A. If this contract is in excess of $100,000, then FAR 
Clauses 52.215-22 and 52.215-24 shall apply. 
B. If this contract is not in excess of $100,000, but 
during the performance thereof an amendment 
thereto is made that exceeds $100,000, then and in 
that event FAR Clauses 52.215-23 and 52.215-25 shall 
apply to such amendment. 
Security Requirements. Including Alternate II 
Required Sources of Jewel Bearings and Related 
Items 
New Material 
Used or Reconditioned Material, Residual 
Inventory and Former Government surplus 
property 
52.212-8 Priorities, Allocations, and Allotments 
52.212-12 Suspension of Work 
52.212-13 Stop-Work Order 
52.215-1 Examination of Records by Comptroller General 
52.215-2 Audit - Negotiation 
52.219-8 Utilization of Small Business Concerns and 
Small Disadvantaged Business Concerns, applies 
only if this contract exceeds or is expected to 
exceed $10,000 
52.219-9 Small Business and Small Disadvantaged Business 
Subcontracting Plan, applies only if this 
contract exceeds or is expected to exceed 
$500,000 
52.219-13 Utilization of Women-Owned Small Businesses 
applies only if this contract exceeds or is 
expected to exceed $25,000 
52.220-3 Utilization of Labor Surplus Area Concerns 
52.220-4 Labor Surplus Area Subcontracting Program, 
applies only if this contract exceeds or is 
expected to exceed $500,000 
52.222-1 Notice to the Government of Labor Disputes 
52.222-4 Contract Work Hours and Safety Standards Act 
- Overtime Compensation General 
52.222-20 Walsh-Healey Public Contracts Act 
52.222-26 Equal Opportunity 
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£-35 Affirmative Action for Special Disabled and 
Vietnam Era Veterans 
12-36 Affirmative Action for Handicapped Workers 
!3-2 Clean Air and Water 
>3-3 Hazardous Material Identification and Material 
Safety Data 
!5-5 Buy American Act - Construction Materials 
!5-11 Certain Communist Areas 
!7-4 Patent Indemnity - Construction Contract 
>8-2 Additional Bond Security 
I0-5 Disclosure and Consistency of Cost Accounting 
Practices 
KH> Consistency in Cost Accounting Practices 
I2-5 Payments Under Fixed-Price Construction 
Contracts 
12-17 Interest 
I6-2 Differing Site Conditions 
K>-3 Site Investigation and Conditions Affecting the 
Work 
16-5 Material and Workmanship 
6-6 Superintendence by the Contractor 
(6-7 Permits and Responsibilities 
6-8 Other Contracts 
6-9 Protection of Existing Vegetation, Structures, 
Equipment, Utilities and Improvements 
16-10 Operations and Storage Areas 
16-11 Use and Possession Prior to Completion 
16-12 Cleaning Up 
16-13 Accident Prevention 
16-15 Schedules for Construction Contract 
16-21 Specifications and Drawings for Construction 
3-4 Changes (applicable in lieu of clauses 6 
"Changes" of Form TC8000 if so stated in the 
schedule of the contract.) 
4-1 Subcontracts Under Fixed-Price Contracts 
4-5 Competition in Subcontracting 
5-2 Government Property (Fixed-Price Contracts) 
5-3 Identification of Government-Furnished Property 
•6-12 Inspection of Construction 
6-16 Responsibility for Surplus 
6-21 Warranty of Construction 
8-3 Value Engineering - Construction 
9-2 Termination for Convenience of the Government 
(Fixed Price), including Alternate 1 
9-10 Default (Fixed-Price Construction) 
In addition to clauses 1 thru 68 and 71 the following 
es of the Federal Acquisition Regulations are applicable if 
is a time and matenals or labor hour/construction 
act and shall prevail if in conflict with any foregoing 
es. 
2-7 PAYMENTS UNDER TIME AND MATERIAL AND 
LABOR HOUR CONTRACTS 
3-3 CHANGES - TIME AND MATERIALS OR LABOR 
HOURS The "30 days" in paragraph (c) is 
changed to "20 days." 
4-3 SUBCONTRACTS UNDER TIME AND MATERIALS 
AND LABOR HOURS CONTRACTS 
5-5 G O V E R N M E N T P R O P E R T i ( C O S T 
REIMBURSEMENT TIME AND MATERIAL, OR 
LABOR HOUR) except FAR 52.245-2(g) Risk of 
Loss is substituted for FAR 52.245-5(g) Limited 
Risk of Loss. 
52.246-6 INSPECTION - TIME AND MATERIAL AND 
LABOR HOUR 
52.249-1 TERMINATION FOR THE CONVENIENCE 
THE GOVERNMENT This clause applies only if 
at the time of termination this Contract does 
not exceed $100,000 
52.249-2 TERMINATION FOR THE CONVENIENCE OF 
THE GOVERNMENT This clause applies only if 
at the time of termination this Contract 
exceeds $100,000 
52.249-8 DEFAULT (FIXED-PRICE SUPPLY AND SERVICE) 
rfTC 8000 (REV 10-87) Page 11 of 11 
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Appendix E 
CONTRACT CLAUSES AND SOLICITATION PROVISIONS 
7-604.4 Construction Warranty. 
(a) In accordance with 1-324, the following is an example of a clause that 
may be inserted, when applicable, in fixed-price construction contracts. 
WARRANTY OF CONSTRUCTION (1974 APR) 
(a) In addition to any other warranties set out elsewhere in this contract, the Contractor war-
rants that work performed under this contract conforms to the contract requirements and is free 
of any defect of equipment, material or design furnished, or workmanship performed by the Con-
tractor or any of his subcontractors or suppliers at any tier. Such warranty shall continue for a 
period ofoneyear from the date of final acceptance of the work, but with respect to any part of 
the work which the Government takes possession of prior to final acceptance, such warranty shall 
continue for a period of one year from the date the Government takes possession. Under this war-
ranty, the Contractof^shall remedy at his own expense any such failure to conform or any such 
defect. In addition, the Contractor shall remedy at his own expense any damage to Government. 
fnvn/»H r>r rnntmllpH real or personal property, when that damage is the result of the Contractor's 
failure to conform to contract requirements or any such defect of equipment, material, workman-
ship, or design. The Contractor shall also restore any work damaged in fulfilling the terms of this 
cjanse^ The Contractor's warranty with respect to work repaired or replaced iiereunden-will run 
for one year from the date of such repair or replacement. 
(b) The Government shall notify the Contractor in writing within a reasonable time after the 
discovery of any failure, defect, or damage. 
(c) Should the Contractor fail to remedy any failure, defect, or damage described in (a; above 
within a reasonable time, aftj»r rrmpt of nnncg rherrr>f j^'^Guvenniieiii Khali have the^ngnt to 
^replace, repair, or otherwise remedy such failure, defect, or damage at the Contractor's expense 
(d) In addition to the other rights and remedies provided by this clause, all subcontractors', 
manufacturers', and suppliers' warranties expressed or implied, respecting any work and materials 
shall, at the direction of the Government, be enforced by the Contractor for the benefit of the 
Government In such case if the Contractor's warranty under (a) above has expired, anv suit 
directed by the Government to enforce a subcontractor's, manufacturer's or supplier's warranty 
shall be at the expense of the Government. The Contractor shall obtain any warranties whicn the 
subcontractors, manufacturers, or suppliers would give in normal commercial practice. 
(e) If directed by the Contracting Officer, the Contractor shall require any such warrants to 
be executed in writing to the Government. 
(f) Notwithstanding any other provision of this clause, uniess such a defect is caused by the 
negligence of the Contractor or his subcontractors or suppliers at any tier, the Contractor snail 
not be liable for the repair of any defects of material or design furnished by the Government nor 
for the repair of any damage which results from any such defect in Government furnished materi-
al or design 
(g) The warranty specified herein shall not limit the Government's nghts under the Inspection 
and Acceptance clause of this contract with respect to latent defects, gross mistake, or fraud 
(End of clause) 
(b) If the Government specifies the use of any equipment by "brand name 
and model," the following paragraph (h) should be added to the Warranty of 
Construction clause of the contract. 
(h) Defects in design or manufacture of equipment specified by the Government on a "brand 
name and model" basis, shall not be included in this warranty The Contractor shall reouire any 
subcontractors, manufacturers, or suppliers thereof to execute their warranties in writing directly 
to the Government. 
7-604.4 
ARMED SERVICES PROCUREMENT REGULATION 
Cu*. TRACT CLAUSES AND SOLICITATION PROVISIONS 
(c) Final payment shall not be withheld solely to provide security for the 
contractor's performance under the warranty with respect to possible future de-
fects, without the approval of the Head of Procuring Activity which shall be given 
only in unusual circumstances. 
7-604.5 Reserved. 
7-604.6 Reserved. 
7-604.7 Contractor-Prepared Network Analysis System. 
(a) A clause substantially as set forth in (c) below is authorized for use in ac-
cordance with instructions in (b) below. Since the clause is broad in scope, 
modifications thereto will be necessary to accommodate individual project 
requirements. 
(b)(1) Paragraph (b)(2). The requirements pertaining to the identification of 
separate buildings and features and to the minimum number of activities may be 
deleted for projects where this information is not needed. This portion should al-
ways be used when more than one line item is being constructed under a single 
contract to provide data for Government costing purposes. The column showing 
the minimum number of activities per building or feature may be deleted if not 
considered necessary. 
(2) Paragraph (b)(3). The requirement for time scaling the summary net-
work diagram may be deleted. The use of time scaling provides a more easily 
comprehended diagram for those not intimately familiar with a project and hence 
is of value to higher level management. It is also of considerable value for evaluat-
ing the utilization of resources of manpower and equipment and the scheduling of 
those activities which have slack available. On the other hand, revisions are much 
more difficult to make on time scaled diagrams requiring considerable if not 
complete redrafting. This makes time scaling more expensive to maintain and 
may result in delays in submitting diagrams. The advantages to management as 
against the possibility of additional cost and delay in submission must be con-
sidered in deciding whether time scaling should be included. If time scaling is 
omitted, references thereto in paragraph (e) should also be deleted. 
(3) Paragraphs (b)(4) and (b)(7). Any items may be included or deleted as 
project requirements and local computer capabilities indicate. It should be noted 
that many computer system programs are written so as to provide only part of the 
information listed, and it is probable that there is no single program which will 
provide all. The listings should be revised to require only the minimum necessary 
for project management. 
(4) Paragraph (b)(6)(f). Two means of estimating the computing time 
required can be used, (i) based on normal work days (excluding Saturdays, Sun-
days and holidays), or (ii) based on calendar days. This paragraph should be 
retained if the former method is to be used. If the latter method is to be used this 
paragraph should be deleted and the following inserted at the end of paragraph 
(b)(2): 44In calculating activity durations, Saturdays, Sundays, holidays, and nor-
mal inclement weather should be considered/ ' 
(5) Paragraph (b)(6)(H) and (Hi). Requirements for manpower loading 
and list of equipment will be deleted unless the nature of the project is such as to 
make their inclusion necessary for proper surveillance b\ the resident engineer. 
When these requirements are deleted here, references thereto in other sections 
should also be deleted. 
7-604.7 
ARMED SERVICES PROCUREMENT REGULATION 
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Interwest Construction 
2004 North Redwood Road 
Salt Lake City. Utah 84T16 
(801)363-9057 
Subcontract Agreement 




THIS AGREEMENT made at 
by and between Interwest Construction inc 
A.H. 





 i q 88 
hereinafter referred to as the Contractor and 
Palmer & Sons 
(801) 752-4814 
We bind ourselves our heirs executors administrator* 
_ __ P.O. Box 905 
Logan, UT 84321 
An independent Contractor in fact hereinafter referred to as the Subcontractor 
successors and assigns jointly and severally firmly by these presents 
WITNESSETH That for and in consideration of the covenants herein contained the Contractor and the Subcontractor agree as follQto* ' 
1. SCOPE OF WORK 
That the work to be performed by the Subcontractor under the terms of this agreement consists of the following 
Furnishing of all labor and materia1 tools implements equipment scaffolding permits fees etc to do all of the following 
Construction of the Strategic Waste Water Treatment Plant_- M-705 
project as per plans and specifications and general conditions prepared 
by Sverdrup Corporation dated 9/15/88 including_addenda #1 (11/10/88) 
and addenda #2 (11/11/88) for the following scope of work: Division 
11000-Treatment System; Less section 11040; Division 15000-MechanicaV, 
less Section_l5700-Flreprotection 
2550-Site Utilities; Section 10200-Louvers & Vents 
Section 2740-Septic Systems; 
Alternate / 
Section 
Alt: If accepted deduct $31,328.00 for Tax Exemption 
Davis Bacon Act applies 
A construction schedule will become Attachment "B" of 'this contract. 
Construction schedule requires a six day work week and a minimum o_f 
twelve hours per day & priority delivery schedules. 
letter is a part of this contract. _ 
as directed) Subcontractor shall start no later than 
than (as directed) 
m strict accordance with the plans specifications and addenda as prepared by 
The attached 
and complete his work no ate r 
Sverdrup Corp/Morton Thiokol 
Architect and or Engineer for the construction of 
M-705 Strategic Waste Water Treatment Plant 
For "Morton T h i o k o l , I n c . Owners 
which construction the Contractor has the prime contract with the Owner together with all addenda or authorized changes issued w or 
to the date of execulion_oiJhis agreement _ _ _ - _ „ 
The Contractor jmd the Subcontractor agree to be~bound by the terms of the prime contract agreement construction reguia' ens 
general «nu spealff^orTdTtfons^-p^tw^HUspecif icationsr^ndrall other contract documents if any there be insofar as applicable to •n s 
subcontract agreement and to that portion of the work herein described to be performed b> the Subcontractor 
In the event of any doubt arising between the Contractor and the Subcontractor with respect to the plans and specifications **e 
decision of the Architect and or Engineer shall be conclusive and bmdmq Should there be no supervising architect over the work then 
the matter m question shall be determined as provided m Section 8 of this agreement 
2. PAYMENTS 
The Contractor agrees to pay to the Subcontractor for the satisfactory completion of the .herein described work the sum °f One Mi l l ion Five Hundred F i f ty Five Thousand Wine Hundred Dollars 
1 , 5 5 5 , 9 0 0 . 0 0 
90 
in monthly payments of °o of the work performed in any preceding month m accordance with estimates prepared by 
the Subcontractor and as approved by the Contractor and Owner or Owners Representative such payments to be made as pavments a^e 
received by the Contractor from the Owner covering the monthly estimates of the Contractor including the approved portion o* the Sue 
contractor s monthly estimate Approval and payment of Subcontractor s monthly estimate is soecificallv agreed to nnt ron«t ttutp or imrk 
acceptance by the Contractor or Owner of any portion of the Subcontractor s work 
Final payment shall be due when the work described m this subcontract is fully completed and performed in accordance with f>e 
contract documents and is satisfactory to the architect 
Before issuance of the fmai payment the subcontractor «f required shall submit evidence satisfactory to the contractor that a! pay 
rolls bills for material and equipment and al known indebtedness connected wit/i the subcontractor s work has been satisfied 
This article 2 PAYMENTS is continued on attachment A~ ~. , . 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF the Contractor and Subcontractor signify their understanding and agreement with the terms hereof by 
affixing their signatures hereunto 
A . H . PALMER & SONS 
INTERWEST CONSTRUCTION CO INC 
(Contractor) (Subcontractor). 
By. A < 4 
Witness _ J - ^ ^ ^ / t ^ L ^ ' V < ^ ^ : ^ ^ c ^ Witness 
By ?^JL (<j_fdL 
110001* 
5J£ SUBCONTRACT AGREEMENT 
Irrterwest Construction ATTACHMENT A 
2. PAYMENTS (cont'd) 
In the event the Subcontractor does not submit to the Contractor such monthly estimates pnor to the date of submission of the Con 
tractor s monthly estimate then the Contractor shaii include m hts monthly tsfimafe to the Owner for work performed dur-ng the p recedtnq 
month such amount as he shall deem proper for the *ork of the Subcontractor for the preceding month and the Subcontractor agrees *o 
accept such approved portion thereof as hts r e c ^ r monthly payment as described above 
Subcontractor agrees to complete monthly eiease and supplier affidavit forme supplied under separate cover p r i c to receding 
oayments under this agreement 
Failure to comply with any of the conditions of this agreement constitutes cause for withholding payments until such time as this 
condition is corrected to the satisfaction of the Contractor 
The Subcontractor agrees to make good without cost to the Owner or Contractor any and all defects due to faulty workmanship a~d 
or mate*«rtfrwhtchjrriay'ap^ar^wthin t n e pef'0<* * o estabi»shedjn the contract documents and if no such perrod be stipulated m tne 
comncrtidS&ffJ«nts. then such'guafantee shall be for a period o f one year from date of completion of the project The Subcontractor 
further agrees to execute any speoa* guarantees as provided by terms of the Contract documents pnor to final payment 
In the event it appears to the Contractor that the labor material and other bills incurred in the performance o< tne work a fe not be<ng 
currently paid the Contractor mav take such steps as »t deems necessary to assume absolutely that the money paid w th any progress 
payment will be utilized lo the full extent necessary to pay labor material and all other b'Hs .ncurred m the performance of the work of 
Subcontractor The Contractor may deduct from any amounts due or lo become due to the Subcontractor any sum or sums owing by the 
Subcontractor to the Contractor and m the event of any breach by the Subcontractor of any provision or obligation of th<s Subcontract or 
tn the event of the assertion by other parties c* any claim or lien agamst the Contractor or Contractor s Surety or the premises ar-smg out 
of the Subcontractor s performance of this Contract the Contractor shall have the right but is not required to retain out of any payments 
due or to become due to the Subcontractor an amount sufficient to completely protect the Contractor from any and an loss damage or 
expense therefrom until the situation has been remedied or adjusted tn the Subcontractor to the satisfaction of the Contractor These 
provisions shall be applicable even though the Subcontractor has posted a full payment and performance bond 
3. PROSECUTION OF WORK, DELAYS, ETC. 
The Subcontractor shall prosecute the work undertaken m a prompt and diligent manner whenever such work or any part of it 
becomes available or at such other time or times as the Contractor may direct and so as to promote the general progress of the entire 
construction and shall not by de'ay or otherwise nterfere with or hinder the work of the Contractor or any other Subcontractor and m 
the event that the Subcontractor neglects and or fails to supply the necessary supervision labor and or materials tools implements 
equipment etc in the opinion of the Contractor and or m the event the Subcontractor is unable to perform because of strikes picketing 
or boycotting of any kind which result >n Subcontractor s employee s supplier s or Subcontractor s being unable or unwilling to enter on 
the job and complete the work or in the event that the Subcontractor or his men refuse to work after having been requested by the Con 
tractor to proceed with the work then the Contractor shall notify the Subcontractor in writing setting forth the deficiency and or d t -n-
quency and forty eight hours after date of such written notice the Contractor shall has.e the right if he so desires to take over the work of 
the Subcontractor in full and exclude the Subcontractor from any further participation n the work covered by this agreement or at his 
option the Contractor may take over such portion of the Subcontractor s work as the Contractor shall deem to be in the best interest of the 
Contractor and permit the Subcontractor to continue with the remaining portions o< the work Whichever method the Contractor migrt 
elect to pursue the Subcontractor agrees to release to the Contractor for his use only without recourse any materials tools implements 
equipment etc on the site belonging to or m the possession of the Subcontractor for the benefit of the Contractor in completing the 
work covered in this agreement and the Contractor agrees to complete the work to me best of his ability and in the most econnm.cai 
manner available to him at the time Any costs incurred by the Contractor m doing any such portion of the work covered by this agreement 
shall be charged against any monies due or to become due under the terms of this agreement and »n the event the total amount due o» to 
become due under the terms of this agreement shall be insufficient to cover the costs occurred by the Contractor in completing the work 
then the Subcontractor and his sureties if any shall be bound and habie to the Contractor for the difference 
Should the proper workmanlike and accurate performance of any work under this contract depend wholly or partially upon the proper 
workmanlike or accurate performance of any work or materials furnished by the Contractor or other subcontractors on the project the 
Subcontractor agrees to use an means necessary to discover any such defects and report same in writmg to the Contractor before pro-
ceeding with his work which is so dependent and shall allow to the Contractor a reasonable time m which to remedy such defects and m 
the event he does not so report to the Contractor m writing then it shall be assumed tnat the Subcontractor has fully accepted me work 
of others as being satisfactory and he shall be fully responsible thereafter for trie satisfactory performance of the work covered by this 
agreement regardless of the defective work of others 
The Subcontractor shall dean up and remove from the site as directed by the Contractor ail rubbish and debns resulting f r0m his 
work Failure to clean up rubbish and debns shall serve as cause for withholding further payment to Subcontractor until such time as this 
condition is corrected to the satisfaction of the Contractor Also he snail clean up to the satisfaction of the inspectors ail dirt grease 
marks etc from walls ceilings floors fixtures etc deposited or placed thereon as a result of the execution of this subcontract if the 
Subcontractor refuses or fails to perform this e'eanmg as directed by the Contractor the Contractor shall have the right and power to 
proceed with the said cleaning and the Subcontractor w»n on demand repay to the Contractor the actual cost of said labor plus a reason-
able percentage of such cost to cover supervision insurance overhead etc 
The Subcontractor agrees to reimburse the Contractor for any and all liquidated damages that may be assessed agamst and collected 
from the Contractor by the Owner which are attributable to or caused by the Subcontractor s failure to furnish the materials and pertoim 
the work required by this Subcontract within the time fixed m the manner provided for herem regardless of the cause from which the deia, 
occurred and m addition thereto agrees to pay to the Contractor such other or additional damages as the Contractor may sustain by 
reason of such delay by the Subcontractor The payment of such damages shall not release the Subcontractor from hts obligation to other-
wise fully perform this Subcontract 
Whenever it may be useful or necessary to the Contractor to do so the Contractor shall be permitted to occupy and or use any por-
tion of the work which has been either partially or fully completed by the Subcontractor before final inspection and acceptance thereof by 
the Owner but such use and or occupation sha«l not relieve the Subcontractor of his guarantee of said work and materials nor of his 
obligation to make good at his own expense any defect in mater.als and workmanship which may occur or develop pnor to Contractor s 
release from responsibility to the Owner Provided however the Subcontractor shall not be responsible for the maintenance of s j c h 
portion of the work as may be used and or occupied by the Contractor nor for any damage thereto that is due to or caused by the so e 
negligence of the Contractor during such period of use 
Subcontractor shall be responsible for his own work property and or materials until completion and final acceptance of the Con t rac ' 
by the Owner and shall bear the risk of anv loss or damage until such acceptance In the event of loss or damage he shaii proceed 
promptly to make repairs or replacement of the damaged work property and or materials at his own expense as directed by the Con-
tractor Subcontractor waives all rights Subcontractor might have agamst Owner and Contractor for loss or damage to Subcontractor s 
work property or materials 
It is agreed that the Subcontractor at the option of the Contractor may be considered as disabled from so complying whene*e r a 
petition in Bankruptcy or the appointment of a Receiver is filed against him 
The Subcontractor assumes toward the Contractor all the obligations and responsibilities that the Contractor assumes toward the 
Qwn«^IMHSybco^i t f i retoMfTtatrmaemn;f^ and save them harmless from any and all loss damage 
expenses, costs and attorney s fees incurred c suffered on account of any breach of the provisions or covenants of this contract 
Subcontractor shall pay reasonable and proportionate cost for hoisting services provided by Contractor 
4. SURETY BOND 
The Subcontractor agrees to furnish to the Contractor at the Contractor s request and expense a surety bond guaranteeing the 
faithful performance of this agreement and the payment n« an tabor and material bills m connection with the execution of the work cove red 
by this agreement The bond is to be written by a surety company designated or approved by the Contractor and m a form enti-eiy 
satisfactory to the Contractor 
PERMITS, LICENSE FEES, TAXES. ETC. 
The Subcontractor shall a* his own cost and expense apply for and obtain all necessary tees permits and licenses and shall at no 
extra cost to the Contractor conform strictly to tne laws building codes and ordinances m force in the locality where the work under the 
project is being done insofar as aophcabie to work covered by this agreement 
Subcontractor is an -ndependent contractor «n fact and also within the scope of the United States internal Revenue Code the Federal 
Socia1 Security Act together with present and future amendments thereto and any ana ad unemployment insurance ia^s both Federal 
and of any state or territory and <s therefore soie'y responsible to the Federal State or territorial Governments for an payroll taxes deduc-
tions withholdings ana contr p j t ons urder sucn ,a.vs The r o^peosaticn payable to Subcontractor as above provided includes all sa'es 
and use taxes and francn.se e»c se a~c othe- ta*es ana ocve'pmprjai impositions of an *.nds and is not subject to any addition for any 
such taxes or impositions new or ~e'ea'Te' -evec 
J100015 
6. INSURANCE 
The Subcontractor agrees to provide and maintain workmen s compensation insurance and to comply m at! respects with »he empic,-
ment of labor required by any constituted authority having legal jurisdiction over the area in which the work is performed 
The Subcontractor shall maintain such third party public liability and property damage insurance including general product* and 
automobile liability as will protect it from claims for damages because of bodily injury including death or damages b e r a u s * 0* mmrj tc ^ 
loss, destruction or loss of use of property which may arise from operations under this agreement whether such operations be by it ^ ts 
5 ! S l ! 5 5 2 £ ? w ! ^ ! K ^ ^ ' " ^ a » w , B W . * » & h * > W a r t * r t t * as «e4ote/irit*>dXv> foiu/y\.4nd 
R H S ^ M U S ^ l f <»e P" m e contract requ res r.gher .,m «s 
than those listed above Then such requirement* au govern and the higher limits snail be provided SFL I i - lS . ^ T T ^ J 5 I " J i ; 4 ' : 
The Subcontractor agrees to furnish a com,.
 w<ed certificate of insurance issued to tnterwest Construction Co inc 
The Subcontractor shall indemnify the Contractor and the Owner agamst and save them harmless from any and alt loss damage 
costs expenses and attorney s fees suffered or incurred on account of any breach of the aforesaid obligations and covenants ana arn 
other provision or covenant of this subcontract 
Subcontractor shaft mo*rnn«<ygMv#-harmless and defend Owner and the Contractor from and agamst any and all loss damage m-
jury liability and claims thereof for injuries to or death of persons and all loss of or damage to property resulting directly or mO'rectiv 
from Subcontractor s performance of this contract regardless of the negligence of Owner or Contractor or their agents or employees 
except where such loss damage injury liability or claims are the result of active negligence on the part of Owner or Contractor o r ' t s 
agents or employees and is not caused or contributed to by an omission to perform some duty also imposed on Subcontractor its agents 
or employees 
AH insurance required hereunder shall be maintained in full force and effect in a company or companies satisfactory to Contractor 
shall be maintained at Subcontractor s expense until performance «n full hereof (certificates of such insurance being supplied by Subcon 
tractor to Contractor) and such insurance shall be subject to requirement that Contractor must be notified by ten (10) days written notice 
before cancellation of any such policy In event of threatened cancellation for nonpayment of premium Contractor may pay same for 
Subcontractor and deduct the said payment from amounts then or subsequently owing to Subcontractor hereunder 
7. C H A N G E S , A D D I T I O N S A N D D E D U C T I O N S 
The Contractor may add to or deduct from the amount of work covered by this agreement and any changes so made m the amount 
of work involved or any other parts of this agreement shall be by a written amendment hereto setting forth in detail the changes involved 
and the value thereof which snail be muluafiy agreed upon between the Contractor and the Subcontractor The Subcontractor agrees to 
proceed with the work as changed when so ordered m writing by the Contractor so as not to delay the progress of the work and pending 
any determination of the value thereof 
Subcontractor shall be entitled to receive no extra compensation for extra work or materials or changes of any kind regardless of 
whether the same was ordered by Contractor or any of its representatives unless a change order therefor has been issued in writing by 
Contractor If extra work was ordered by Contractor and Subcontractor performed same but did not receive a written order therefor Sub-
contractor shall be deemed to have • atved any claim for extra compensation therefor regardless of any written or verbal protests or 
claims by Subcontractor Subcontractor shall be responsible for any costs incurred by Contractor for changes of any kind made by Sub-
contractor that increase the cost of the work for either the Contractor or other Subcontractors when the Subcontractor proceeds with 
such changes without a written order therefor 
Notwithstanding any other provision if the work for which Subcontractor claims extra compensation is determined by the Owner or 
Architect not to entitle Contractor to a change order or extra compensation then Contractor shall not be liable to Subcontractor for any 
extra compensation for such work (As used m this Subcontract the term Owner includes any representative of Owner and Architect 
includes the Engineer if any ) 
8. D I S P U T E S 
In the event of any dispute between 'he Cortractor and Subcontractor covering the scope of the work the dispute shall be settled m 
the manner provided by the contract documents If none be provided or if there arises any dispute concemmq matters in connection with 
this agreement and without the scope of the work then such disputes shall be settled by a ruling of a board of arbitration consistmq of 
three members one selected by the Contractor one by the Subcontractor and the third member shall be selected by the first two members 
The Contractor and Subcontractor shall bear the expense of their selected members respectively but the expenses of the third member 
shall be borne b> the party hereto requesting the arbitration in writing The Contractor and Subcontractor agree to be bound by the findings 
of any such boards of arbitration finally and without recourse to any court of law 
9 . T E R M I N A T I O N O F C O N T R A C T 
In the event the prime contract between the Owner and the Contractor should be terminated prior to its comDletion then the Con-
tractor and Subcontractor agree that an equitable settlement for work performed under this agreement prior to such termination will be 
made as provided by the contract documents if such provision be made or if none such exist by mutual agreement or failing either of 
these methods by arbitration as provided m Section 8 
10 . E Q U A L E M P L O Y M E N T O P P O R T U N I T Y 
During the performance of this subcontract the Subcontractor agrees to not discriminate against any employee because of race 
color creed or national origin As outlined m the Equal Opportunity Clause of the Regulations of Executive Order 10925 of March 6 1961 
as amended by Executive Order 11H4 of June 22 1963 The executive orders and the respective regulations are made a part of this 
subcontract by reference 
Subcontractor shall also fully comply with wage-hour and Equal Opportunity regulations and shall take vigorous affirmative action 
including the submittal of a written affirmative action program to employ minority employees whenever so required—and is encouraged to 
do so m the absence of such requirements 
1 1 . T E R M S O F L A B O R A G R E E M E N T S 
It is hereby understood and agreed that for the work covered by this subcontract the Subcontractor is bound and will comply with 
the terms and conditions of the labor agreements to which the general contractor \§fi party insofar as saiaV4abo/-agreaments lawfully 
require subcontractors to be so pound 
1 2 . A D D I T I O N A L P R O V I S I O N S 
The Subcontractor agrees not to subiettransfer or assign this agreement or any part thereof without written consent of the Contractor 
As built drawings when required shall be accurately maintained by Subcontractor tor his portion of the work and turned over to Con-
or in an acceptable manner before final payment is made to Subcontractor 
The Subcontractor agrees to provide his employees with safe appliances and equipment to provide them with a safe place to work 
to perform the work under this contract in a sate manner with high reqard for the safety of his employees and others and to comply witn 
health and safety provisions and requirements of local state and federal agencies including the WiHiams-Steiger Occupational Safety and 
Health Act and to hold the Contractor harmless for any costs deficiencies fines or damages incurred because of his negligence to comply 




Sigo4d for fnterwest Construction Date Signed for Subcontractor 
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Appendix G 
PALMER & SONS J&r* \ 
HAN1CAL CONTRACTORS 
h Main St. Login. Uuh 34321 
Phoo* 7324814 
Fiberglass Structures Company 
iCoble Sampson Associates, Inc. 
J300 SOULil Mill SUUK. 
fiuifg 200 
Sal t Lake City, UT 84115 
PURCHASE 
ORDER N2 6428 
Thu number must be shown on Invoice in 
Duplicate, til Packages and Corrrspondenc*. 
MAIL INVOICE TO US AT LOGAN, UTAH 
Iob M-705 V*/TF Wanted 4'3/89 
DESCRIPTION 
(Fiberglass Tanks 20* dia X 15* high with nozzles and 
iother items as called out on plans and specificatioi 
{Mixed Waste Storage Tanks T-32,33&34. 
PRICE TOTAL 
ons. 
I This, is a Air Force Prime Contract with a DOC9 priority. 
The Air Force Contract #F33557-83-E-2084. We must kincw if 
you have any other government priority work in progress. Pliase 
any. Otherwise this work Likes priority iver .detail if there is 
jany other wark you may have in progress and must be 
. All equipment must meet Morton/Thiokol Specifi-
i cation #006-89 or have prior approval. Shop 
drawings will not be required, however, tins 
fcompleted first. 
does not relieve suppliers obligation to provide 
material acceptable to HTI Engineers. Questions 
should be directed to this office or to Mr. Gene 
Gladys at 801-863-6003. 
Delivery is of the upmost priority; All equip-
ment must be delivered no later than 4/3/89. MTI 
will trace all items thru their trafficking dept. 
They will require the name and telephone number 
of the person at the manufacturers responsible 
for production and/or shipping of your equipment. 
Please include this information when you return 
the signed copy of this Purchase Order. 
In signing this Purchase Order you are obligated 
to the stimulations sr.d, pricing indicated. 
We must have (24) hours minimum notice of 
delivery for all equipment that is to ship 
direct to mi at Brigham City, Utah. 




'TBERGLASS STRUCTURES COMPANY 
President 
agree tq 
and conditions as s-tated in 
letter of 3/3/89. 
3/14/89 
PLEASE ST1-?] AM) P£TUP:LC^?V TO US WITHIN TEN DAYS 
your tenns 
Vour 





TREATMENT SYSTEMS EQUIPMENT 
PART 1 - GENERAL 
l.Ol. DESCRIPTION OF WORK: 
Furnish and install treatment equipment of the type, capac-
ity, size, and materials as shown on the Drawings and speci-
fied herein. Equipment shall be complete with all required 
supports, attachments, motors, drives, guards, and acces-
sories; installedfin £laceY tested; arid^ ready: £o£ operat-ion. 
1.02 DOCUMENTS/SECTIONS RELATED TO WORK: 
1
 Section 05100, Structural Steel for Buildings 
B. Section 05500, Metal Fabrications 
i Section 11000, Treatment Systems General Provisions 
i:'. Section 11040, Treatment Systems Mechanical Painting 
Work 
E Section 11200, Treatment Systems Pumps 
F. Section 11300, Treatment Systems Piping 
G. Section 11310, Treatment Systems Valves and Specialties 
H. Section 16200, Treatment Systems Instrumentation and 
Control 
T
 Section 16600, Special Systems 
1.03 QUALITY ASSURANCE: 
A. Suppliers shall be firms regularly engaged in th'e 
manufacture of specified equipment whose products have 
been used satisfactorily in similar services for at 
least 2 years prior to issue date of the Contract. 
B. Equipment components shall be designed, fabricated, and 
assembled to standard sizes and gages so that repair 
parts, furnished at any time, can be installed in the 
field. 
C. The equipment shall not have been in service at any time 
prior to delivery .except as required to test and verify 
proper operation and performance. 
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1.04 SUBMITTALS: 
A The following submittals, as defined in Section 11000, 
Treatment Systems General Provisions, are required for 
this equipment: 
1. Manufacturer's Product Data (All Equipment) 
2. Type A Shop Drawings (Skid Assemblies, Gravity 
Settler, Filter Press; Granular Media Filter, 
Carbon Contactors, Cartridge Filter Housings, Ion 
Exchangers, Solids Classifier, Solids Separator, 
Dewatering Escalator, Boiler, Compressor, Chillers, 
Deaerator, Electrodialysis Unit, Degassifier, 
Stripper) 
3. Type B Shop Drawings (Blowers, Boiler, Compressor, 
Chillers) 
4. Type C Shop Drawings (Skid Assemblies, Filter 
Press, Boiler, Compressors, Chillers, Deaerator, 
Electrodialysis Unit) 
5. Installation Instructions (A 1 1 EquIpment) 
6. Operation and Maintenance Manual (Mixers, Dewater-
ing Escalator, Blowers, Boilers, Compressors, 
Chillers, Electrodialysis) 
B. Consolidate submittals for equipment items in skid. 
assemblies with associated pumps, piping, valves, 
instruments, controls, panels, and accessories covered 
by related documents/sections. 
PART 2 - PRODUCTS 
2.0i SKID ASSEMBLIES: 
A. General: Designated treatment equipment shall be 
arranged into self-contained packages as indicated on 
the Drawings. Each designated skid assembly shall 
include indicated equipment, piping, valves, instru-
ments, controls, and panels as well as any disconnects, 
guards, supports, and accessories necessary to provide a 
functional unit ready for connection to building ser-
vices, detached equipment, and interfacing assemblies. 
Provide a common structural steel skid with lifting lugs 
for each equipment package sized to support treatment 
components, valves, piping, wiring, and controls. 
Individual package skids may be arranged in sections if 
necessary to accommodate shipping restrictions or pre-
vent damage to package components. 
B. Interfaces: All piping interfaces between individual 
skid sections and with external systems shall be flanges 
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or unions as appropriate to the specific service. 
Electrical, monitoring and control components shall be 
wired to the package control panel. Where skids are 
arranged in sections, electrical, monitoring and control 
components shall be wired to terminals in junction boxes 
on each skid section. Wiring connections to external 
systems shall be through the package control panel. 
C. Other; Arrange instrumentation and control devices in 
accordance with Section 16200, Treatment Systems 
Instrumentation and Control; Section 16600, Special 
Systems; and as indicated on the Drawings. Control 
Panels and Motor Control Centers indicated to be 
detached from process components shall be handled as 
individual skid sections. 
D. HMX Vacuum and Building Sump Pump Assembly: Limits 
include platform and supports as indicated. Design 
platform to support all equipment, piping, controls, and 
accessories in the vacuum and building sump pump 
assembly package. Provide galvanized steel grating for 
working surface at platform level. Provide structural 
steel support to establish platform elevation above 
building floor as indicated. Design support for Seismic 
Zone 3 conforming to code requirements noted on Drawing 
SI and Specification Section 05100, Structural Steel for 
Buildings. Locate a cross bracing to maintain minimum 
5-foot wide by 7-foot high clear access aisle at floor 
level from west end. Provide ladder access to platform 
level at east end, on north side. 
2.02 TANKS: 
A, General: Provide tanks of the size, type, and materials 
shown on the Drawings and specified herein. Tanks shall 
be complete with all nozzles, baffles, screens, walk-
ways, ladders, stairways, platforms, supports, bottom 
outlet sumps, heating/cooling coils, rinse nozzles, and 
accessories indicated. The tanks and related anchoring 
systems shall be designed for Seismic Zone 3 conditions. 
Exterior tanks shall be designed for a wind load corre-
sponding to a velocity of 90 mph, and a snow load of 40 
psf. 
^ Shop Fabricated, Pressure Rated, Steel: Welded steel, 
code stamped, cylindrical tank with materials and con-
struction conforming to the requirements of ASME Boiler 
and Pressure Vessel Code, Section VIII for all tanks 
with pressure ratings greater than 15 psig. Steel shall 
be AISI Type 316 stainless steel, or ASTM A516 Grade 70 
carbon steel, as required by the Drawings or equipment 
specifications. Passivate all welds for stainless steel 
tanks. Shop finish surfaces to be coated in accordance 
with Section 11040, Treatment Systems Mechanical Paint-
ing Work. Insulation where required shall be field 
applied. Insulation shall be 2- Inch thick cellular 
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elastomer conforming with Section 11330, Treatment 
Systems Thermal Insulation, unless otherwise indicated. 
C. Shop Fabricated, Non-Pressure, Cylindrical Steel: 
Welded steel tank. Dished bottoms and support legs, if 
required, shall conform to AWWA D100. All other con-
struction shall conform to API-650. Details covered by 
both standards shall be governed by API-650. Steel 
shall be AISI Type 316 stainless steel, or ASTM A516 
Grade 70 carbon steel, as required by the Drawings or 
equipment specifications. Passivate all welds for 
stainless steel tanks. Shop finish surfaces to be 
coated in accordance with Section 11040, Treatment 
Systems Mechanical Painting Work. 
D. Shop Fabricated, Non-Pressure, Non-Cylindrical, Steel: 
Rectilinear welded steel tank. Minimum plate thickness 
1/4 inch. Structural steel yield strength 36,000 psi 
and fully weldable. Steel plate maximum deflection 
l/100th of span when tank filled with water. Stiffener 
and support maximum deflection l/180th of span when tank 
filled with water. Nozzles, welds, testing, and inspec-
tion per API-650. Shop finish surfaces to be coated in 
accordance with Section 11040, Treatment Systems Mechan-
ical Painting Work. 
E. Shop Fabricated, Non-Pressure, Cylindrical, Fiberglass: 
Fiberglass reinforced, thermosetting resin_plastic ,tanK 
conforming * to applicable requirements of ASTM D3299 and 
NBS PS15-69. The interior surface corrosion barrier 
shall be a double C-veil, except where indicated other-
wise. Resin system shall be a vinylester throughout the 
laminate. Acceptable resins include Derakane 470 or 
other resins with equal resistance to attack by acetone, 
methylethyl ketone, and dichloroethylene. Heat tracing 
and insulation where required shall be incorporated into 
the shop-fabricated product with heat tracing provided 
on the lower third of each tank and 2-inch thick poly-
urethane insulation. Insulated tank coefficient of 
thermal conductivity shall not exceed .15 (Btu/hr/sq ft/ 
degrees F). The gel coat jacket shall be pigmented to 
provide an opaque exterior surface and shall incorporate 
UV inhibitors required for outside installation. Pro-
vide' 2-inch wide, unpigmented, clear, full length, 
viewing strips on diametrically opposed straight sides 
of each non-insulated tank. Incorporate staff gage 
markings in the viewing strip gel coat with major divi-
sions at 1-foot intervals and minor divisions at 3-inch 
intervals. 
F. Manufacturers: 
1. Warner Fiberglass Products 
2. Xerxes 
3. Tankinetics 





Product Standards are published voluntary standards that establish (1) dimen-
sional requirements for standard sixes aud types of various products, (2) texJa-
»leal requirements for the product, aud (3) methods of testing, grading, and 
niar-King these products. 'Tne objective is to define requirements for these products , 
iq iii»i?qfl|iuice \\lthi the itrincipai deinanus oT tne traae. Product Standards are 
published Ly the Mationaf liureau ot Standards or die U. S. Department of 
Commerce. 
Development of a PRODUCT STANDARD 
The Bureau 's Office of Engineering Standards Services works closely with busi-
ness firms, t rade organizations, testing laboratories, and other appropriate groups 
to develop .such standards. (A group interested in developing a Product Standard 
may .submit a written request to the Office of Engineering Standards Services, 
National Hurean of Standards.) After determining that the desired standard 
would be technically feasible and in the public interest, a specific proposal is 
developed in consultation with interested trade groups and circulated for industry 
consideration and comment. 
Subsequently, a Standard Review Committee is established to review the pro-
posed standard for conformance with the Department of Commerce procedures. 
The committee includes qualified representatives of producers, distributors, and 
\ibers or consumers of the product. When approved by the committee, copies of 
the recommended standard are distributed for consideration and acceptance. 
When the acceptances show general agreement by all segments of the industry, 
and when there is no substantive objection deemed valid by the National Bureau 
of Staudards , the Bureau announces approval of the Product Standard and pro-
ceeds with its publication. 
Use of a PRODUCT STANDARD 
Product Standards are developed for the maximum use of Industry by ensuring 
that producers, distributors, and users or consumers cooperate in the development 
of a voluntary Product Standard. The adoption and use of a Product Standard is 
voluntary. Product Standards are used most effectively in conjunction with legal 
'lnstruiuen tali ties such as building codes, nurcliaSroyfleTg, and sales contract's! 
WheirTr"stundai'd is mirrig'TSa'rFof such a contract, compliance with the standard^ 
is enforceable by the buyer or the setter along with other provisions of the* 
con t rac t m e r e Ts" no governmental regulation or control inV61veq. ~ * ~ 
Purchasers may order products that comply with Product Standards and deter-
mine for themselves that their requirements are met. More often, manufacturers 
refer to the standards in sales catalogs, advertising, invoices, and labels on the 
product. Commercial inspection and testing programs are also employed for 
greater effectiveness together with grade labels, hallmarks, and certificates. Such 
assurance of compliance promotes confidence and understanding between buyers 
and sellers. 
EFFECTIVE DATE 
Having been passed through the regular procedures of the Office 
Engineering Standards Services, National Bureau of Standards and 
proved by the acceptors hereinafter listed, this Product Standard 
issued by the National Bureau of Standards, effective 
November 15, 1069. (See section 6.) 





Nat. Bur. Stand. (U.S.), Prod. Stand. 15-09, 28 pages (June 1070) 
CODEN: XNPSA 
Voluntary Product Standard PS 15-69 
Custom Contact-Molded Reinforced-Polyester 
Chemical-Resistant Process Equipment 
(Thl.s voluntary slaudard, initialed by Hie Society of Hie Plasties Industry, 
Inc.. lias been developed under Ibe Pt on dure* for the lU'vvloninvnt of Voluntary 
Produtt Standards, pnbll.sbed by the Department of Commerce. See section 7, 
History of Project, for further information.) 
1. PURPOSE 
1.1. The purpose of this Product Standard ib to establish on a 
national hubis the standard sizes and dimensions and significant 
Uuality requirements for commercially available glafas-fiber-r enforced 
chem leal -resist ant process equipment for chemical service. The infor-
mation contained in this Product Standard will be helpful to pro-
ducer**, distributors, and users and will promote understanding be-
tween buyers and sellers. 
2. SCOPE 
2.1. This Product Standard covers materials, construction and 
workmanship, physical properties, and methods of testing rein forced-
polyester materials for process equipment and auxiliaries intended for 
use in aggressive chemical environments, including but not limited to 
pipe, ducts, and tanks. The Standard is based on the technology of 
fnhrjcnf ion by hai") .bi.y-np_m» contact pressure molding. Methods for 
Identifying products which comply with the requirements of this 
Standard are included. 
2.2. This Standard (foes not cover: (1) resins other than polyes-
ters, (2) reinforcing materials other than glass fibers, (3) laminate 
constructions, or (•jjjjlninmit. wmind Miricnjion, methods. (The in-




3.1.1. Terminology—Unless otherwise indicated, the plastics 
terminology used in this Standard shall be in accordance with the 
definitions given in American Society for Testing and Materials 
(ASTM) Designation 1)883-69, Standard Nomenclature Relating to 
Plastics.1 
3.1.2. General description—This Standard describes glass-fiber-
reinforced nrocess equipment for chemical service. Other materials 
may be iibcii for reinforcement of the surface exposed to the chemical 
environment. This Standard is not intended to cover selection of the 
exact resin or reinforcement combination for use in specific chemical 
and blructural conditions. For recommended chemical resistance test 
procedures, see the appendix. 
3.2. Materials 
3.2.1, Resin—The resin used shall be of a commercial grade and 
shall either be evaluated as a laminate by test (see appendix for a 
recommended test) or determined by previous service to be acceptable 
for the environment. 
3.2.2. Fillers and pigments—The resins used shall not contain 
1
 Later l»>>iicb of the ASTM publlciitiona specified In this Product Standurd may be 
lined providing the rcqulri'iiit'iita ure uuplkable aud consistent with the Issue det>lgnuted. 
Copies of ASTM publU-ttttuus ure obtivlmihle from the American Society for Te^Uitc and 
Muterluls, lOlii lUee Street, J'liiluUelphJu, PH. IU103. 
fillers except as required for viscosity control or fire retardance. Up to 
5 percent by weight of thixotropie agent which will not interfere with 
visual inspection may be added to the resin for viscosity control. 
Renins may contain pigments and dyes by agreement between fabri-
cator and purchaser, recognizing that such additions may interfere 
with visual inspection of laminate quality. Antimony compounds or 
other fire retarclant agents may be added as required for improved fire 
resistance. 
3.2.3. Reinforcing material—The reinforcing material shall be a 
commercial grade of glass fiber having a coupling agent which will 
provide a suitable bond between the glass reinforcement and the resin. 
3.2.4. Surfacing materials—Unless otherwise agreed upon be-
tween fabricator and purchaser, material used as reinforcing on the 
surface exposed to chemical attack shall be a commercial grade chemi-
cal-resistant glass having a coupling agent. 
Xote: The use of other fibrous materials such as acrylic and poly-
ester fibers and asbestos may a fleet the values obtainea for 
** the Barcol hardness of the surface. 
y<£ZQ Laminate—The laminate shall consist of an inner surface, an 
interior layer, and an exterior layer or laminate body. The composi-
tions specified for the inner surface and interior layer are intended to 
achieve optimum chemical resistance. 
3.3.1. Inner surface—The inner surface shall be free of cracks and 
crazing with a smooth finish and with an average of not over 2 pits 
per square foot, providing the pits are less than 1/8 inch in diameter 
and not over 1/32 inch deep and are covered with sufficient resin to 
avoid exposure of inner surface fabric. Some waviness is permissible 
as long as the surface is smooth and free of pits. Between 0.010 and 
0.020 inches of reinforced resin-rich surface shall be provided.2 This 
surface may be reinforced with glass surfacing mat, synthetic fibers, 
asbestos, or other material as usape requires. 
3.3.2. Interior layer—A minimum of 0.100 inch of the laminate 
next to the inner surface shall be reinforced with not less than 20 
percent nor more than 30 percent by weight of noncontinuous glass 
strands (see 4.3.1), e.g., having fiber lengths from 0.5 to 2.0 inches. 
3.3.3. Exterior layer—The exterior layer or body of the laminate 
shall be of chemically resistant construction suitable for the service 
and pro\iding the additional strength necessary to meet the tensile 
I and ftexural requirements. Where separate layers such as mat, cloth, 
f or woven roving are used, all layers shall be hmfled a minimum of 1 
inch. Laps shall be stap*rered as much as possibjeTT? woveriTo'vlng'or 
> cloth is used, a layer ot chopped-srranrt glass snail be placed as alter-
nate layers. The exterior surface shall be relatively smooth with no 
exposed fibers or sharp projections. Hand work finish is acceptable, 
biiprntnlgh resin shall be present to prevent fiber show. 
^.3^3A^When the outer surface is subject to a corrosive environ-
nifelTtTThe exterior surface shall consist of a chopped-strand glass over 
which shall be applied a resin-rich coating as described in 3.3.1. Other 
methods of surface protection may be used as agreed upon between 
buyer and seller. 
3.3.4. Cut edges—All cut edges shall be coated with resin so that 
no glass fibers are exposed and all voids filled. Structural elements 
»ThlH rfhlh-rlch surface laser will usually contain less thim 20 percent of reinforcing 
material. A .specific limit Is not included because of the impracticability of determining 
this value in the finished product. 
2 
having edges exposed to the chemical environment shall be made with 
chopped-strand glass reinforcement only. 
3.3.5. Joints—Finished joints shall be built up in successive layers 
and be as strong as the pieces being joined and as crevice free as.i&j 
commercially practicable. The width of the first layer shall be 2 inches" 
minimum. Successive layers shall increase uniformly to provide the 
specified minimum total width of overlay allien shall be centered on 
the joint. (See 3.3.1, 3.4.6M, 3.5.6, and 3.G.5.) Crevices between jointed 
pieces shall be filled with resin or thixotropie resin paste, leaving a 
smooth inner surface. (See 3.3.1.) The interior of joints may also be 
sealed by covering with not less than 0.100 inch of reinforced resin-
rich surface as described in 3.3.1 and 3.3.2. 
3.3.6. Wall thickness—The minimum wall thickness shall be as 
specified in the tables under the appropriate sections, but in no case 
shall be less than 1/8 inch in the case of ducts and 3/16 inch in pipes 
and tanks regardless of operating conditions. Isolated small spots may 
be as thin as 80 percent of the minimum wall thickness, but in no case 
more than 1/8 inch below the specified wall thickness. 
3.3.7. Mechanical properties—In order to establish proper wall 
thickness and other design characteristics, the minimum physical 
properties tor any laminate shall be as snown m table 1 anct 3.3.7.L 
Laminates which do not meet the minimum values of table 1 are corT 
sidered acceptable provided they are made to afford the same overall 
strength that would be obtained with a laminate meeting the specified 
thickness. For example, if the specified thickness for a laminate is 
1/4 inch, reading from table 1 a minimum tensile strength of 12,000 
psi is required. By multiplying thickness times minimum tensile 
strength a value of 3,000 pound breaking load for a 1-inch-wide speci-
men is obtained. A laminate having a tensile strength of 10,000 psi 
will, therefore, be acceptable for the 1/4-inch requirement if it has 
an actual thickness of at least 0.3 inch. 
3.3.7.1. Surface hardness—The laminate shall have a Barcol 
hardness of at least 90 percent of the resin manufacturer's minimum 
specified hardness for the cured resin when tested in accordance with 
4.3.5. This applies to both interior and exterior surfaces. 
3.3.8. Appearance—The finished laminate shall be as free as com-
mercially practicable from visual defects such as foreign inclusions, 
dry spots, air bubbles, pinholes, pimples, and delamination. 
3.3.9. By agreement between buyer and seller, a representative 
laminate sample may be used for determination of acceptable surface 
finish and visual defects (see 3.3.1, 3.3.3, and 3.3.8). 
TABIK 1. Requirements for properties of reinforcedpolyester laminates 
Property at 





Flexurul modulus of 
elasticity (tangent) -
minimum1 







psi I psi 
(j2Wp\ 13,500 
19,000 J) 20,000 
800,000 I 000,000 





» See 4 3.2. 
»See 4 3.3. 
• See 4 3.4. 
3.4. Reinforced-polyester round and rectangular ducting3 
3.4.1. Duct size and tolerances 
3.4.1.1. Round ducting—The size of round ducting shall he deter-
mined by the inside diameter in inches. The standard sizes shall be 2, 
3, 4, 0, 8, 10, 12, 14, l(>, 18, 20, 21, 30, 30, 42, 48, 54, and 60 inches. 
Unless otherwise specified, the tolerance, including out-of-roundness, 
shall be =hl/U) inch for ducting up to and including (i-inch inside 
diameter, and ±: 1/8 inch or ±:1 percent, whichever is greater, for 
ducting exceeding 6 inches in inside diameter.1 
3.4.1.2. Rectangular ducting—The sizes of rectangular ducting 
shall be determined by the inside dimensions. There are no standard 
sizes for rectangular ducting. Unless otherwise specified, the toler-
ances on ordered sizes shall be ±3/16 inch for dimensions of 18 
inches and under and ± 1 percent for dimensions of over 18 inches.4 
3.4.2. Lengths—Tolerances on overall lengths shall be it 1/4 inch 
unless arrangements are made to allow for field trimming. 
3.4.3. Wall thickness—The minimum nominal thickness of round 
ducting shall be in accordance with table 2. For rectangular ducting, 
the minimum thickness shall be as specified in table 2, substituting the 
longer side for the diameter. See also 3.3.0. 
3.4.4. Squareness of ends—Ends shall be square within dzl/8 inch 
for round ducting through 21-inch diameter and rectangular ducting 
through 72-inch perimeter; and :±3/l(> inch for larger sizes of both 
round and rectangular ducting. 
3.4.5. Fittings-—Tolerances on angles shall be ±:1° through 24 
inches, ± 7 / 8 ° for 30 inches, ±:\/l° for 36 inches, ±5/8° for 42 inches, 
and i t 1/2° for 48 inches ami above. Wall thickness of fittings shall be 
at least that of ducting of the same Bize. 
T \ B I K 2. UeiHforcctl'iwlyeatvr round duct dimensions1 
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 5 to I ile.slKn factor of .safety based on data In t.ihle 1. A I.so based on 10-foot l engths 
between htlffeniT rings fur vacuum service. 
a
 T h e s e r a t i n g s are suitable for ihc up lo ISO *F <S2U T ) in pressure service and 
ambient a t m o s p h e r i c temperature** on vacuum service. For rat ings a l higher temperatures 
c o n s u l t the manufacturer . 
M t u t e d a t a minimum of 5 inch water vacuum und/or 50-lnch water pressure. <!See 
table y ) 
• See F o o t n o t e 0, uajje 14 
3.4.5.1. Ells—Standard ells shall have a centerline radius of one 
and one-half times the duct diameter. 
3.4.5.2. Laterals—Standard laterals shall be 45°. 
3.1.5.3. Reducers, concentric or eccentric—Length of standard 
reducers shall be live times the difference in diameters (D,-1)J. Mini-
mum wall thickness shall be that required for the larger diameter duct 
as given in table 2. 
3.1.6. Straight connections 
3.4.6.1. Butt joint—Strength of the butt joint shall be at least 
equal to that of the duct itself and shall be made in accordance with 
3.3.5. Total minimum width of joint shall be 3 inches for 1/8 inch 
thickness, 4 inches for 3/16 inch thickness, and 6 inches for 1/4 inch 
thickness. 
3.4.6.2. Bell and spigot joint—Straight duct shall be inserted 
into bell at least one-sixth of duct perimeter or 4 inches, whichever is 
less, and overwrapped in such a manner as to provide strength at least 
equal to that of the duct. The opening between the bell and spigot 
shall be sealed with thixotropic resin paste. 
3.4.7. Flanges 
3.4.7.1. Flange dimensions—Dimensions of reinforced plastic 
flanges for round ducts shall be in accordance with table 2. Flange 
thicknesses and width [(O.D.-I.D.)/2] of flange faces for rectangular 
ducts shall correspond to those for round ducts having the same 
diameter as the longer side of rectangular ducts. 
3.4.7.2. Flange attachment—Duct wall at hub of flange shall be at 
least one and one-half times the normal thickness and taper to nor-
mal thickness over a distance of at least one flange width. Fillet radius 
shall be at least 3/8 inch at point where the hub meets the back of the 
flange. 
3.4.7.3. Face of flange—Face of flange shall have no projections 
or depressions greater than 1/32 inch and shall be perpendicular to 
the centerline of the duct within 1/2°. A camber of 1/8 inch with 
respect to the centerline, measured at the O.D. of the flange, shall be 
allowable. The face of the flange shall have a chemical-resistant sur-
face as described in 3.2.4 and 3.3.1. 
3.4.7.4. Drilling—Standard flanges shall be supplied undrilled. 
3.4.7.5. Flange bolting—The bolt holes shall straddle centerline 
unless otherwise specified. Unless otherwise specified, the number of 
bolt holes and diameters of bolt holes and bolt circles shall be in 
accordance with table 2. Rectangular flange width and bolt spacing 
shall be the same as that for diameters corresponding to the longer 
sides. 
3.4.8. Mechanical properties of ducts 
3.4.8.1. Laminate—The minimum mechanical properties shall be 
in accordance with table 1. 
3.4.8.2. Deflection—Maximum deflection of a side, on a rectangular 
duct shall not exceed 1 percent of the width of the side under operat-
ing conditions. Ribs or other special constructions shall be used if 
required to meet the deflection requirement. 
3.4.9. Stacks—Special engineering consideration is required for 
structural design of stacks, and the manufacturers should be con-
sulted. 
3.5. Reinforced-polyester pipe4 
3.5.1. Size—The standard pipe size shall be the inside diameter in 
• R a t e d from full vacuum to 150 pal (bee table 11). 
inches. Standard sizes are 2, 3, 4, 6, 8, 10, 12, 14, 16,18, 20, 2-1, 30, 36, 
and 42 inches. The tolerance including out-of-roundness shall be 
ztzl/16 inch for pipe up to and including 6-inch inside diameter, and 
± 1 / 8 inch or ±1 percent, whichever is greater, for pipe exceeding 6 
inches in in&ide diameter. This measurement shall be made at the point 
of manufacture with the pipe in an unstrained vertical position. 
3.5.2. Length—The length of each fabricated piece of pipe shall 
not vary more than ±1 /8 inch from the ordered length unless ar-
rangements are made to allow for trim in the field. 
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FIGURE I Dimensions of reinforced-polyester pipe ftHings, 
3.5.3. Wall thickness—The minimum wall thickness of the pipe 
shall be in accordance with table 3. See also 3.3.6. 
3.5.4. Squareness of ends—All unflanged pipe shall be cut square 
with the axis of the pipe within ±1 /8 inch up to and including 24-
inch diameter and to within ±3/16 inch for all diameters above 24 
inches. 
3.5.5. Fittings—All fittings such as elbows, laterals, T's, and 
reducers shall be equal or superior in strength to the adjacent pipe 
section and shall have the same diameter as the adjacent pipe. The 
dimensions of fittings shall be as shown in figure 1. Tolerance on 
angles of fittings shall be ±1° through 24 inches in diameter and 
±1/2° for 30-inch diameter and above. Where necessary, minimum 
overlay widths may be less than those specified in table 4^  but the joint 
strength shall be at least equal to the strength of the adjacent pipe. 
3.5.5.1. Elbows—Standard elbows shall have a centerline radius 
of one and one-half times the diameter. Standard elbows up to and 
including 24 inches shall be molded of one piece construction. Elbows 
of 30-inch diameter and larger may be of mitered construction using 
pipe for the mitered sections. The width of the overlay on the mitered 
joint may have to be less than the minimum specified in table 4 to 
avoid interference on the inner radius, but the joint strength must be 
at least eoual to the strength of the adjacent pipe. Miterea elbows 45° 
or less will be one-miter, two section. Elbows above 45° through 90° 
shall have a minimum of two miters. Incorporation of straight pipe 
extensions on elbows is permissible. 
3.5.5.2. Reducers—Reducers of either concentric or eccentric style 
will have a length as determined by the diameter of the large end of 
the reducer as indicated in figure 1. 
3.5.6. Butt joints—This type of joint shall be considered the 
standard means of joining pipe sections and pipe to fittings. The pro-
cedure used in making the outt joint will be as outlined in 3.3.5. All 
pipe 20 inches in diameter and larger shall be overlaid both inside, 
when accessible, and outside. Pipe less than 20 inches in diameter 
shall be outside overlaid. The minimum width* of the overlay shall 
relate to wall thickness and shall be of the dimensions indicated in 
table 4. Inside overlaps may be made to seal the joint if necessary, but 
shall not be considered in meeting the strength requirement specified 
in 3.3.5. 
3.5.7. Flanges—The use of flanges shall normally be kept to a 
minimum with the butt joint being used as the standard means of 
joining pipe sections. All flanges shall be of the minimum thickness 
given in table 5 and accompanying illustration. The construction of 
flanges is the same as that for laminates. (See 3.3.) 
3.5.7.1. Flange attachment—The minimum flange shear surface 
shall be four times the flange thickness indicated in table 5. The thick-
ness of the flange hub reinforcement measured at the top of the fillet 
radius shall be at least one-half the flange thickness and shall be 
tapered uniformly the length of the hub reinforcement. The fillet 
radius, where the back of the flange meets the hub, shall be 3/8 inch 
minimum. 
3.5.7.2. Flange face—The flange face shall be perpendicular to the 
axis of the pipe within 1/2° and shall be flat to ±1/32 inch up to 
and including 18-inch diameter and ±1/16 inch for larger diameters. 
The face of the flange shall have a chemical resistant surface as 
described in 3.2.4 and 3.3.1. 
7 













































































































'The apcvlrted wall thli kneabetj are ba^ed upon u 10 to 1 safety factor for the tensile 
Mnngth lUted in tabic* 1 Tlu-be ratings are suitable for Ube up to ISO ' P (82 2 *C) ; 
fur rating* ut higher temperatures, consult the manufacturer For vacuum bervke 
bee 3 5 1) 





























3.5.7.3. Other flange designs—Other flanges agreed upon between 
the fabricator and the user are acceptable provided that they pro-
duce a tight joint at twice the pressures established for standard 
joints. 
3.5.8. Mechanical properties of pipe—The minimum mechanical 




3.5.9. Vacuum service—Tn sizes 2 through 18 inches, rein forced-
polyester pipe and fittings have an internal pressure rating of 125 
psi. Flanges having a rating of 25 psi are suitable for full vacuum 
service. Special engineering consideration is required for larger pipe 
sizes and for operation at temperatures above ambient atmospheric 
temperature. 
3.5.10. Hecommended installation practice 
3.5.10.1. Pipe hangers and spacing—Hangers shall be band type 
hangers contacting a minimum of 180° of the pipe surface. The 
maximum pipe hanger spacing shall be in accordance with table G. 
3.5.10.2. Underground installation—Special consideration muat 
be given to installing pipe underground. It is recommended that the 
manufacturer be consulted for installation procedures. 
3.5.10.3. Expansion—Since the expansion rate of this plastic pipe 
is several times that of steel, proper consideration should be gi\cn to 
any pipe installation to accommodate the overall linear expansion. 






































































































> Uttj»ed on Hat faced llangcs with full-fate boft gaaketh 
* Flange dlmenbiont. (except thit-knead) ami bolting correspond to the following 
btamlards ; 
2 litoli through 24 Inch bUea : USA Std 1110 5 for 150 lb utccl flanges 
30 Inch through 42 inch blzes : USA Std Dili 1 for 125 Ib C I flange* 3
 Till* table lb bused on a btifety factor of 8 to 1 and a tlevural btrcngth of 20,000 pt»l 
This latter value IK slightly under the minimum llexural btreugtu for laminate* of 3/8 
Inch and up (bee table 1), due to the manufacturing technique 
3.5.10.4. Bolts, nuts, and washers—Bolts, mils, and washers shall 
be furnished by the customer. Metal washers shall be used under all 
nut and bolt heads. All nuts, bolts, and washers shall be of materials 
suitable for use in the exterior environment. 
3.5.10.5. Gaskets—Gaskets shall be furnished by the customer. 
Recommended gasket ing materials shall be a minimum of 1/8 inch 
in thickness with a suitable chemical resistance to the service envi-
ronment. Gaskets should have a Shore A or Shore A2 Hardness of 
40 to 70. 
3.6. Keinforced-polyester tanks (stationary nonpressure ves-
sels)
 t 
3.6.U ^Cylindrical flat-bottom vertical tanks -if 
3.6X1. Sizes—Standard tank sizes are 2, 2-1/2, 3, 3-1/2, 4, 4-1/2, 
5, 5-1/2, 6, 7, 8; J), 10, 11, and 12 feet in inside diameter. 
3.6.1.2. Dimensions and tolerances—The tank diameter shall be 
measured internally. Tolerance on the inside diameter, including out-
of-roundness, shall be ±1 percent. Measurement shall be taken with 
tank in vertical position. Taper, if any, shall be increasing and shall 
be added to the nominal diameter. Taper shall not exceed 1/2° per 
side. Tolerance on overall height shall be it: 1/2 percent, but shall not 
exceed ±1 /2 inch. The radius at bottom to wall shall be a minimum 
of 1-1/2 inches. 
9 
3.6.1.3. Wall thickness—The minimum wall thickness shall be in 
accordance with table 7. See also 3.3.6. 
3.6.2. Horizontal cylindrical tanks 
3.6.2.1. Sizes, dimensions, and tolerances—These shall be the 
same as for vertical cylindrical tanks (see 3.6.L). Standard end 
closures shall be standard convexed, domed heads with a maximum 
radius of curvature equal to the tank diameter. The knuckle radius 
shall be a minimum of 1-1/2 inches.6 
3.6.2.2. Support cradle—Two support cradles shall be provided. 
The cradles shall be at least 6 inches wide, supporting at least 120° 
of the tank circumference. Wear plates (reinforced areas), 12 inches 
wide, covering 180° of the support surface shall be provided when 
required. Laminate construction and minimum thickness shall be 
as agreed upon between fabricator and purchaser. Tanks longer 
than 24 feet require special design and support consideration. 
3.6.2.3. Wall thickness—The minimum wall thickness shall be in 
accordance with table 8. See also 3.3.6. 
3.6.3. Rectangular tanks 
3.6.3.1. Sizes—There are no standard sizes for rectangular tanks. 
3.6.3.2. Dimensions and tolerances—The length and width shall 
be measured internally. Tolerances on nominal dimensions of length 
and width shall be :±l/4 inch or ±1 /4 percent, whichever is greater. 
Overall height tolerance shall be ±3 /8 inch. Taper is increasing and 
should be added to the nominal dimensions. Taper should not exceed 
1/2° per side. 
3.6.3.3. Side wall—Deflection shall not exceed 1/2 percent of span 
at any location when tested by filling with water. 
3.6.3.4. Wall thickness—Since the design of rectangular tanks is 
considerably more complex than that of cylindrical tanks^ no simple 
chart of wall thickness can be given. However, the minimum wall 
should be similar to that for cylindrical tanks with consideration 

















































































































» 1 he above table is baaed on uninsulated pipe containing liquid* baring a specific 
gravity of 1 3 and at a maximum temperature of 180 *F. For services at temperatures 
above ISO *F (82.2 *C), consult the manufacturer relative to hanger spacing. 
•Larger knuckle radii are commonly used, such as for ASME torlspherlcal heads. 
TAIIIK 8. Minimum wall and head thicknesses for rcinforccd-polycster 
horizontal cylindrical tanks using two support cradles1 
T a n k 
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1
 ItnM'd on ."» to 1 >,ifel\ fat-tor n-nitf the merhaule.i l property ilata In table 1. a liquid 
sporlhe u'ra\il,\ 4»f 1 i». and support enid!e> lor.ited 1/12 of tank leo^tli from IMIII end 
l o r tank's Intended f,»r s»r \ i ee : iho\e ls<» T (S2 '2 *C) ooiiMdorutlun in oYslvn should 
he *.*hen to l he ph\-dc;U proprrth-* of tin' uuilerlal at the operat ing temperature T a n k s 
Willi | i l i t«fcal liniillii^'s ( s i u h i h ujrituthni). o ther support de-d^us. stlffenlnj.' rln*>. or for 
n*e in >dtu:ilions requiring higher r i f e l y factors should be given spet lal design nui-
s iderat l<»n In the UM> of more than two support cradle*, inainlenanre of uniform support 
of the lank at aii points of support is essent ia l 
- l \ . r InternuMliate standard tank Inside d iameters given in .1.0 1.1. the minimum wall 
and head th ickness shall he that given in I hi* tahle for the next higher diameter. 
3
 Wear p l a t e s required for S foot tank length . 
* Wear p l a t e s required lor S . Ill-, and 12 foot tank lengths . 
•"• Wear plul .K required for tanks S to IS feet long. Inclusive 
* We.ii p l a i e * required for tanks S to I'd feet long, h u l u s l v e 
7
 Wear plates, required for all tank lengths . 
g i \ en lo I lie height of the lank relative to loadings a n d the largest 
span relative to deflection. External ribs shall be used to prevent 
side wall deflection from exceeding the tolerance in 3.6.3.3. See 
also 3.3.6. 
3.6.1. Mechanical property requirements for tanks—The mini-
mum mechanical properties shall he as specified in table 1. 
3.6.5. Shel l joints—Where tanks are manufactured in sections and 
joined by use of a laminate bond, the joint shall be glass-fiber-rein-
forced resin at least the thickness of the heaviest section being joined. 
The reinforcement shall extend on each side of the joint a sufficient 
distance to make the joint at least as strong as the tank wall and 
shall be not less than the minimum joint widths specified in table 9. 
The reinforcement shall be applied both inside and out with the 
inner reinforcement considered as a corrosion resistant barrier only 
ami not structural material. The inner reinforcement shall consist 
of a minimum of 3 ounces of glass per square foot, followed by 0.010 
inch to 0.0*20 inch of surfacing material (see 3.3.5). 
3.6.6. Flanges 
3.6.6.1. Flanged nozzles- Flanges for liquid inlets and outlets 
shall meet the same requirements as for pipe (see 3.5.7 to 3.5.7.3 
inclusive). At assembly there shall be a minimum dimension of 4 
inches from the flange face to the tank. Where angular loadings are 
ant ic ipated, the flange nozzle shall be supported by a minimum of 
three gussets or by other suitable means of structural support. 
3.6.6.2. Assembly of flanges—Standard orientation will have bolt 
holes s t raddl ing principal ceuterline of vessel unless otherwise 
speci flet I. 
3.6.6.3. Tolerances—Tolerances on flange construct ion shall be the 
same as for pipe flanges (see 3.5.7 and table 5) . Location of nozzles 
on the vessel shall be held to ± 1 / 8 inch. 
3.6.7. Recommended installation practice 
3.6.7.1. Fla t bottom tanks should be supported on a flat surface or 
on properly-spaced dunnage. It is recommended, where possible, tha t 
a flat surface, preferably a reasonably sofl surface (confined sand or 
cinder-filled pad, plywood-surfaced concrete or a concrete grout) be 
used. AVhere full bottom support is not possible, special bottom 
design is required. 
3.6.7.2. Closed tanks should have a properly sized vetni. 
TABLE 9. J/OIIIJIIOH total widths of overlays for reinforced-polyester tank shell 
joints 
T a n k wa l l thUUness , 
inches 
Min imum of ou t s ide 
ove r l ay w i d t h , 
inches 
rMlnimum of ins ide 
over lay w i d t h , 
inches 
3 /10 1/1 5 /10 3 / 8 7 /10 1/2 D/10 5 / 8 11 /10 3/4 
4 4 5 0 7 8 0 10 11 12 
1 4 5 5 0 0 0 0 0 0j 
4. INSPECTION AND TEST PROCEDURES 
4.1. Specimens—Tests shall be made on specimens cut from waste 
areas when possible; otherwise, the specimens shall be,cut from flat 
laminates prepared in the same construction and by the same tech-
niques as the process equipment. In all cases, the average value of 
the, indicated number of specimens shall be used to determine con-
formance with the detailed requirements. 
4.2. Conditioning—The test specimens shall be conditioned in 
accordance with Procedure A of ASTM Designation D618-61, 
Standard Methods of Conditioning Plastics and Electrical Insulat-
ing Materials for Tenting.1 
4.3. Tests 
4.3.1. Glass content—The glass content shall be determined in ac-
cordance with A S T M Designation 1V2581-67T, Tentative Method of 
Test for Ignition Loss of Oared Reinforced /rW/i.s,*1 except that the 
specimens tested shall be approximately 1 square inch in area, and 
low temperature preignition prior to placement in mullle furnace, is 
recommended. The average for five specimens shall be considered to 
be the glass content. 
4.3.2. Tensile strength—Tensile strength shall be determined in 
accordance with ASTM Designation 1)638-68, Standard Method of 
Test for Tensile Properties of Plastics' except that the specimens 
shall be the actual thickness of the fabricated article and the width 
of the reduced section shall be 1 inch. Other dimensions of specimens 
shall be as designated by the ASTM standard for Type I specimens 
for materials over 1/2 inch to 1 inch inclusive. Specimens shall not 
be machined on the surface. Tensile strength shall be the average 
of fivn specimens tested at 0.20 to 0.25 in/min speed. 
4.3.3. Flexural strength- -Flexural strength shall be determined 
in accordance with Procedure A and table 1 of ASTM Designation 
D7D0-66, Standard Method of Test for Flexural Properties of 
Plastics,1 except that the specimens shall be the actual thickness of 
the fabricated article and the width shall be 1 inch. Other dimen-
* See footnote 1, pa go 1. 
1 Q 
sions of specimens shall be as designated by the ASTM standard. 
Specimens shall not be machined on the surface. Tests shall be made 
with the resin-rich side in compression using five specimens. 
4.3.4. Flexural modulus—The tangent modulus of elasticity in 
flexure shall be determined by ASTM Method D790-66 (see 4.3.3). 
4.3.5. Hardness—The hardness shall be determined in accord-
ance with ASTM Designation D2583-67, Standard Method of Test 
for Indentation Hardness of Plastics by Means of a Barcol Im-
pressor* Calibration of the Barcol instrument shall be verified by 
comparing with blank specimens having known readings of 85 to 87 
and 42 to 46. Ten readings on the clean rebin-rich surface shall be 
made. After eliminating the two high and two low readings, the 
average of the remainder shall be the reported hardness reading. 
4.3.6. Additional tests—Recommended test methods for the fur 
ther testing of rein forced-polyester laminates are given in the appen-
dix. These test methods are included as recommendations and are not 
to be considered as requirements from the standpoint of determining 
compliance with the Standard. 
5. IDENTIFICATION 
5.1. Labels and literature—In order that purchasers may iden-
tify products complying with all requirements of this Voluntary 
Product Standard, producers choosing to produce such products in 
conformance with this voluntary Standard may include a statement 
in conjunction with their name and address on labels, invoices, sales 
literature, and the like. The following statement is suggested when 
sufficient space is available : ° 
This product conforms to all of the requirements established in 
Product Standard PS 15-69, developed cooperatively with the 
industry and published bv the National Bureau of Standards 
under the Voluntary Product Standards procedures of the U.S. 
Department of Commerce. Full responsibility for the conform-
ance of this product with the standard is assumed by (name and 
address of producer or distributor). 
5.1.1. The following abbreviated statement is suggested when 
available space on labels is insufficient for the full statement0: 
Conforms to PS 15-69 (name and address of producer or 
distributor). 
6. EFFECTIVE DATE 
6.1. The effective date of a Voluntary Product Standard is the date 
upon which reference to the Standard may be made by producers, 
distributors, users and consumers, and other interested parties. Com-
pliance by producers with the requirements of a Product Standard 
may not actually occur until some time after the effective date. Prod-
ucts shall not be labeled or otherwise described as conforming to a 
Product Standard until such time as all applicable requirements 
established in the Standard are met. The effective date of this Stand-
ard is November 15, 1969. 
7. HISTORY 
7.1. In June 1965, The Society of the Plastics Industry, Inc., re-
quested the assistance of the National Bureau of Standards in the 
• See footnote 1, pnj?e 1 
• All tolerances exceeding tho.se s-tutetl In 34 11 and 3 4 12 shall be Identified os 
exceptlonH in Htateuients representing compliance with this Standard. 
development of a standard for custom contact-molded rein forced-
polyester chemical-resistant process equipment. In February 1966, a 
proposed standard was circulated to representative producers, dis-
tributors, users, and other interested organizations for comment. All 
comments and suggestions received from this circulation were care-
fully considered and the proposed standard was adjusted where 
practicable. 
With the approval and recommendation of its Standard Review 
Committee, the recommended standard was circulated in January 
1968, to determine its acceptability to the industry. The comments 
received from this circulation were considered by the Standard Re-
view* Committee, and in accordance with their recommendations a 
new draft was prepared. This draft was circulated for acceptance 
in October 1968. 
The response to the October 1968 circulation indicated a consensus 
of acceptability, as defined under the Procedures for the Develop-
ment of Voluntary Product Standards, existed within the industry 
with regard to the standard. In August and September 1969, the 
Standard Review Committee and the acceptors were balloted con-
cerning the deletion of the "hallmark" from the standard. The re-
sponse to this balloting indicated a consensus of acceptance had again 
been achieved, and on October 17, 1969, the standard, designatedPS 
15-69, Custom Contact-Molded Reinforced-Poly'ester Chemical-
Resistant Process Equipment, was approved for publication by the 
National Bureau of Standards to be effective November 15, 1969. 
Technical Standard* Coordinator: 
D. H. Stevenson, Product Standards Section, Office of Engineering Standards 
Services, National Bureau of Standards, Washington, D. C. 20234. 
8. STANDING COMMITTEE 
8.1. The following individuals comprise the membership of the 
Standing Committee which is to review all revisions proposed to keep 
this Standard abreast of progress. Comments concerning the Stand-
ard and suggestions for revision may be addressed to any member 
of the committee or to the Office of Engineering Standards Services, 
National Bureau of Standards, U.S. Department of Commerce, 
which acts as secretary for the committee. 
Representing Producers 
William E. Smith, The Ceilcote Company, Inc., 140 Sheldon Road, 
Berea, Ohio 41017 (Chairman) 
J. A. Jellesen, Amercoat Corporation, 111 Colgate Avenue, Buffalo, 
New York 14220 
Fred W. Arndt, Ileil Process Equipment Corporation, 12901 Elm-
wood Avenue, Cleveland, Ohio 44111 
Richard H. Brackett, Corite-Reynolds Corporation, 455 Jarvis 
Avenue, Des Plaines, Illinois 60018 
W. P. Jenks, Owens-Corning Fiberglas Corporation, Toledo, Ohio 
43601 
C. B. Sias, PPG Industries, Inc., P.O. Box 127, Springdale, Penn-
sylvania 15144 
Richard J. Lewandowski, Atlas Chemical Industries, Inc., Concord 
Pike & Murphy Road, Wilmington, Delaware 19803 
Edward J. Kerle, American Cyanamid Company, 1937 West Main 
Street, Stamford, Connecticut 06904 
Walter A. Szymanski, Durez Plastics Division, Hooker Chemical 
Corporation, Walck Koad, North Tonawanda, New York 14121 
Representing Users 
W. N. Hall, The Procter & Gamble Company, Ivorydale Technical 
Center, Cincinnati, Ohio 15217 
Otto Fenner, Monsanto Company, 800 N. Lindbergh Boulevard, St. 
Louis, Missouri 0,'JIOG 
John II. Davis, Eastman Chemical Products, Inc., Kingsport, Ten-
nessee, 37666 
W. F. Cam, Diamond Alkali Company, 300 Union Commerce Build-
ing, Cleveland, Ohio H i l l 
Ronald R. Skabo, Wvandotte Chemicals Corporation, Wyandotte, 
Michigan 48193 
K. W. La Valley, Corrosion Controllers, Inc., 345 Second Street, 
Washougal, Washington 1)8671 
Representing General Interests 
Charles L. Condit, The Society of the Plastics Industry, Inc., 250 
Park Avenue, New York, New York 10017 
Charles II. Angell, 500 South Avenue, Glencoe, Illinois 60022 
9. ACCEPTORS 
9.1. The manufacturers, distributors, users, and others listed below 
have individually indicated in writing their acceptance of this Prod-
uct Standard prior to its publication. The acceptors have indicated 
their intention to u^e the btandard as far as practicable but reserve 
the right to depart from it when necessary. The list is published to 
show the extent of recorded public support for the Standard. 
ASSOCIATIONS 
(General Support) 
Manufacturing Chemlbts A&boclatlon, Wash- Society of the Plastics Industry of Canada, 
Ington, DC. Don Mills. Ontario, Canada 
Society of the Plaaticb Indiibtry, Inc., New 
York, New York 
PRODUCERS 
Amercoat Corporation. Brea, California Junes k Hunt. Inc., Orwlgbburg, 
An Cor Industrial 1'luhttcs, Inc., North Pennsylvania 
Tonawanda. New York Justin Enterprise*. Inc.. Fairfield, Ohio 
Atlantic Bridge Company, LTD, Plastics Kenner Boat Company, KnoxvlUe, Arkansas 
Division, Ma hone Bay N. S , Canada Ken way Corporation, Palermo, Maine 
AII.IM Plastics, Inc , Buffalo, New York Leopold Kcinforced Plastic* Company, 
Btctle Pla&llcs Division .Crompton & Zelleuople, Pennsylvania 
Knowles Corporation, Fall Klver. Lunn Laminates, Inc., Wjandaueh, New 
Mas»acluisett.s Vork 
Blttuer Industries, Inc. Mobile, Alabama Metal Cladding, Inc. North Tonawanda, 
Carolina Fiberglass Products Company, New York 
WIIMUI. North Carolina Pennwalt Corporation, Philadelphia, Penu-
Cctlcote, The, Coinpauy, Berea, Ohio Bylvanla 
Century Fiberglass, Inc., Anaheim, Poly ten Manufacture™, Inc., Houston, Texas 
California Prcclsloneeriiig Limited, Scarborough, 
Chemical Construction Corporation, New Ontario, Canada 
York, New York Protective Plastic Company, Bedford. Ohio 
Corite 'itejiioida Corporation, Dts Pluluea, Protective Plastics, Don Mills. Ontario, 
Illinois Canada 
Durlron, The. Company. Inc., Euzluger Bed Ewald Fiber Glass, Karnes City, Texaa 
Division. Angola, New York Hesln Fab Corporation. Beldlng, Michigan 
Krshlg's, inc , Be'lllngham. Washington Rubber & Plastic Applicators, Inc., Mobile, 
Flbraco Manufacturing Company, Inc., Alabama 
Clenr Lake Iowa Schorl Process Corporation, Port WaBhlng-
Glastronlcs Corporation, New Bedford, ton. New York 
Massachusetts Shell Chemical Company, New York, New 
llasbrouck Plastics, Inc. Hamburg, New
 1 , ,
i o r k
 . , . „, . ' » 
York Simons, II. A. (International) LTD. 
Ha>u Manufacturing Company, Erie. „ VancoinerB . C. Canada 
Peuns>lvaitia bmlth Inland, A. O., Inc., Little Bock, 
Hell Proceht* Equipment Corporation, Cleve- „, Arkansas 
laud. Ohio Jeehnleal Service Corporation, St. Louis, 
Hell Process Equipment Southeast Corpora- Missouri 
tlon, Bartow, Florida Warminster Hberglass Company, Southamp-
UIMKI Manufacturing. Inc. Wilmington, t 0 ». Pennsylvania 
California 
D1STR1BUTOUS, USERS, AND GENERAL INTEREST 
Allegheny Plastics. Inc., Coraopolls, Imperial Chemical Industries o£ Australia 
Pennsylvania * New Zealand. LTD. 
American Air Filter—Fiber Glass Group, Kahn, P. A.. & Company, Newton, 
Louisville, Kentucky Massachusetts 
American Cyanamld Company. Bound Brook. Main, Chaa. T.. Inc.. Boston. Massachusetts 
New Jersey Munaanlo Company. St. Louis. Missouri 
American Cyanamld Company, Walllngford, Omaha Testing Laboratories, Inc. Omaha. 
Connecticut Nebraska 
American Standards Testing Bureau. Inc.. Phillips Petroleum Company. Bartlesvllle. 
New York. New York Oklahoma 
Angell, Charles H., Consultant. Glencoe, PPG Industries. Shelby North Carolina 
Illinois PPG Industries. Inc., Sprlngdale, Peunsyl-
Atlas Chemical Industries, Inc., Wllmtng- vania 
ton, Delaware Proctor it Gamble Company, Cincinnati. 
Braun. C. F., & Company. Alhambra, Ohio 
California Reinforced Plastics Testing Laboratory, 
California Testing Laboratories, Inc., Los Llndenhurst. New York 
Angeles California Kohin and Haas Company, Bristol, 
Chemacryl Plastics, LTD, Toronto, Ontario, Pennsylvania 
Canada Hyersou, Joseph T.. and Sou. Inc., Chicago, 
Corrosion Controllers, Inc., Washougal, Illinois 
Washington Sandwell International, Inc., Portland, 
Diamond Shamrock Chemical Company, Oregon 
Cleveland, Ohio Slngmaster & Breyer, New York. New York 
Durez Division, N. Tonawanda, New York Star HI Enterprises. Inc , Melrose Park, 
Eastman Chemical Products, Inc., Kings- Illinois 
port. Tennessee Stauffer Chemical Company, Dobbs Ferry. 
FMC Corporation. Front Hoyal. Virginia New York 
Freeman Chemical Corporation. Port Titanium Metals Corporation of America, 
Washington. Wisconsin Henderson. Nevada 
General Foods Corporation, White Plains, Twining, The, Laboratories, Inc., Fresno, 
New York California 
Gllddeu-Durkee, Strongsvllle, Ohio Union Camp Corporation, Savannah, 
Georgia 
FEDERAL GOVERNMENT 
General Service* AdnilnUtratlou. Washing- Interior. U.S. Department of. Washington, 
ton. DC. 1> C. 
10. APPENDIX 
Supplemental Information 
A.l. Chemical resistance 
Al.l. Test—ASTM Designation 0581-68, Standard Method of 
Test for Chemical Resistance of Thermosetting Resins Used in Glass 
Fiber Reinforced Structures * is recommended for the evaluation of 
the chemical resistance of materials to he used in rein forced-polyester 
chemical-resistant process equipment. The reinforcing materials pre-
scribed in the test laminate are only for the purpose of establishing 
a uniform basis for comparison. They may not necessarily represent 
the preferred materials for the particular environment. This proce-
dure may be adapted to test or evaluate components, composition or 
fabrication variations, and production samples. For information on 
the basis for selection of the standard test laminate, see Appendix Al 
of ASTM C581-68. 
Al.1.1. The 10-inil surfacing mat referred to in paragraph 5.1.2.1 
of C581-G8 shall be made of chemical resistant glass (Type C or 
equal). 
Al.1.2. The standard test laminate shall be cured at room tempera-
ture for 10 hours. Further cure shall be given at room or higher 
temperature, if necessary? to produce a Barcol hardness equal to the 
resin manufacturer's minimum specified hardness for the cured resin. 
» Tula method la baMed on a teat procedure developed by the ttelnforced l'laatlca Corro-
Hlon Kestbtunt fUructtirea Subcommittee of The Society of the l'laattea Industry, Inc. 
Sue footnote 1, page 1. 
17 
A1.2. Temperature—Tests may be conducted at any or all of these 
temperatures: 23 °C, 50 °C, 70 °C, 100 °C ( ± 2 °C) ; reflux tern-
perature; required service temperature. 
A 1.3. Reagents—The following reagents are suggested for use in 
obtaining general comparative chemical resistance data. The test 
solutions shall not be agitated, i.e., the exposures shall be under 
static conditions. 
1. k2o% Sulfuric acid 11. 5% Aluminum potassium 
2. 15% Hydrochloric acid sulfate 
3. 5% Nitric acid 12. Ethyl acetate 
4. 25% Acetic acid 13. Methylethyl ketone 
5. 15% Phosphoric acid 14. Monochlorbenzene 
C>. 5% Sodium hydroxide 15. Perchlorethylene 
7. 10% Sodium carbonate 16. n-IIeptane 
8. Saturated sodium chloride 17. Iverosine 
0. 05% Ethanol 18. Toluene 
10. 5-1/4% Sodium hypochlo- 19. 5% Hydrogen peroxide* 
rite* 20. Distilled water* 
* Replaced every 48 hour* with fresh solution 
A1.4. Time—The properties specified in A 1.5 shall be determined 
for specimens immersed in the test solutions for 30 days, 90 days, 
ISO days, and 1 year for one set of control specimens immediately 
following the curing period; and for another set after aging in air 
at the test temperature for the total test period. 
A1.5. Properties— Thickness, Barcol hardness, flexural strength 
and modulus, and appearance shall be determined at each time 
interval. Appearance observations shall include any surface changes, 
color changes, obvious softening or hardening, crazing, delamination, 
exposure of fibers, or other elt'ects indicative of complete degradation 
or potential failure. Calculation of percentage change in a property 
shall be based on the property value obtained immediately following 
the curing period. 
A1.6. Report—Data shall be reported in tabular form for all para-
meters tested. The composition (including resin), accelerators, cata-
lysts, and reinforcements, and the fabricating and curing conditions 
of the laminate tested shall be adequately described. 
A2. Fire retardancy 2—The fire retardancy may be determined in 
accordance with ASTM Designation E84-68 Standard Method of 
Test for Surface Burning Characteristics of Building Materials* 
A3. Compressive strength (edgewise)—The compressive strength 
may be determined in accordance with ASTM Designation D695-
63T, Tentative Method of Test for Compressive Properties of Rigid 
Plastics.3 
1
 Work la in progress to develop teat procedures and t»peclflcatlon requirements for 
applications requiring fire resistance. 
•See footnote 1, page 1. 
TO THE ACCEPTOR 
The following statements answer the usual questions arising in 
connection with the acceptance ami its significance: 
1. Enforcement.—A Product Standard contains requirements 
which are vountarily established by mutual consent of those con-
cerned. They present a common basis of understanding between the 
producer, distributor, and user or consumer and should not be con-
fused with any plan of governmental regulation or control. The 
National Bureau of Standards has no regulatory power in the en-
forcement of their provisions, but since they represent the will of 
the interested groups as a whole, their provisions soon become 
established as trade customs, and are made effective through incor-
poration into sales contracts, labels, Invoice*, and the like. 
2. The Responsibility of the Acceptor.—The purpose of a Prod-
uct Standard is to establish, for speciHe items, nationally recog-
nized sizes, grade*, material requirements, or performance criteria, 
and the benefits therefrom will be measurable in direct proportion 
to their general recognition and actual use. Instances will occur 
when it may be necessary to de\iate from the standard, and the 
feigning of an acceptance does not preclude such departures; how-
ever, such signature indicates an intention to follow the standard, 
where practicable, in the production, distribution, use, or consump-
tion of the product in question. 
3. The Role of the Department of Commerce.—The National 
Hureau of Standards, acting under delegation from the Depart-
ment of Commerce, provides (1) the function of unbiased coor-
dinator to bring all interested parties together for the mutually 
satisfactory development of a voluntary standard, (2) such assist-
ance and advice as past experience with similar programs may 
.suggest, (3) the determination of acceptability on the part of pro-
ducers, distributors, and users or consumers, and (4) the publica-
tion of the standard for the information and guidance of buyers 
and sellers of the product. 
ACCEPTANCE OF PRODUCT STANDARD 
PS 15-69, CUSTOM CONTACT-MOLDED REINFORCED POLYESTER 
CHEMICAL-RESISTANT PROCESS EQUIPMENT 
If acceptance has not previously been filed, this sheet properly 
filled In, signed, and returned will provide for the recording of your 
organization as an acceptor of this Product Standard. 
Date 
Otllce of Engineering Standards Services 
National Bureau of Standards 
U.S. Department of Commerce 
Washington, D.O. 20234 
Gentlemen: 
We believe that this Product Standard constitutes a useful 
standard of practice, and we individually plan to utilize it as far 
as practicable In the 
production1 distribution1 use1 testing1 
of this commodity. 
We reserve the right to depart from the standard as we deem 
advisable. 
We understand, of course, that only those articles which 
actually comply with the standard in all respects can be identified 
or labeled as conforming thereto. 
Signature of authorized officer 
(la ink) 
(Kindly typewrite or print the following lines) 
Name and title of above officer 
Organization 
(F1U In exactly as It should be listed.) 
Street address 
City, State and Zip Code 
1
 Underscore the applicable word. Please see that separate acceptances 
are Hied for all subsidiary companies and alllllatcs which bhould be listed 
separately as acceptors. In the case of related interests, trade associations, 
trade papers, etc, desiring to record their general support, the words 
"General support" should be added after the signature. 
THE NATIONAL ECONOMIC GOAL 
Sustained maximum growth in a tree 
market economy, without inflation 
under conditions of lull employment 
and equal opportunity 
THE DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE 
The historic mission oi the Department 
i s ' to loster promote and develop the 
foreign and domestic commerce' of the 
United States This has evolved as a 
result of legislative and administrative 
additions to encompass bioadiy the re 
sponsibility to foster seive and promote 
the nation's economic development and 
technological advancement The Depart 
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U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE • Maurice H. Starts, Secretary 
NATIONAL BUREAU Of STANDARDS • tiwis M. Branicomb, Dimtor 
The National lluieuu of Standards1 wus established by an act of Congress March 3, 1001. 
Today, In uddltlon to serving as the Nation's ceutrul measurement laboratory, the Bureau Is 
a pi iinl|t.il fudtl point In the Federal Government for assuring maximum application of 
the physical and engineering sdeuces to the advancement of technology In Industry and 
commerce. To this end the bureau conducts leseurcu and provides central national services 
In four broad program ureas. These are: (1) baste measurements and standards, (2) 
materials measurements and standards, (3) technological measurements and standard*, 
and (4) trunsfer of technology. 
The Bureau comprises the Institute for Basic Standards, the Institute for Materials 
Research, the Institute for Applied Technology, the Center for Hadlation Hesearch, the 
Center for Computer Sciences and Technology, and the Office for Information Programs. 
THE INSTITUTE FOR UASIC STANDARDS provides the central basis within the United 
States of a complete and consistent system of physical measurement; coordinates that 
system with measurement systems of other nations ; and furnishes essential services leading 
to accurute and uniform physical measurements throughout the Nation's scientific commu-
nity, Industry, und commerce. The Institute consists of an Office of Measurement Services 
mid the following technical divisions : 
Applied Mathematics—Electricity—Metrology—Mechanics—Heat—Atomic and Mo-
lecular Physics—Radio Physics a—Radio Engineering2—Time and Frequency5— 
Astrophysics 2 —Cryogenics.3 
THE INSTITUTE FOR MATERIALS RESEARCH conducts materials research leading to im-
proved methods of measurement standards, and data on the properties of well-characterUed 
materials needed by Industry, commerce, educational Institutions, aud Government; 
develops, produces, and distributes stamlard reference materials; relates the physical 
and chemical properties of materials to their behavior and their Interaction with their 
environments; aud provides advisory and research services to other Government ageuciea. 
The Institute consists of an Office of Standard Reference Materials and the following 
divisions: 
Analytical Chemistry—Polymers—Metallurgy—Inorganic Materials—Physical Chem-
istry. 
THE INSTITirrE FOR APPLIED TECHNOLOGY provides technical services to promote the 
use of available technology and to facilitate technological Innovation In industry and 
Government; cooperates with public und private organizations In the development of 
technological standurds, aud test methodologies; and provides advisory aud research 
services for Federal, state, aud local government agencies. The Institute consists of the 
following technical divisions and offices : 
Engineering Standards—Weights aud Measures—Invention and Innovation—(Ve-
hicle Systems Research—Product Evaluation—Building Research—Instrument 
Shops—Measurement Engineering—Electronic Technology—Technical Analysis. 
THE CENTER FOR RADIATION RESEARCH engages In research, measurement, and appli-
cation of radiation to the solution of Bureau mission problems and the problems of other 
ageucies und institutions. The Center consists of the following divisions: 
Reactor Radlatlou—Llnuc Radiation—Nuclear Radlutlon—Applied Radiation. 
THE CENTER FOR COMPUTER SCIENCES AND TECHNOLOGY conducts research and provides 
technical services designed to aid Government agencies in the selection, acquisition, and 
effective tibc of uutomatlc data processing equipment; uud serves us the principal focus 
for the development of Federal standards for automutlc data processing equipment, tech-
niques, aud computer languages. The Center consists of the following offices und divisions: 
Information Processing Standards—Computer Information—Computer Services— 
Systems Development—Information Processing Technology. 
THE OFFICE FOR INFORMATION PROGRAMS promotes optimum dissemination and accessi-
bility of scientific Information generated within NBS and other agencies of the Federal 
Urn eminent; promotes the development of the National Standard Reference Data System 
aud a system of Information unalysls centers dealing with the broader aspects of the 
National Measurement System, and provides appropriate services to ensure that the NBS 
staff has optimum accessibility to the scientific Information of the world. The Office consists 
of the followlug organisational units : 
Office of Standard Reference Data—Clearinghouse for Federal Scientific and Tech-
nical Information »—Office of Techulcal Information aud Publications—Llbrury— 
Office of Public Information—Office of International Relations. 
1
 Headquarters and Laboratories at Galthersburg, Maryland, unless otherwise noted; 
mulling address Washington, DC, 20234. 
3
 Located at Boulder, Colorado 80302. 
» Located at 6285 Port Royal Road, Springfield, Virginia 22161. 
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Appendix J 
fax message from Bob Frisk 
OAT* 3[2Sfo TIME: ? : « * PAQE 1 OP _! 
TOe A *** • P A * - * * ^ **. S»»s rapfy to 
TICHSERVICES CO. 
, 7 ^ ^ ^ ^ -i ! $101 Northfand Ortvt • Omaha, N t i r i t k t a 8 1 5 2 
^ 1 * , feO\/7S2L« 6>*3i f tc t fml l t t t l tphont 
4 0 2 / S 7 2 - 0 M S 402 S 7 2 Q I 9 I 
ATTN: 
SUB J: 
V A C P±\-tArA, 
fAo^Tv»«o / T i h t w > t U F a FILE: 3 So* **> 
Voo* 0^t<^^ C*Sfc M»xco VJfcWS Sro^L^fL I A W * \» 32. -33 . SV 
t. \ *wc*» ^ u a ^ i c g , O . J O ^ M I N . D e * * * < ~ * < t V?o ^ $ » M u t i ^ F , W I T H 
e^^iwd c v ^ u *# f « S t^ic (—*• l d 6 5 p * is^^) 
l?u«^ )C vcv<- j rc t^ j^ rw (L^^tr-5^ te^Mc^** AJEjiSi^ juMr ^ouvcsrr^ 
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-1/2* OIA. HOLES. WITH 
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SECT.B-B 
CUSTOM TANK COVER 
GENERAL LAYOUT 
FIBERGLASS STRUCTURES CO. 
ST. * A U t . MM. 
DATE 
•
 l < r k l F L ! J J 1 
3/89| N/A | 1 
OWG NO. IREV 
8 8 0 1 4 9 - 3 I A 
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r TsC fax massage from Bob Fifsk — 
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Thiokol incurred $3,436 in labor costs responding to the 
tank failure (Exh. 396), $62,458.63 investigating the cause of 
the collapse (Exh. 206B), $75,564.23 cleaning up the spill's 
aftermath (including environmental remediation and rebuilding 
tank foundations) (Exhs. 206B, 409), $7,138 replacing damaged 
pipes (Exh. 412), $5,000 repairing damage to the M705 building 
(Exh. 151), and $27,255.25 in outside processing of waste water 
necessitated by a three-day shut-down of M705 following the 
collapse. 
In addition, Thiokol incurred $207,142.05 in tank 
replacement costs. Bids for new fiberglass tanks were sent on or 
about January 23, 1990. Tr. 721-22. Six companies were 
requested to bid (Tr. 724-26), but only two responded. Tr. 732. 
Although the two bids were within 10% of each other (Tr. 734), 
they were substantially higher than the $82,411 bid by Rysgaard 
for the original tanks. Tr. 1922. The low bid for new 
fiberglass tanks was approximately $220,480. Tr. 738-39. 
Because these bids were so high, Thiokol sent out bids for steel 
tanks. The low steel bid was approximately $230,629. Tr. 746. 
With only a $10,149 difference between fiberglass and steel, 
Thiokol opted for steel. The $207,142.05 tank replacement figure 
is based on the lowest bid received for steel tanks, with a 
$10,149 deduction for the difference between the lowest steel and 
lowest fiberglass bid, as well as a $21,150 deduction for 
insulation added to the tanks but not specified for the original 
tanks. Exhs. 206B, 409. 
Appendix M 
APPENDIX M 
Cases holding that contributory negligence 
is not a defense to breach of contract 
Fortier v. Dona Anna Plaza Partners, 747 F.2d 1324, 1337 (10th 
Cir. 1984) ("contributory negligence has no place in contract and 
fraud actions"); Fresno Air Serv. v. Wood, 43 Cal. Rptr. 276, 279 
(Dist. Ct. App. 1965) ("Assumption of risk and contributory 
negligence appear to fall within the general field of trespass 
and negligence . . . and hence are not applicable as theories of 
law and defenses to actions . . . for breach of contract"); 
Rotman v. Hirsch. 199 N.W.2d 53, 56 (Iowa 1972) ("contributory 
negligence would not be available as a defense to an action on 
contract"); Havsville U.S.D. No. 261 v. GAF Corp., 666 P.2d 192f 
199 (Kan. 1983) ("The use of comparative negligence theory is not 
proper in breach of contract actions"); Broce-O'Dell Concrete 
Prods., Inc. v. Mel Jarvis Constr. Co., 634 P.2d 1142, 1145 (Kan. 
Ct. App. 1981) ("It is well settled that contributory negligence 
is no defense to a breach of contract"); Lee v. Andrews, 667 P.2d 
919, 921 (Mont. 1983) (finding use of "comparative negligence 
principles" in a contract case erroneous). 
Appendix N 
Ettmbtuhnl IMS 
A. H. PALMER & S O N S 
MECHANICAL CONTRACTORS 
186 NQPTH MAIN ST P. Q. BOX 5D5 
7 5 2 - 4 B U 
LOSAN. UTAH B 4 3 2 1 
May 2, 1989 
INTERWEST CONSTRUCTION 
2004 North Redwood Road 
Salt Lake City, Utah 
84116 
Re: Morton Thiokol Inc. Bldg. M-705 Waste Water Treatment Facility 
Attention: TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN 
GENTLEMEN: 
Please be advised A. H. PALMER & SONS hereby guarantees the 
mechanical section of the Thiokol M-705 Waste Water Treatment Facility as 
installed by us, to be free of defect in material, equipment and workmans 
for a period of one year. 
Guarantee to begin on date of substantial completion as issued 
the Architect, May 2, 1989. 
Very truly yours, 
A. H. PALMER & SONS 
Roy Palmer 
Appendix 0 
FIBERGLASS STRUCTURES COMPANY 
REPLY TO 2913 N. Aldine 
St. Paul, MN 55113 
612/636-9179 
FAX: 612/636-5859 
rune 13, 1989 
l.H. Palmer & Sons 
L86 North Main Street 
-ogan, UT 84321 
Attention: Val Palmer 
te: 20'0 x 15f F.R.P. Waste Storage Holding Tanks 
Morton Thiokol Vasatch Facility 
3ear Val: 
[he following warranty which, while not a requlremenC of the contract or spec conditions 
"or the proiect, is extended by agreement between Fiberglass Structures Co., Inc., 
..H. Palmer & Sons, and Morton Thiokol Co. 
Fiberglass Structures Company warrants the structural integrity of subject tanks for 
a period of three years against structural failure through normal non-pressure service 
for the storage of waste liquids containing 0-10 P.P.M. MEK, and/or l-lOO^K^.Tf. 
\cetone, and/or 0-120 P.P.M. Dechloroethylene in water solution per,specs and data 
provided by Morton Thiokol Co. 
formal operating service shall not include freezing conditions of contained product, 
\cts of God, nor damage resulting from actions by personnel on or adjacent to the 
tanks, including modifications to said vessels. 
rhis added warranty provided with the agreement that receipt of same will effect the 
immediate release of the remaining balance due on the contract between A.H. Palmer 
Si Sons and Fiberglass Structures Company. 
Sincerely, 









Trial Exhibit 160 
Trial Exhibit 160, Interwest's "Project Daily Reports," 
reflects Interwest's and Palmer's concerted efforts at 
facilitating the "fix" of tank T34: 
On May 4, Palmer was told by Interwest that it "[m]ust 
resolve tank failed at east, outside tanks 
immediately." App. P at 1. On May 11, Palmer reported 
that it "will FAX letter to [Thiokol] and have 
[Interwest's] copy hand carried to job first thing in 
morning, letter to state the two undamaged tanks & one 
destroyed tank will be fixed/replaced by May 31." Id. 
at 2. A May 16 entry contains Interwest's command that 
Palmer "MUST have your tank supplier get all calcs to 
[Thiokol] immediately." Id. at 3 (emphasis in 
original). The next day's entry, May 17, contains 
Palmer's reassurance that "all calcs from tank supplier 
was FAX'ed to [Thiokol] this morning. Tank still being 
built & will meet completion/operational date." Id. at 
5. On May 18, Palmer reported to Interwest that "tank 
supplier will be on job Monday to start corrective 
action on east tanks." Id. at 6. 
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Appendix Q 
APPENDIX Q 
The Restatement (Second) of Torts § 402A provides, in 
pertinent part: 
(1) One who sells any product in a defective condition 
unreasonably dangerous to the user or consumer or to his 
property is subject to liability for physical harm thereby 
caused to the ultimate user or consumer, or to his property, 
if 
(a) the seller is engaged in the business of selling 
such a product, and 
(b) it is expected to and does reach the user or 
consumer without substantial change in the condition in 
which it is sold. 
